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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE, DEFINITIONS AND PROCEDURES 
Church ownership of a radio station is not, in itsel~ 
a new or unusual development. However, the claim can be 
made that the FM station operated by The Riverside Church in 
the City of New York is a unique undertaking.! 
I . PURPOSE OF STUDY 
one of the best expressions of the character of this 
st,ation's operation came from Riverside's Minister, Dr. 
Robert J. McCracken. 
Christianity is concerned with every province of 
human life. The Church should wield a broad cul-
tural influence and endeavor to lift the whole 
level of the life of society. It should be alert 
to the crucial issues of its generation and should 
seek to communicate to the people the contributions 
which are being made from every field of human 
endeavor toward the solution of those issues. Our 
Radio Station is a pioneering venture with this for 
its objective.2 
This statement of the station's basic philosophy provides 
the most important justification of the value of undertaking 
a study of Riverside Radio WRVR. There are several others. 
lThis point is discussed fully in Chapter IX. 
2Robert J. McCracken, "Open Letter" WRVR New York 
Fine Arts Guide, I (March, 1961), p. 2. -------
1 
(1) The station is located in one of the most highly com-
petitive markets in the United States. In 1961, when WRVR 
went on the air, New York already had thirteen commercial 
2 
and four non-commercial FM stations, seventeen standard 
broadcast stations and seven commercial television outlets.3 
(2) Rive rside's geographical location in the midst of the 
culturally rich area of Morningside Heights gives WRVR an 
advantage enjoyed by few broadcast facilities. (3) Con-
struction and equipment costs involved a capital expenditure 
in excess of $ 130,000 with an additional $ 250,000 set aside 
for operational costs during the f irst two years of a trial 
broadcast period. (4) The channel requested was in the 
commercial FM spectrum and, because of a competing applicant, 
the application for a construction permit was before the 
Federal Communications Commission for more than three years. 
These facts justify a historical study of this church-
operated station, WRVR. Literature concerning broadcast 
activity by religious institution s and organizations in this 
country is very difficult to find. 4 It is hoped that an 
account of the concept and development of Riverside's FM 
station will make a small contribution to the information 
3Decision, (Federal Communications Commission, Docket 
No. 12107 and Docket No. 12222, Washington, D.C., July 20, 
1960), p. 3. 
4John W. Bachman in an interview for this thesis, 
June 2 6 , 1961. 
available in this field. The scope of WRVR's programming 
indicates possible usefulness to students whose interests 
lie in the field of general cultural or educational broad-
casting. Also, Riverside considers the project a signifi-
cant addition to the documented history of the Church. The 
study may prove to be helpful as the station emerges from 
its trial period to find a more permanent place in the com-
munity and in the over-all program of the Church.5 
II. DEFINITION OF TERMS USED 
The Riverside Church in the City of New York. This 
is the full legal name of the Church as it is incorporated 
under the laws of the State of New York. However, it is 
often shortened to The Riverside Church or the single word, 
Riverside. These terms are used interchangeably in this 
study. 
Morningside Heights. This is a geographical area of 
the Borough of Manhattan in the City of New York. It is 
bounded on the north by 125th Street and on the south by 
104th Street. Riverside Park borders the area on the west, 
and two other parks, Morningside and Central Park, mark the 
eastern boundary. Within this area lies The Riverside 
Church, which occupies the block bounded by 120th and 122nd 




Streets, Riverside Drive and Claremont Avenue.6 
Morningside Heights, Inc. Residential buildings in 
Morningside Heights have been deteriorating in recent years, 
and many of the educational, religious, health and welfare 
institutions which were located in the area felt a need to 
try to meet the social problems which resulted. In 1947, 
these organizations formed Morningside Heights, Inc., in an 
effort to: 
. develop a balanced neighborhood which will 
provide good homes in a good community for all of the 
people living in the area and to create an appropri-
ate environme9t for the successful functioning of the 
institutions. 
Under the leadership of Dr. McCracken, who serves on 
the Board of Directors of Morningside Heights, Inc., The 
Riverside Church has taken an active part in the undertakings 
of this organization. 
III. ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURE 
The study is developed chronologically. It is an 
account of the growth of WRVR, from the original concept 
through the first six months of its operation. In one area, 
that of the legal proceedings discussed in Chapter IV, 
6Morningside Heights (Morningside Heights, Inc., New 
York, October 14, 1959), p. 2. 
7Loc. cit. 
developments which occurred as late as January, 1962, are 
included. However, in other sections of the thesis, the 
story is not carried beyond July, 1961. 
5 
The study begins with a review of the background of 
the Church . This leads to a discussion of the reasons 
behind the decision to participate in a broadcast activity. 
The chronology of the procedures before the Federal Communi-
cations Commission is combined with a detailed account of 
the rationale of the Commission's final decision regarding 
the eventual award of an FM construction permit to Riversida 
Actual problems and decisions in putting the station 
on the air are then presented in the following order: (1) 
construction, (2) policies and objectives, (3) programming 
and ( 4 ) production. The WRVR New York Fine Arts Guide, a 
monthly publication which contained the station's program 
schedule, feature articles and a calendar of fine arts 
events, is also discussed. The study concludes with sections 
which are devoted to the uniqueness of WRVR, a look at pro-
jected future developments for the station and some personal 
recommendations. 
Four types of primary source material were utilized 
in compiling the information which is included in this study. 
(1) Bound, published volumes and unpublished mimeographed 
reports and studies from the Church's records were made 
available and proved to be very helpful. (2) The people 
responsible for the station in its formative and early 
operational stages were still at the Church and their mem-
ories were fresh. Interviews with them, as well as with 
others concerned with religious broadcasting, provided 
valuable sources of information. (3) The files of the 
station, many of them confidential, were opened to allow 
access to the information necessary for much of this study. 
( 4 ) The author was the Assistant Manager of WRVR from 
6 
August 1, 1960, six days after receipt of the construction 
permit, through July 31, 1961. The responsibility of the 
Assistant Manager in the period prior to broadcast was in 
the formulation of equipment needs and production procedures. 
Therefore, the chapters titled "Construction" and "Produc-
tion of Programs and the WRVR New York Fine Arts Guide" are 
largely original with little source material available from 
other than personal experience. 
It was possible to assemble much information while 
still a member of the WRVR staff, but some important specific 
facts were still being collected early in 1962. Every 
attempt has been made to approach this study with fairness 
and objectivity, and there has been no conscious effort to 
favor one point of view rather than another. If predjudices 
do appear, they are the honest result of a close association 
with the challenging and stimulating project which is River-
side Radio WRVR. 
CHAPTER II 
THE RIVERSIDE CHURCH 
A study of the history and development of a church-
owned radio station must first include an examination of the 
background of the church itself. 
The Riverside Church in the City of New York was 
originally organized in 1841 as the Norfolk Street Baptist 
Church. It became the Fifth Avenue Baptist Church in 1860 
and, in 1922, the Park Avenue Baptist Church. It moved to 
its present location in 1930. 
Leaders of vision, courage and generosity saw amid 
the educational institutions on Morningside Heights, 
where the Church is now located, a strategic oppor-
tunity for a dynamic Church, liberal in its theology, 
inter denominational in its membership, interracial 
and international in its fellowship, to make a sig-
nificant impact on the minds and hearts of successive 
gener ations of teachers and students from all parts 
of the world.l 
Riverside Church is a dominant landmark in the midst 
of the many cultural institutions located in Morningside 
Heights. Within an area less than half a mile Wide are 
Columbia University, Barnard College, Teachers College, 
1Francis S. Harmon, "Testimony in Support of Applica-
tion of The Riverside Church in the City of New York," 
(Federal Communications Commission Docket No. 12107, 
Washington, D. C., June 23, 19 58), p. 12. 
7 
8 
Union Theological Seminary, Jewish Theological Seminary of 
America, International House, Juilliard School of Music, The 
Interchurch Center, St. Lukes Hospital and New York's Protes-
tant Episcopal Cathedral of St. John the Devine. 
Even though Riverside began as a Baptist Church 
and its denominational affiliation for purposes of incorpor-
ation under New York State law remained Baptist it became, 
in time, an interdenominational, interracial and international 
religious institution. This is best illustrated in the 
account of Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick's acceptance of the call 
of the congregation of the old Park Avenue Church in 1925 . 
He agreed to accept with three provisions . 
. . . first, that affirmation of faith in Christ 
be the only requirement for membership; second, that 
all Christians, of whatever denominational back-
ground, be freely admitted into membership, thus 
making the church an interdenominational congrega-
tion, while retaining its historic denominational 
affiliation for the sake of a continuing relation-
ship with the universal church; third, that a new 
and larger building be erected to house larger con-
gregations and an expanding program.2 
To the surprise of Dr. Fosdick, the Park Avenue con-
~ 
gregation met these conditions. 0 
When Park Avenue Church had to be vacated before 
Riverside was completed, Temple Emanu-El on Fifth Avenue 
2Mina Pendo, A Brief History of The Riverside Church 
(New York: The Riverside Church in fne City of New York, 
1957), p. 4 1. 
York: 
3Harry Emerson Fosdick, The Living of These Days ( New 
Harper and Brothers, 19 5~p. 178 . 
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offered facilities for Sunday services. The Riverside con-
gregation met there each week for a year, " ... marveling 
not a little that their experiment in interdenominationalism 
should begin so auspiciously." 4 
Once The Riverside Church in the City of New York 
became a reality, it was organized as a religious corpora-
tion under Article VII of the Religious Corporation Law of 
the State of New York. This law provides for the election 
of a Board of Trustees which is responsible for the Church's 
temporal affairs, its property, investments and fiscal 
operations. Another elected body of the Church, the Board 
of Deacons, is responsible for the conduct of the program of 
public worship, Christian education, organized activities 
and services. The actions of the two boards are very closely 
related because any program decision made by the Board of 
Deacons must, either directly or indirectly, meet with the 
financial approval of the Board of Trustees. 
Four ministers called by the Church form a Collegium, 
over which the preaching minister presides. There have been 
only two preaching ministers in the history of Riverside. 
Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick was the first, serving from the 
time the church was constructed until 1946. He is still 
moderately active in the affairs of Riverside as Minister 
Emeritus. Since 1946 , Dr. Robert J. McCracken has occupied 
4Pendo, op. cit., p. 46. 
the pulpi t . Early in 1961, Dr. McCracken's term as River-
side's Minister exceeded Dr. Fosdick's period of full-time 
service. Three other ministers complete the Collegium 
structure. They are the Executive Minister, the Pastoral 
Mini ster and the Minister of Christian Education.s 
A Joint Committee of three trustees, three deacons 
and one minister performs coordinating and planning func-
10 
tions with the Church Administrator acting as secretary. It 
was this .Joint Committee which created the Special Committee 
which was charged with making specific propos~ls regarding 
the Church's construction and operation of FM radio facil-
ities. 
The Special FM Committee was an outgrowth of a Church 
Self-Survey which began in December, 19 53. The survey was 
not conducted by a group brought in from the outside but, 
rather, by members of the Church. They were appointed to: 
Consider long-range plans and basic policies; 
Make a general survey and appraisal of the current 
program of the Church and its existing organizations; 
Ascertain whether the Church is achieving what it 
has u ndertaken; 
Find whether any areas of service need to be 
strengthened or new ones undertaken; and 
5Dr . McCracken's official title is Minister of The 
Riverside Church. He is referred to as the preaching 
minister to distinguish him from the other ministers of 
the Church. 
On the basis of its findings, make appropriate 
recommendations and reports to the Joint Committee.6 
The Self-Survey was, of course, conducted for the 
purpose of evaluating the total program of the Church. To 
put the development of FM radio in proper perspective, it 
may be appropriate to consider the findings of the Survey 
Committee on the definition of Riverside's mission. Five 
"Tasl{s of the Church" were enumerated in the report. 
The primary task of the Church may be summed up 
in the word "worship." • . . Nothing in the Church 
should compete with worship for central attention .. 
The Church's mission is to serve God and man, 
but the service of God comes first. 
A second task confronting the Church is that of 
fostering the development of Christian Character 
in its membership. • . . While interest and effort 
are concentrated on the Christian nurture of children 
and young people, the entire membership should be 
involved. . . . 
A third task for which the Church is responsible 
is evangelization. . . . It must not be self-
centered or self-contained. . . . Its outreach 
should extend from the congregation to the community, 
the city, the nation, the world .... 
A fourth task facing the Church is that of Chris-
tianizing human institutions. It has a witness to 
offer and leadership to contribute in the social 
sphere. A part of its mission is to show how the 
principles of the Gospel can be made the foundations 
of national and international life. Evangelization 
and Christianization, the personal and social Gospel, 
here supplement one another. The vision cherished is 
of God as the Lord of all life, and of all the inter-
ests of life - the economic, the political, the 
6The Riverside Church SUrvey Report (New York: The 
Riverside Church in the City of New York, 1956), p. 6. 
11 
cultural, as well as the moral and the spiritual .. 
A fifth task has to do with church union. It is 
our belief that if they are to help build world 
brotherhood, churches must compose their own differ-
ences and present to the world a united front .... 
As a matter of deliberate policy, its benevolences 
should be allocated not along lines perpetuating 
denominational distinctions but to aid and encourage 
constructive interdenominational activities at every 
level - community, national and international. 7 
Looking ahead from these five basic "Tasks of the 
12 
Church," the Survey Committee found five "Growing Points' ' in 
the mission of Riverside. The first recommendation was for 
increased attention in the areas pastoral work and a ministry 
which would be directed more to individuals within the con-
gregation. Other needs included development of activities 
for older people, a more adequate program for international 
students and an expanded clinical ministry. 8 It was the 
fifth "Growing Point" which became the beginning of eventual 
active participation in broadcasting by The Riverside Church. 
With television certain to be the medium of commun-
ication of the future, consideration should be given 
to ways and means of developing such a ministry from 
R . "d 9 .1 vers1 e. . . . 
There was no question but that the fifth ''Growing 
Point" emphasized the possibilities of television, but the 
survey al s o pointed up the fact that the church had not 
7 Ibid . , pp . 10-11 . 
8Ibid., p. 14 . 
9Loc. cit. 
begun to utilize radio properly. The report implied that 
these important media of mass communication (radio and 
television) could become integral parts of all phases of 
Riverside's ministry. 10 Several specific recommendations 
were made. 
Recommended, that the Building Committee be advised 
(1) to instruct the architects for the Church, after 
conference with engineers specializ ing in this field, 
to i nclude in the construction program now under way 
at Riverside necessary wiring for telecasting in the 
South Wing, studio and drama theatre, the Nave, the 
Chapel; (2) to adapt the present Chapel, or alter the 
17th floor of the Tower for use as a Chapel, for 
telecasting and radio broadcasting; (3 ) to have a 
detailed study made promptly of the cost of a TV 
control room and studio, equipped with camera and 
all other devices and facilities needed for channel-
ing TV programs from the Church to the national net-
work s; (4) to include also i n such study the cost of 
a radio recording studio meeting exacting acoustical 
standards; and (5) to include also the cost of in-
stalling facilities in our Church for closed circuit 
television. 
Recommended, that a complete detailed study be made 
of the possibility and cost of installation of an 
FM, and perhaps also an AM licensed radio station, 
sufficiently powerful to reach the potential audience 
of 20,000,000 persons resident in the New York Metro-
politan Area within 50 miles of the Tower of the 
Church. If it appears impractical for The Riverside 
Church to secure a license, then the possibi lity of 
such a license being secured and such station being 
operated by Morningside He i ghts, Inc., should be 
e xplored. A remarkable assortment of top-flight 
talent would be available from adjacent institutions 
for programs on such a non-commercial station. 
Recommended, that in connection with this study, 
high-level conferences be arranged with leaders in 
the television field who are in a position to advise 
10Ibid ., p. 52 . 
13 
us as to the probable expansion of ultra-high fre-
quency television and the adaptation in the years 
ahead of high frequency television receiverr1for the reception of ultra-high frequency programs. 
Th~ Riverside Church Survey Report was a thorough 
study of the possible future of the mission of the Church. 
In the area of broadcasting, its recommendations led to 
14 
the planning, and later development, of an FM radio station, 
unique in concept and dedicated to the principles which had 
guided the Church itself for so many years. 
ll!b1" d. , 52 53 pp. - . 
CHAPT R III 
THE DECISION TO BROADCAST 
The Self-Survey had recommended study of the possible 
role of The Riverside Church in broadcasting. When a com-
mittee was formed to carry out the survey recommendations, 
little was known of the problems which had to be faced and 
the obstacles which had to be overcome. 
Several people contributed their efforts toward keep-
ing the fires alive but one person, Francis s. Harmon, pro-
vided the leadership which was required to coordinate the 
eventual development of the station. Without his faith and 
perseverance, there would not have been an FM radio station 
at Riverside. Having conducted the study for the broadcast-
ing portion of the Self-Survey, the Joint Committee selected 
him to serve as Chairman of another committee charged with 
the preparation of a study of how the Church could most 
effectively utilize radio and television. 1 
Francis Harmon had been the editor of a daily news-
paper, National President of the YMCA, Executive Assistant 
to the late Will H. Hayes of the Motion Picture Producers 
1Francis S. Harmon, "A Study of the Possibilities for 
Enlarged Use of Radio and Television by The Riverside Church," 
(unpublished report, The Riverside Church, New York, 1957). 
15 
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and Distri.butors of America, and Vice President in charge 
of the New York office of the Motion Picture Association. 
At the time of Riverside's application for a construction 
permit, he was Vice President of the National Council of 
Churches of Christ in the U. S .A. and Vice President of The 
Interchurch Center, a non-profit New York corporation hous-
ing the national headquarters of a number of church organiza-
tions. He has served two five-year terms on the Board of 
Deacons of the Church and was Chairman of that Board for two 
years. At the time of the application, he was serving his 
third three-year term as a member of the Board of Trustees, 
a position he still holds. Al though he had no broadcasting 
background, Mr . Harmon's work in the newspaper and motion 
picture fields brought him into close contact with radio and 
television. This experience made him a natural choice for 
the committee assignments at The Riverside Church. 
On April 30, 1956, Mr. Harmon was authorized to 
appoint the distinguished committee which served under him.2 
They held their first meeting o n October 10, 1958 . By then, 
part of the first recommendation made in the Self-Survey had 
already been implemented. Twelve separate television coaxial 
cable lines, with associated audio circuits and control 
equipment, had been included in the p lans for the construction 
2A complete list of the members of the Special FM 
Committee in Appendix A . 
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of Riverside's new South Wing addition. 3 This allowed 
a TV pi ck-·up utilizing up to four cameras at each of three 
different locations in the church, All lines were to termi-
nate at a master patch pa nel in a studio area, with pro-
visions at the entrance to the parking garage for feeding 
the entire system to a remote trucl{. This meant that a 
television station or network could come to The Riverside 
Church, plug in their cameras and associated equipment, and 
feed it to their remote unit without stringing cable in any 
part of the building. The first use of these facilities , 
after completion of the South Wing in 1960, was for the CB S 
Television Network broadcast of the Easter Sunday Service o f 
Worship in April , 1961 . 
Although this part of the plan was designed primarily 
for television, the associated audio lines and consoles made 
it po ssible to utilize the entire system for radio broadcast 
as well. 
The Special Committee, after learning of these devel-
opments, turned their attention to the second recommendation 
of the Self-Survey, that of the possible construction of an 
FM radio station at Riverside . The volume, The Television-
Radio Audience and Religion, by Parke~ Barry and Smythe, 
proved to be very helpful in the committee's deliberations. 
3Harmon , op. cit., pp . 2-3. 
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They regarded the chapter titled "A Strategy for Religious 
Broadcasting" as a 11 • • • veritable road map for The River-
4 
side Church. 11 - It stated that: 
The effective use of these new media must be based 
upon a well-thought-out strategy ... based upon, 
first, a well articulated theory about contemporary 
American society, and second, a strategy for apply-
ing this theory systematically in the use of mass 
media .. 
Such a structured strategy would almost certainly 
provide not for a single program but for a 11 team" 
of complementary programs, with different formats, 
different themes and different styles, all conceived 
in relation to each other a nd to an over-all p lan. 0 
Riverside's Special Committee considered this to be of 
such importance that it submitted the 11 structured strategyn 
a pproach as its first Advisory Conclusion. They said in 
their report: 
SUch a carefully p lanned , well articulated service 
can develop new techniques and set new standard s, 
through effective, skillful u se of its outstanding 
collegium, its highly competent and versatile staff 
and its able, highly motivated members with their 
wealth of skills and experience and their divers~ 
national, racial and denominational backgrounds. 
Many of the members of the committee were highly 
qualified in the broadcasting field, and they presented some 
suggestions for programming which would fall within the 
4 Ibid., p . 7 . 
5Everett C. Parker, David W. Barry and Dallas W. 
Smythe, The Television-Radio Audience and Religion ( New York : 
Harper and Brothers, 19 55), p . 4 11. 
6Harmon, o p . cit., p. 8 . 
n structured strategy" they had outlined . This was not i n -
tend ed as a suggested program schedule but rather as a n 
illustration of what might be accomplished through this 
approach. 7 
The committee indicated that a station at Riverside 
could present a program for young mothers by the staff of 
the Weekday Nur sery School, a "Worry Clinic" designed for 
pastoral counselling, outstanding lecture ser i es whi ch are 
19 
held in the Church and programs of music by the Church's out-
standing musicians. There might also be programs arranged 
by lay organizations such as the Business and Professional 
Women, Arts and Crafts groups, the Men's Class and the 
Women's Society. There was a clear indication that a well-
structured variety of resources was available without going 
out of the Church building, and, o f course, the committee 
was quick to recogni z e the quality of the large number o f 
p rogramming resources which might be available within the 
few blocks of the culturally rich Morningside Heights area. 8 
The committee avoi ded any strong emphasis on the re-
corded or l ive broadcast of the Sunday Worship Service. It 
was assumed that this would be done . However, they heeded 
the warn ings of the New Haven study by Parker, Barry and 
Smythe that the broadcast of a service does not fulfill the 
7 Ibid., p . 9 . 
8Loc . cit. 
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n eed to extend the total pro gram of the Pr o testant Church to 
interested people within a radio or television audience. 9 
Advisory Conclusion Number 2 was to make available 
the necessary funds to o perate the FM station for whi ch the 
Church had applied o n February 1, 1957 . The a pplication was 
submitted by the Church on the basis of a preliminary oral 
rep ort given by Francis Harmo n . Thi s action was d eemed 
necessary because there were only two FM channe ls remaining 
in the Metropolitan New York area. Consulting engineers 
a dvised the Church that channel 294 at 106. 7 megacycles was 
the preferred availability a nd that prompt act i o n would b e 
needed to insure a p ossibility of the assignment from the 
Fe d eral Communications Commissio n .lO 
At t his stage of devel o pment, 11 the Special Committee 
estimated the cost o f construct i o n of a n FM radio outlet, 
with twenty kilowatt s e ffective radiated powe r , to be a pprox-
imately $ 30 , 000 . It wa s also concluded that the station 
coul d be o perated o n a n a nnual budget of $ 35 , 000 . 1 2 
The Church' s study o f the u til ization of radio and 
television arrived at a third Advisory Conclusion d irectly 
9 Ibid ., p . 10 . 
1
° Fra ncis S . Harmon in an interview for this thesis, 
July 5 , 1961. 
liThe fi na l pro p o s e d budget a nd actual costs of con-
structio n a nd operation are presented in Chap ters V and VI. 
12Harmo n , '' A Study o f the Po ssibili tie s for Enlarged Use 
of Ra dio and Te levisio n by The Riverside Church," op . c it ., p . 14 . 
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related to FM broadcasting. It outlined a pilot project 
which would put into effect the ,, structured strategy,. app roach 
to religious broadcasting outlined in The Television-Ra d io 
Audience and Religion. The plan was to try to obtain a g if t 
of $ 100,000 for a three-year experiment in whi ch twenty-five 
or more suburban churches would join together in listening 
and discussi o n groups for programs originated at Riverside. 
The purpose was to make available to the small suburban 
church some of the resources of the large, relatively rich, 
metropolitan church. 13 
As will be indicated in succeeding chapters o f this 
study, the programming philosophy which has been d eveloped 
by WRVR differs greatly from the concept of the Special FM 
Committee. However, Mr . Harmon feels that the station has 
assumed responsibility for a task much larger in scope than 
originally planned and that it has develo ped a program 
schedule which is more sophisticated, and therefore more 
1 .1. 
acceptable to a potentially larger aud ience. ~ 
Advisory Conclusions four, five and six deal di rectly 
with television, but they deserve brief treatment here 
because so much attention was given to television in the 
uelf-Survey as a part of the recommendations concerning the 
Church's role in broadcasting. 
13Ibid ., pp . 15 -1 6 . 
14Harmo n · te · w 1 ·t , 1n rv1e , oc. c1 . 
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First, it was found that the "Operation of a televi-
sion transmitting station by the Church as a single institu-
tion is completely impractical. Cost s would be prohibitive;'l5 
However, it was suggested that a television center might be 
established by the educational and religious institutions o n 
Morningside Heights. 16 The way has al s o been left o p e n f o r 
the possible future development o f a UHF outlet , if reception 
problems a r e ever solved . 
With respect to the installatio n and o peration of a 
closed circuit televisio n system in the Church Bui l ding , the 
colllini ttee recommended that it would " ... now be feasible 
and desirable. " It was e s timated that the cost of the pro-
. t ld b . t 1 $ 200,000. 17 A posed e qu1pmen wou e a pprox1 ma e y s men -
tioned earlier, cables were run for television use, but 
nothing was ever done to provide closed circui t TV for the 
Church. It is a project which remains under consideration 
a nd might be undertak en in the future. 
Finally, in Advi sory Conclusion Number Seven, the 
Special Committee a dvise d cooperation between Riverside and 
the Broadcasting and Fi l m Conooission o f the National Counc il 
o f Churches, the Protestant Council of New Yorlt: and the 
1 5Harmo n, "A Study of the Possibiliti es f o r Enlarged 
Use of H.a dio a nd Televisio n by The Riverside Church, " o p . 
cit., p . 2 2 . 
1 6 Ibid . , p . 24 . 
17 Ibid. , p . 5 . 
officers, trustees and agencies of The Interchurch Center. 
It was suggested that, through p lanned conferences and in-
formal p ersonal contacts, mutually helpful mass media pro -
gramming could be arranged . 1 
In the development of Riverside Radio WRVR , qui ck 
23 
cooperatio n was arranged between the station a nd the Broad -
cast ing and Film Commission . In October, 1960 , three months 
before the station went o n the air, the B . F .C. awarded its 
"National Radio Pulp it" and 11 Art of Living" recording con-
tracts to WRVR. Prior to that time, these two radio pro-
grams had been prep ared at the recording studios of WOR , a 
local commercial broadcast station. The John Milton Society, 
whi ch maintains offices at The Interchurch Center, also 
utilized WR.VR's facilities in the pro duction of " talking 
book" records for the blind. An effort had been made, but 
no effective cooperation had been established with the Prot -
estant Council of New York during the first six months of 
the station's operation. 
The Park er, Barr~ Smythe New Haven Study points out 
that " Protestants talk a great deal about a program which 
can be 'the Protestant answer to Sheen.' " 19 (Bishop Fulton 
J. heen). Riverside's Special Committee concluded its study 
by saying: 
18L ·t OC. Cl. • 
19 Parker, Barry and Smythe, loc. cit. 
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The Riverside Church has the opportunity to provid e 
the true answer - not any o ne man, but a 11 s tructured 
strategy" of broadcasting which utilizes ou r preach-
ing ministry, our ministry of music and all our e duca-
tiona l and group resour ces in planned prograwaing 
b eamed to a wide range of audience grou~0 in accord with Protestantism's historic emphasis. 
Preliminary investigatio n a nd planning had been com-
pleted with the decision to develop a n FM radio broadcast 
stat i on at The Riverside Church. The nex t step was a long 
o ne. It involved over three years o f hear ings, arguments 
a nd a ppeals before the Federal Conununicat i o n s Commissio n . 
20Harmo n , , A , 'tudy of the Po ssibilities f or .... nlarged 
Use of Radio a nd Televisio n by The Riverside Church , " o p . 
cit. , p . 27 . 
CHAPT'~'R IV 
TH~ APPLICATION TO CONSTRUCT 
On February 7 , 1957 , The Riverside Church filed a n 
application with the F e deral Communications Commission f o r 
permission to construct a Class B Frequency Modulation radio 
station .~ As o f the above date, two FM channels were un-
assigned in the New Yo rk area, and Riverside applied f o r the 
one o n the frequency of 106 . 7 megacycles , Channel 294 . This 
is in the commercial spectrum , as o pposed to those frequen -
c ies rese rved f or educational use, but Riverside prop o sed to 
operate its station as a non-commercial outlet. 
A mutually exclusive app lication f or the s ame faci lity 
was filed b y the Huntington-Montauk Bro adcast ing Company, 
Inc. , owners o f station WGSM (AM ) in Huntington, Long I sland.2 
As a result o f the competitive situation, the FCC, in Orders 
whi c h were released on July 25 , 1957 , and Oc t ober 24 , 1957 , 
designated b oth a pplicatio ns f or hearing. The hearings were 
t o determine the f o llowing issues: 
1 . . whi ch o f the o perat i ons pro po sed would 
better serve the publi c interest in the light o f 
the evidence a dduced with respect to the significant 
differences between the a pplicant s as to: 
1Federal Communication s Commission, DOCKET NO . 12107 , 
File No. BFH - 2174 . 
2Federal Communi cat i o ns Conunission, DOCKET NO . 1 2222 , 
File No. BPH-2233 . 
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a) The background and experience o f each o f t he . . . 
a p plicants to own and operate its proposed statio n . 
b) T e pro posal s of each of the ... applicants with 
respect to the ma nagement and operatio n o f the 
p o po sed stations. 
c) The prog ramming servi ce proposed in each of the 
... applications. 
2 . . in the light o f the evidence adduced pur -
suant to the f oregoing issue, which of the applica-
tion s should be gra nted , 3 
The next step was a pre-hearing conference whi ch was 
held April 14, 1958 . The n , in a Memorandum Opinion a nd Order 
(FCC 58 - 559 ), r elea s e d o n June 11, 19 53 , the Commission e n -
larged the issues in the proceeding when issue 2 above was 
renumber e d as issue 4 a nd the f ollowing were a dded : 
2. To determine the areas a nd po pulations within the 
50 uv/m and l mv/m contour s o f the opera tions pro-
posed , respectively, by The Riverside Church in the 
City o f New York a nd the Huntington-Montauk Broad -
casting Co., Inc. and the availability of other such 
FM broadcast service to the said areas and p opulat i o ns . 
3 . To determine , in the light of the nature of the 
respective o perations pro p o sed a nd o f the areas and 
p o pulations to be served, together with the other 
evidence a dduced under issue 2 , supra, whether con -
siderations with respect to Section 307 ( b) o f the 
Comnmnications Act of 193 4 , as amended, are a pplicable 
to the above-entitled proceeding , and, if s o, whether 
a choice between the applications hereon can be 
reasonably based thereon and, if s o, whether a grant 
to one o f the other o f the a pplicants would provide 
the more fair, efficient and e quitabl e distributi o n 
of service to the communi ties involved. 4 
':) 
0 Robert J . Rawson and David I . Kraushaar , Broadcast 
Bureau Prop o sed Findings o f Fact and Conclusion s of Law, 
(F ede ral Communication s Conunission:-DoCK •T NO . 12107 and 
DOCKET NO . 12222 , Washington, D . C., December 22 , 1958 ), pp. 1-2. 
4 b ' d 2 .., I 1 . , pp . - u . 
Another pre -hearing conference was held on July 1, 
1958 . This was followed by the hearing sessions conducted 
o n October l G, 17 and on November 7 , 1958 , at which time 
written di ect and rebuttal presentati o ns were exchanged. 
The d irect cases had been reduced to writing by mutual 
agreement between the two app licants. 5 
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The Commission's Broadcast Bureau and both applicants 
filed Pro posed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law prior 
to the release of the Initial Decision by Hearing Examiner 
Millard F . French o n July 2 , 1959 . 
•xceptions to the Initial Decisi on and briefs 
in support thereof were filed by Huntington and by 
the Commission's Broadcast Bureau. Huntington would 
reverse the xaminer in its own favor. The Bureau 
is in accord with the Examiner's ultimate conclusion 
but would make certain corrections and certain 
additions to the Initial Decision .... 6 
Afte r ora l argument, heard on March 17, 1960 , the 
Commission gave its d ecision, stating: 
. That the a pplication o f The Riverside Church 
in the City of New York for a new Class B FM broad -
cast station to o perate on the frequency 106 . 7 meg-
acycles (Channel. 294 ) for New York City, New York, 
IS GRAHTED • • • 7 
The Decision had p reviously stated as its first 
5 Ibid., p . 3. 
6Decision, dated July 20 , 1960 a nd released July 2 5 , 
1960 , (F ederal Communications Commission, DOCKET NO. 12107 
and DOCK ~'T NO . 12222, Washington, D . C., July 20 , 19 60 ), 
p . l. (Copy in Appendix B) 
7 Ibid., p . 7 . 
conclusion that: 
. each of the applicants herein has previously 
been etermined to be legally , financially, techni-
cally, and otherwise qualified to construct and 
o perate the facilities pro posed .... 0 
This satisfied the question raised in the issues 
numbered l(a) and l(b), whi ch dealt with the background of 
the a ppl icants and their ability to o perate a radio broad-
2u 
cast statio .. To assure approval in this regard, Riverside 
had d evoted much of its testimony to an explanatio n of the 
scope and philosophy of the Church. 
Francis S . Harmon, Chairman of the Special FM Commit-
tee, felt that many people tend to visualiz e all churches as 
relatively small in siz e with o ne minister and very few 
o ther full-time staff members. 9 It was pointed out , there-
fore, that, at the time of its application f or a construction 
permit, Riverside employed seventy-six full-time and 14 1 
part-time staff members.lO 
Testimony also indicated that the "Interdenomina-
tional, Interracial, International" character of The River-
side Church was not created only f o r inclusion on a letter-
8
rbid., p . 2 . 
9Francis S . Harmon in an interview for this thesis, 
July 5 , 1961. 
lOFrancis S . Harmon, "Testimony in Su pport o f Applica-
tion of The Riverside Church in the City of New York , " 
(Federal Communications Commission File No. BPH-217tl, 
g ashington, . C., June 23 , 1953), p . 8 . 
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head . Mr. Harmon felt that one .o f the best illustratio ns o f 
this was to be found in the choir where he cited that: 
The Church Choir ranges in siz e from 50 to over 100 
volces. Most members are paid , some are volunteers. 
Always interracial , the choir usually includes 8 to 
15 Negroes, 1 to 3 Orientals . Sometimes Roman 
Catholics and Jewish artists join the Protestant 
majority. 1\•Iembers o f The Riverside Church are nearly 
always a minority in the Choir.ll 
The choir also served to illustrate the Church' s cul-
tural concern: 
A number o f artists associated with New York Metro-
politan Op era Company have been members o f this Choir. 
Grace Moore and Lawrence Tibbetts sang at special 
services and Burl Ives was a member o f the Choir. 
Miss Moore and Mr. Tibbetts were also members o f this 
Church .... 
Louise Natale, now s oprano s o loist in the Riverside 
Choir, has a p o st-graduate diploma fr om Juilliard 
School o f Music, NYC; made two nation-wide tours with 
the Robert Shaw Chorale as sopran o s oloist , has sung 
with well - known conductors - Toscanini, Cellini, 
Guido Cantelli and Leo po ld Stok owski; ... 
Virgil Fox, o rganist since 1946 , i ~: one of the 
world ' s leading concert organists . . He p lays 60 to 
8 0 con c erts each year in addition t o his virtuoso 
performances at the co s ole of the Riverside orga n 
.... He has appeared as organ soloist with 
symphony o r chestras in Philadelphia , Bo sto n , 
Rochester and To r o nto, and with the New York Phil-
harmonic, Dmitri Metro poulas, conducting at a special 
concert at The Riversid e Church when the present organ 
was dedicated in 1955 , 12 
Mr . Harmo n d rew upo n his legal background to present 
his testimony in such a way as to f orce the Examiner to read 
ll Ibid . , p . 4 3 . 
l 2 Ibid ., pp . 43-44 . 
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things which had to be struck from the record.l3 For ex-
amp le, a capsul e heading, which contained Hr . Harmon's own 
conclusions , preceded each section of his testimony. At the 
beginning of section I, "The Riverside Church -Background 
Information," the following statement a ppeared; 
The unusual nature of this institution, its physi-
cal equipment, large staff of s k illed persons, wide 
range of organiz ed activities, and generous endow-
ment place it in a unique position among American 
churches and contribute substantially to its general 
abili ty to operate the pro posed FM radio station in 
the public interest and convenience.l 4.: 
This is a conclusion which the ~xaminer might draw 
after studying all of the testimony. It was Mr . Harmon's 
intention that he might help in the formulation of that 
think ing. 
Another provocative conclus ion was drawn at the begi n -
ning of section VI. 
Program activities conducted by Riverside Church 
and its various organizations since Feb. 1, 1957 , 
demon s trate clearly its present capacity to broad -
cast programs of variety and appeal and in the publi c 
interest which will contribute substantially to 
diversification of FM radio ~rogram content in the 
New York metropolitan area.l o 
The remainder of the section wa s then devoted to a 
detail e d evaluation of all of the various activities which 
l3Harmon i nterview, loc. cit. 
l·Harmon, " Testimony in Support of Application of The 
Riverside Church . in the City of New York ," o p . cit., p . 6 . 
l 5Ibid ., p . 4 2 . 
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might become a part of the schedule of the proposed station. 
Titles of sermons, which were delivered on seventy Sundays 
between the time of the application and June, 1958 , were 
listed i n an effort to illustrate the solidity of Riverside~ 
ministry. This listing also demonstrated a great diversity 
of opinion expressed from the Church's pulpit, because, on 
many occasions, outstanding guest preachers replaced River-
side's regular Minister, Dr. Robert J. McCracken. Among 
these were the Rev. George A. Buttricl{, Plummer Professor of 
Christian Morals, Harvard University; Dr. Eugene Carson Blalre, 
President of the National Council of Churches, 19 54-19 57; 
Rev. Joseph R. Sizoo, Professor at George Washington Univer-
sity in Washington, D. C.; and Rev. J. Russell Chandran, 
S . T .M. , President of United Theological College in Bangalore, 
India .16 
The testimony also pointed out the fact that Dr. 
McCracken , and his predecessor, Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick, 
had gained national prominence through their broadcasting 
activities. Dr. Fosdick first broadcast over WEAF in the 
mid-twenties, and Dr. McCracken has participated for several 
years on the National Broadcasting Company's weekly series, 
"National Radio Pulpit."l7 
16Ibid., p. 50. 
17Loc. cit. 
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Other activities which Mr. Harmon outlined as having 
possible usefulness on the radio station were the music pro-
grams, church sponsored lectures, programs of organizations 
such as The Men's Class, The Women's Society, the Business 
and Professional Women's Club and the Riverside Guild. Also 
included were the Campus Relations Committee for Students, 
the Youth Department of the Church School, Parent Fellowship 
and Programs at Riverside sponsored by guest organizations.l8 
At no time did Francis Harmon say that any of the 
above activities would necessarily constitute good program-
ming. He merely wished to answer the question, " What has 
been going on at Riverside Church during the past sixteen 
months which could have been part of the repertoire of this 
station, if the program director deemed the material suffi-
ciently interesting and otherwise suitable? ••l9 
In this way, he endeavored to prove that The Riverside 
Church was an applicant qualified to apply for a broadcast 
facility in New York City. Since the Huntington-Montauk 
Broadcasting Company, Inc., already operated one radio 
station at Huntington, Long Island, the Church considered 
it a foregone conclusion that the Commission would find them 
to be a qualified applicant. 
1 8 Ibid ., pp. 56-73. 
19Ibi d., p. 42. 
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The next issue which the Decision discussed was the 
determination of whether Section 307(b) of the Communica-
tions Act of 1934, as amended, was applicable in this case.20 
This in the third issue which was listed in the Memorandum 
Opinion and Order (FCC 58-559). 
Section 307(b) provides that: 
In considering applications for licenses, and mod-
ifications and renewals thereof, when and insofar as 
ther e is demand for the same, the Commission shall 
make such distribution of licenses, frequencies, 
hour s of operation, and of power among the several 
Stat es and communities as to provide a fair, efficient, 
and equitable distribution of radio service to each of 
the same.21 
The Commission's first conclusion, with regard to the 
application of Section 307(b) to this case, was to establish 
the fact that ". . . the town of Huntington is an independ -
ent community."22 The next consideration was to determine 
" ... which community has the greater need for the proposed 
service."23 
The Decision included a chart which indicated that no 
significant difference existed in the availability of other 
FM radio stations, 
20Decision, op. cit., pp. 2-5. 
21The Communications Act of 1934 , as amended, (Washin~ 
ton: Uni t ed States Government Printing Office, 1961), p. 39. 
22Decision, op. cit., p. 3. 
23Loc. cit. 
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. . . which provide a 1 mv/m or greater signal and a 
50 uv/m or greater signal to the areas and populations 
within the interference-free 1 mv/m and 50 uv/m contours 
of the applicants' proposed stations ... 24 
After also citing the variety of standard AM and tele-
vision facilities available in the areas to be served by the 
two applicants, the Commission concluded that: 
... It is clear from the foregoing that there is a 
mul t iplicity of FM service available to the populations 
within the proposed service areas under either proposal 
and , therefore, that little basis exists for choosing 
between the applicants in terms of relative need for 
FM reception service.25 
The Commission recognized Huntington's greater need 
for its own FM outlet for self-expression. However, it 
stated that even though the relative need is important, 
" it must be remembered that this consideration is not 
an absolute." 26 
Paragraph number seven of the "Conclusions" in the 
Decision stated clearly the rationale of the Commission's 
thinking. It is, therefore, quoted here in its entirety.27 
7. In view of the nature of the facility applied for 
by the applicants, consideration must be given to 
Section 3.204 of the Commission's Rules in applying 
the mandate of Section 307(b) to this proceeding. 
A Class B FM station is defined as one which is 
"designed to render service primarily to a metro-
24Loc. cit. 
2 5Ibid., p. 4. 
26Loc. cit. 
27Text of appropriate parts of Sections 3.203 and 3.204 
of Federal Communications Rules and Regulations in Appendix B. 
politan district or principal city and the surrou n d -
ing rural area, or to rural areas removed from large 
centers of population." The rule states, further, 
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that Class B assignments will be made in a manner to 
insure, insofar as possible, a maximum of service to 
all listeners, whether urban or rural. To appreciate 
the fact that in the allocation scheme for the FM 
broadcast service Class B stations are designed to 
provide wide population and area coverage, note may be 
taken of the provision for Class A FM stations ( Sec-
tion 3.203 of the Rules) which have a lower permissible 
maxi mum power and which are designed to render service 
primarily to a community or to a town other than the 
principal city of an area, and the surrounding rural 
area. It is against this background that we must 
determine which of the subject proposals for an 
authorization to construct a Class B FM station is 
more in keeping with the purposes of Section 307(b) 
of the Act and with the principles of efficient 
allocation in the FM broadcast service which, as 
expressed in the Commission's Rules and including 
Sections 3.203 and 3.204 thereof, implement said 
Section 307(b) .28 
United States Census data, commuting i n formation, and 
newspaper circulation are then cited to establish that Sec-
tion 3.204 of the Commission's Rules does apply because New 
Yorlc is the "principal city" of a metropolitan area which 
includes the Town of Huntington. As a result, the Decision 
concluded that: 
. . . In this circumstance we must consider below the 
need of the Town of Huntington for a local transmission 
facility in the light of the use which the Huntington 
applicant proposes to make of the Class B FM facility 
for which it has a pplied.29 
The Commission then stated its response to the ques-
tion of coverage, which had been listed as the second issue 
28necision, loc. cit. 
29Loc. cit. 
in the Memorandum Opinion and Order (FCC 58-559). The 
Decision noted that "A substantial part of New York City, 
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the principal city, ... would be outside of the Huntington 
1 mv/m contour."30 A combination of United States Census 
figures and the applicants' proposed engineering data indi-
cated that: 
... Riverside would serve over 8 ,700,000 more 
persons within its 1 mv/m contour than would Hunting-
ton, and over 8 ,500,000 more persons than Huntington 
within their respective 50 uv/m contours. On the 
basis of area, Riverside would provide a 1 mv/m or 
greater signal to over 800 square miles more than 
would be served by the Huntington proposal, and to 
about 1,776 square miles more than Huntington 
within the 50 uv/m contours.31 
The only remaining consideration was a comparison of 
the programming services in response to the issue which had 
been numbered l(c). The Commission decided that, since 
Class B FM Channels are'' ... designed to provide service 
primarily to ... a principal city and the surrounding 
rural area .,"32 the programming objectives of the 
applicants should be taken into consideration. 
Th e Decision established that Huntington proposed to 
serve the listeners in Nassau and Suffolk Counties, exclud-
ing any direct appeal to the population in New York City. 
Riverside, on the other hand, said that they would program 
30Ibid., p. 5 . 
31Loc. cit. 
32The Communications Act of 1934 , loc. cit. 
for the entire a rea wi thout limitation to any part i cular 
segment o f the p opulatio n . 33 
Therefor e, the Commissi on stated that: 
I t is our conclusion that Huntington 's pro posal 
would result i n a far less effective or efficien t 
use o f the frequ e ncy involved than would Riverside's 
proposal. From the stand po int o f technical coverag e 
as well as of programming , Huntington's proposa l 
r e presents a manifest effort to utilize a fr e que n c y 
expressly designe d f o r broad coverage of a pri n c ipal 
city a nd its surrounding area for a purely l ocal ize d 
o p e ration. . 34 
The Decision further concluded that: 
.. We cannot agree with Huntington that Hunt-
ington has a need for a n FM facil i ty which must be 
s atisfied at all cost irrespective of the nature o f 
the facility sought and of quest i o ns conce rning the 
effective o r e ffici e n t use o f broadcast fre quencies. 
Rather, it is the Commission 's view that Huntington ' s 
proposed use of the Class B FM f aci lity must weigh 
s o strongly against it that i t canno t b e concluded 
that Hun t ington wou l d serve the publi c interest , 
convenience and necessi t y as well as wou ld Riverside, 
and , therefore, that Hunt ington's p roposal for a 
f irst local FM transmission facility must give way 
to the objectives of the Commissi o n 's Rules gover ning 
the allocation of Class B FM stations a nd to the 
efficient use of such channels in accord wi th the 
mandate of Sect i o n 307 (b) o f the Communications Act 
o f ~. 934 , as amended . 35 
37 
Thus, in the order dated July 20 and released July 25 , 
1960 , the a pplication of The Riverside Chur ch for a con -
struction permi t wa s granted. The General Ma nager, Jack 
Summerfield, then began a concerted effort toward getting 
33necisi o n , op . c it ., pp . 5 - 6 . 
34Ibid ., p . 6 . 
35Ibid ., p . 7 . 
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the station on the air at the earliest possible date. This 
was done in spite of the fact that Huntington-Montauk Broad -
casting Company, Inc., filed petitions on August 22, August 
23 and September 28 , 1960 requesting: 
(1) reargument and stay of the Commission's 
decision of July 20, 1960 ... ; (2) rehearing of 
the decision; and (3) oral argument on its request 
c h . 36 ~or re ear1ng .... 
Before any decision was reached concerning the peti-
tions, the Commission proceeded to grant a license to WRVR 
on March 16, 1961, 37 two and one-half months after the 
station had begun broadcasting an announced schedule of 
"program tests." 38 
Then, in a Memorandum Opinion and Order (FCC 61-854 ) 
dated July 6, 1961 and released July 11, 1961, the Commis-
sion said that Huntington's petitions " ... for reargument, 
rehearing and oral argument on the petition for rehearing, 
respectively, ARE DENI ED in all respects."39 
Legal entanglements continued to plague WRVR, however, 
3 6Memorandum Opinion and Order (FCC 61-854), (Federal 
Communications Commission, DOCKET NO. 12107 and DOCKET NO. 
12222, Washington, D. C., July 6 , 1961), p. 1. 
37copy of License in Appendix B 
"8 
.:J The category, 11 Program Tests," was necessary until 
actual receipt of the license. See Walter B. Emery, Broad-
casting and Government ( East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan 
State University Press, 1961), pp. 197-198. 
39Memorandum Opinion and Order (FCC 61-854), op. cit., 
p . 3 . 
39 
because Huntington-Montauk carried the case to the United 
s tates Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. 
on August 10, 1961 , an appeal from the Commission's order 
denying the petition for rehearing was filed. Mr. James 
Greeley, attorney for Riverside Radio, filed a motion to 
dismiss on January 17, 1962, with the hope that the appeal 
.<AVbuld never be considered on its merits. 4 0 
In summary, WRVR applied for an FM channel on Febru-
ary 7, 1957 and r.eceived its construction permit more than 
three years later, on July 20, 1960. The station went on 
the air with an announced program schedule on January 1, 
1961, and received its license to broadcast on March 16, 
1961. It has continued operation during its prescribed 
trial period and has endeavored to find resources which 
would allow it to remain on the air after its first two 
years. 
However, with an appeal before the Court of Appeals, 
there is no assurance that the a pplications of Riverside 
and Huntington-Montauk w~ll not be sent back to the Commis-
sion for rehearing. If this is done, the possibility exists 
that WRVR could lose its license and, therefore, its right 
to broadcast. The station's Washington attorney has indi-
cated a strong belief that regardless of future legal action, 
40James E . Greeley in a letter to author, January 25, 
1962. 
the Co~nission's original decision will be upheld. 41 On 
this basis, Riverside is confidently continuing to develop 
its FM radio service. 
41Jack D. Summerfield in telephone conversation, 




The award of an FM construction permit to The River-
side Chur ch had ended a long period of hard work and anxious 
waiting. However, it also marked the beginning of another 
difficult phase of development, that of the construction of 
the studio and office areas and the purchase of equipment. 
There is no question but that the most important considera-
tion at this stage was the selection of an antenna. 
I . THE ANTENNA AND TRANSMITTER 
In the building of almost every FM broadcast station, 
a primary concern in the choice of an antenna is the quality 
and coverage of the signal which will be transmitted. WRVR 
insisted upon these things but, unlike many stations, the 
design of the antenna was equally as important as the techni-
cal considerations. 
During the planning stages of the station, a mock 
antenna had been erected on the Church to ascertain whether 
such an addition to the building would cause any objection 
from Riverside's constituency. The antenna's supporting 
structure consisted of a thirty-foot mast, painted silver, 
which was placed on the center peak of the tower roof. When 
41 
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a memorandum was circulated asking for comments from members 
of the congregation, the response was negative and the 
experimental mast was removed.l 
As a result of the feeling which had been expressed, 
Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., who had originally given the 
money to erect the Church's beautiful French Gothic tower in 
memory of his mother, 2 pledged a gift of $125 ,000 to place 
a concealed antenna on the Church building and thus preserve 
the tower's beauty. The amount was based upon an estimate 
by the Radio Corporation of America, which proposed that one 
of the four spires could be removed and replaced with a 
matching plastic or fiber-glass shell. A one-ring antenna 
could then be enclosed in the substitute spire and this, in 
turn, would be fed by a twenty-five kilowatt transmitter. 
In this way, the proposed station could produce twenty kilo-
watts of radiated power and still keep the Church as its 
transmitter site.3 
Mr. Rockefeller died on May 11, 1960, a little more 
than two months before a construction permit was awarded by 
the Federal Communications Commission. This meant that the 
lFrancis S . Harmon, informal discussions and in inter-
view for this thesis, July 5 , 1961. 
2Mina Pendo, A Brief History of The Riverside Church 
(New York: The Riverside Church in the City of New York, 
19 57)' p. 4 7 . 
.., 
~As reported to the WRVR staff by Francis s . Harmon. 
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administration of his benevolences became the responsibility 
of his estate and that the original intent of the gift to the 
FM station had to be interpreted by lawyers. One fact was 
clear. If Riverside was to receive Mr. Rockefeller's pledge, 
the antenna and transmitter had to be placed at the Church. 4 
Other alternatives were investigated, however, because the 
station's management recognized that RCA's proposal would be 
a complex solution. 
One consideration was the result Qf the offer of 
another gift. Mr. Louis Schweitzer, of WBAI-FM in New York, 
offered that station's FM transmitter and site at the Hotel 
Pierre in downtown New York. On the advice of consulting 
engineers, it was not accepted because the transmitter was 
an obsolete Western Electric model for which parts were no 
longer available. In addition, WBAI had experienced a 
great deal of trouble in the remote operation of the equip -
ment and had made the decision to buy a new transmitter for 
its own use.5 
Two other possible solutions were investigated before 
the decision was made to try to solve the problem of aes-
thetics at the Church location. One of the alternatives was 
to place an antenna on the Empire State Building. However, 
4As a result of discussions between Francis s. Harmon 
and the executors of Mr. Rockefeller's will. 
5Reported to WRVR by members of the engineering staff 
at V/BAI. 
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this would involve a large rental which would remain a con-
stant operating e x pense and was thus ruled out of considera-
tion. Another proposal which was not accepted was to put a 
conventional antenna on The Interchurch Center, across the 
street from Riverside. 6 
When it was finally decided to use the Church tower 
as the transmitter site, the Administrator of the Church 
called a meeting which was attended by WRVR's General Manager, 
the station's technical consultant7 and the Chairman of the 
Special FM Committee. Also invited to participate were the 
representatives of three companies which might furnish the 
station with a transmitter-antenna package proposal. The 
three were Gates Radio Company, Collins Radio and the Radio 
Corporation of America. They were told about the problems 
which were presented by the tower location and that River-
side wan ted them to formulate possible solutions. The con-
cealment of the antenna was the primary consideration. 
However, it was clearly stated that no one at Riverside 
could, a t that time, predict the eventual acceptability of 
Ginformation from the files of J. Gordon Gilkey, Jr., 
Executive Minister of The Riverside Church. 
7WRVR's technical consultant was Raymond F. Guy, a 
pioneer in radio a nd television broadcasting. He began i n 
broadcasting in 1921 at WJ Z , the world 's second licensed 
station. After forty-two years with NBC-RCA, he retired 
from the position of Senior Staff Engineer. His position 
with WRVR was his first after retirement from full-time 
activity. 
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any propo sal which they might choose to make. 8 
Until the contract was finally signed, the station 
management had to spend a great dea l of time trying to sat-
isfy requests for information from the three companies. 
Very few significant efforts were made to bring in an early 
solution. Instead, the company representatives made a 
series of public relations visits, at which time they hoped 
to learn something of the progress of the other firms. 
Collins was the only company which brought in an 
antenna expert. It was his judgment that the one-element 
ring antenna originally proposed by RCA was not practical. 
It was also his opinion that a roof of concrete over copper 
in the center of four Indiana Limestone spires made a 
multiple element array on the roof out of the question. He 
left wi t h the thought that the best solution might be to 
find a way to put a two-ring antenna in a false spire or in 
the vicinity of a spire.9 
Gates did not project an early solution. RCA did not 
send an engineer to the Church, but they had gathered all of 
the information they needed in preparing the original propo-
sal. Their only comment was that they no longer felt that 
their earlier solution was an adequate answer to the problem. 
Bverbal report o f the meeting by Carroll Fitch, 
Administrator of The Riverside Church. 
9niscussion between Collins representative and WRVR 
Assistant Manager . 
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This, of course, was difficult to understand because every-
thing the Church had done up to that point was based upon 
the a dvice RCA had given one year before.lO 
Before the proposals finally arrived, Collins indi-
cated that they had changed their evaluation of the one-ring 
antenna and that that would be their first proposal. This 
further confused the issue, but Jack Sumnterfield suggested 
that they temporarily erect a mock ring on the roof to 
determine if there would be any objection. When this was 
done, it was not easily visible. Some people had difficulty 
locating it after it had been pointed out. 
When the Gates representative learned of the Collins 
experiment, he wanted to mount a two element, slotted V 
antenna, a shorter and smaller version of the style that had 
been rejected at the time of Mr. Rockefeller's pledge. The 
drawback here was that the Gates sales representative did 
not understand the manufacturer's proposal and, although it 
was put in a relatively inconspicuous place, it would never 
have worked properly.ll It had not been placed where the 
designer had intended it to be. I t might be pointed out 
here that the Gates representative resorted to poor business 
practices consistently and commanded less respect than the 
lOFrancis s . Harmon, informal discussions with staff 
and in interview for this thesis, July 5, 1961. 
l l As reported to WRVR by the manufacturer. 
represe ntative of any other company with which WRVR had 
dealt. l2 
A few days before the fi nal deadl i n e for proposals, 
Gates' independent antennal con tractor , the Jampro Antenna 
Compa ny of Sacramento, California , submitted a new design . 
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I t consiste d of f our s k ewed corner reflectors , one o f whi ch 
would be mounted behind each of the f our s p ires of the tower . 
When a model of one of the reflectors a rrived, the e l eme nt 
looked so large that even the Gates ' salesman was reluctant 
t o bring it to the Church . The station 's po sition was t hat 
as long as it was in the city, i t seemed only sensible to 
try i t. l3 When a man stood next to it , the reflector ele-
ment cer tai n l y seemed large. I t was approximately five feet 
high at its widest point . What no o ne could visualize was 
that the s pi res also were large structures and that they 
might conceal most of the r eflector . 
Past exper i ence with the Gates' representative 
prompted the Church to call the President of Jampro Antenna 
Company and offer to pay his expenses to New York if he 
wou ld place the model reflector i n a worka b le position . l4 
12Di scussed frequently during staff meetings at the 
time WRVR was under construction. 
13n ecision of Jack D . Summerfield as expressed to the 
Gates' representative . 
14call placed by Carroll Fi tch after di scussion a mong 
Gene r al Ma na g e r , Techni cal Consultant, Spec i al FM Committee 
Chairman and Church Administrator. 
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I t was a l so the wish of the Church that the Jampro repre-
sentative talk with the station's consulting engineer, Mr. 
Raymond Guy, who was convinced that this antenna would solve 
the transmission problems if it could be mounted in such a 
way that the Church would be satisfied with the aesthetic 
considerations. 
When the model reflector was in place, the four mem-
bers of the Collegium and the Chairman of the FM Committee 
inspected the installation from the ground and approved it. 
The executors of Mr. Rockefeller's estate had stated that a 
solution which would satisfy Dr. McCracken and the other 
members of the Collegium would satisfactorily meet the con-
ditions of the gift.l5 
Because all dealings were with compani es which 
o f fered a transmitter and an antenna as a package, the one 
remaining decision concerned a satisfactory FM transmitter. 
At the time of the final deadline for submission of bid s, 
Raymond Guy discarded all RCA proposals. The two alterna-
tives were: (1) the four-corner reflectors with a ten k ilo-
watt Gates transmitter and (2) the one element ring antenna 
with a twenty-five k ilowatt Collins transmitter. 
A final meeting was called with representatives of 
the two companies in attendance, together with the Adminis-
1 5As expressed to Dr. McCracken and Francis Harmon by 
the executors of Mr. Rockefeller's will. 
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trator of the Church, WRVR's General Manager and Assistant 
Manager , the FM Committee Chairman and Raymond Guy, the 
technical consultant. During the morning session, Mr. Guy 
recommended purchase of the Gates package because he said 
that a ten-kilowatt transmitter could be operated much more 
efficiently and economically than the twenty-five kilowatt 
unit. The reason for this, of course, is that in FM trans-
mission, it is possible to realize gain from a multiple-
element antenna system. In this particular case, a gain of 
just over two, with the transmitter operating at a power of 
approximately nine kilowatts, would give an effective radi-
ated power of twenty kilowatts. 
The Collins representatives asked for permission to 
come back in the afternoon with another proposal which might 
put them back into a competitive position with Gates. Be-
cause of the excellent cooperation which Collins had demon-
strated throughout this period of negotiations, the request 
was granted. It was at this time that the Collins people 
were able to call California, receive a price quotation from 
the Jampro Antenna Company for the same system which they 
had desi gned for Gates, and return to the afternoon session 
prepared to bid against Gates with a price that was lower 
than that which the Gates representative presented in the 
morning session. 
Mr. Guy expressed no transmitter preference, and he 
left the decision to the Church. Riverside's Administrator 
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and FM Committee Chairman did not approve of the last minute 
Collins tactics, and a decision was made to award the bid to 
Gates. It was felt that Gates had initiated the design which 
was acceptable to the Church and that Collins should not be 
allowe to receive it on the basis of a last minute action. 
The Manager and Assistant Manager of WRVR both felt 
that a mistake had been made in deciding in favor of Gates. 
This feeling was partially substantiated when the manufactur-
er defaulted on the delivery date of the equipment. In the 
contract, which was signed October 3, 1960, the terms s peci-
fied delivery within thirty to forty-five days. The first 
pieces of equipment were not received at the station until 
December 1, almost two weeks after the latest date which had 
been promised. 
Another provision of the contract called for the pur-
chase price to include installation. No mention was made of 
whom would perform the installation, and the Gates represent-
ative had made no effort to investigate the construction 
situation at the station. When the transmitter finally 
arrived, the union electricians who were working in the 
studio area claimed jurisdiction over the installation. 
Gates then said that they intended to have their own 
men do the work which, of course, would have been less 
expensive than paying the fee of an outside contractor 
using union workers. As a result, the one representative 
from the Gates factory who was on the job acted only in a 
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supervisory capacity. After the installation was completed, 
he conducted the technical tests together with Raymond Guy 
and the WRVR staff technicians and left the transmitter in 
satisfactory condition on December 22, 1960. 
When Gates presented their final bill, the company 
indicated that they would be unable to pay for the installa-
tion as performed by the electrical contractor. Riverside 
refused to pay the bill until the matter was settled. When 
Gates sent a representative from their home office in Quincy, 
Illinois, to try to resolve the differences, the Church 
Administrator offered a compromise solution which was 
unacceptable to the manufacturer. At this point, Riverside 
withdrew its offer for settlement and demanded that Gates 
stand the full cost of installation. As late as July, 1961, 
six mont hs after the station went on the air, no settlement 
had been made. 16 
I I. CONSTRUCTION OF STUDIOS AND OFFICES 
The construction of the physical plant which WRVR 
would occupy presented a situation fully as hectic as the 
one created in the solution of the antenna problem. The 
architect was Harold B. Willis of the Boston firm of 
Collens, Wi llis and Beckonert and the building contractor 
1 6Jack D. Summerfield in an interview for this thesis, 
July 7, 1961. 
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was vermylia Brown, Inc., represented at Riverside by Mr . 
Richard Land. These were the companies which had planned 
and con structed the entire South Wing addition to the Church. 
Two important sub-contractors were the acoustical engineer-
ing firm of Bolt, Beranek and Newman and the electrical con-
cern of Meyer, s trong and Jones. 
If a decision was reached in a conversation with a 
representative of any one of the above firms, there was no 
guarantee that it would ever find its way to the plans. By 
the same token, the architect often misrepresented correc-
tions a b out which there seemed to be complete understanding 
at the time a change was made. As a result, everything had 
to be verified in writing and even this was not always sue-
cessful. One person always blamed the other and a defini-
tive answer to any question was difficult to find.l7 
On the Cloister or ground level of The Riverside 
Church, an area had been designated on the South Wing plans 
as a "studio,"lS primarily with television in mind. A con-
trol room had also been planned, and air conditioning ducts 
were installed which were connected to a low speed, rela-
tively quiet circulating system. The volume of air condi-
17conclusion agreed upon by General Manager, Assistant 
Manager and Technical Consultant. Discussed frequently at 
the time of construction. 
1 8copy of WRVR floor plan in Appendix C. Original 
"studio" area included areas numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 , 5 , 6, 7, 
8 and 9. 
tioning was adequate for the heat generated by color tele-
vision lighting.l9 Some new ducts would have to be run, 
o3 
and the supply lines would need changing, but the system was 
more t han adequate for the projected radio station.20 No 
office space had been provided in the original plans but an 
available area adjacent to the studios was designated as the 
office and tape storage area of WRVR.21 
When the acoustical engineers tested the studio loca-
tion, they found a considerable amount of extraneous noise 
which could not be isolated with normal soundproofing mater-
ials. All of the refrigeration equipment for the building 
was mounted on the concrete floor in the room adjacent to 
the station's control room. Vibration from these motors was 
carried through the concrete into the designated studio area. 
On the r oof above the station was a children's playground 
and underneath was the first level of the underground park -
ing garage. Any one of these elements might have caused 
serious sound problems. Actual technical tests of the noise 
from the refrigeration equipment indicated a necessity to 
"float" the studio area.22 
19specifications of original plans for the South Wing 
addition. 
20opinion of the architect, Harold B. Willis. 
2l s ee Appendix c, areas 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17 and 18 . 
22Tests and recommendations made by acoustical engi-
neering firm of Bolt, Beranek and Newman. 
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The plans originally called for the station to have 
two studios, each with its own control room from which it 
would be possible to have the console operator do his own 
announcing. Because of space limitations, it was impossible 
to float the control rooms.23 Therefore, a common control 
room was provided for the two main studios, and a small 
floated announce booth with its own console was added to the 
plan.24 
The floating construction was accomplished in a 
variety of ways. First, the ceiling was suspended from a 
network of what had been originally planned as lighting 
grids. Double walls were mounted on rubber saddles approxi-
mately five inches high and fiberglass pellets were blown 
between the walls. To absorb vibration from the concrete 
floor, fiberglass blocks, approximately two and a half 
inches thick, were laid throughout the studio area, over 
which was poured reinforced concrete. A wall to wall carpet 
was then laid as the finished flooring for the studios and 
announce booth. Acoustically designed double windows were 
mounted in the studios, control room, announce booth and 
observation area. Heavy doors with rubber drops were used 
23opinion of the architect, Harold B. Willis. 
24Decision made by Jack D. Summerfield as compromise 
of original plan. 
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at all entrances to studios and sound locks. 
The final acoustical treatment in the studios involved 
application of tile on part of the ceiling and fiberglass 
panels on the walls. This treatment, together with the fact 
that t he ceilings were approximately fourteen feet high, 
gave the studios a sound which was ideal for most uses.25 
One disappointment was the fact that there was a 
sound leak between studios A and B. Normal speaking could 
not be heard, but any singing or the playing of a musical 
instrument in one studio was audible in the adjacent studio. 
The Church went to a great expense to secure the services 
of Bolt, Beranek and Newman in an effort to avoid potential 
acoustical problems. Of course, there is the possibility 
that the design was satisfactory with the sound leak being 
caused b y a weakness in the construction. The reason was 
not nearly as important as the fact that simultaneous use of 
the two studios would not always be possible. 
Construction of the rest of the station did not pre-
sent the unique problems encountered in the studio and con-
trol area. The most difficult task was in trying to get the 
contractor and his sub-contractors to complete the various 
phases of their work at a time which was reasonably close to 
the agreed deadline. Even though the results were not always 
as successful as the WRVR staff had hoped, there was a clear 
2 5Design stipulated by Bolt, Beranek and Newman. 
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indication that most of the workers on the job were doing 
everything possible to comp ly with the prescribed time 
schedule. 
Many different trades worked together in completing 
the station and, without their cooperation, the initial date 
of broadcast could not have been met. The weakest link i n 
the entire construction process was the electrical contrac-
tor. 26 In spite of the electricians, enough was completed 
to allow program tests to proceed on December 28 th and 29 th 
with the announced program schedule starting on January 1, 
1961. 
Areas other than the control room and studios i nclud ed 
a Music Library, News Room, Tape Editing and Storage facili-
ties and staff offices. 27 A Central Equipment Room provi d e d 
s pace for all technical operations other than actual broad -
casting a nd recording. This was also the termination poin t 
for all audio and video lines from other locations in the 
church building.28 
III. PURCHA SE OF EQUI PMENT 
26A fact which was agreed upon by the Technical Con-
sultant, the General Manager and the Assistant Manager. 
27 s ee Appendix c. Music Library -area number 23; 
News Room -area number 24 ; Tape Editing -area number 13; 
Offices - areas 10, 11, 12 and 18 . 
28 s ee Appendix C. Central Equipment Room occupied 
s pace equal in siz e a nd directly over areas 6 , 7 and 8 . 
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While the construction work proceeded, attention had 
to be given to the selection of audio equipment which would 
best satisfy the needs of the station. Tape recorders and 
a tape duplicator had been purchased, but most of the equip-
ment had not been ordered. 
~ith regard to the tape recorders, it was decided to 
buy six Model 351 Ampex machines in consoles which were made 
to WRVR 's specifications.29 Four of these were to be placed 
in the Master Control Room and two in the Tape Editing Room. 
The decision to standardize to the one model was made to in-
sure flexibility in the event of technical failure and to 
minimize the timing error inherent in the use of different 
types of recorders. However, two Ampex Model 601 units were 
ordered for remote recording and one Model PR -10 for pos-
sible stereophonic use. 
The Ampex 3200 series high speed duplicator permitted 
the duplication of one hour of recorded material in eight 
minutes. The station originally had one master unit (for 
playback ) and one slave (for duplication). After three 
months on the air, another slave was added, thus doubling 
the duplicating capacity of a single tape. It was obvious 
that the duplicator would aid the station's operation, but 
the primary reason for its purchase was that it made possible 
29specifications stipulated by WRVR Assistant Manager 
after consultation with Ampex distributor. 
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WRVR's purchase of Scotch Brand magnetic recording tape 
directly from the manufacturer, Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing, at dealer cost. The amount of money saved on 
tape over a three-year period would pay for the duplicator.30 
Of course, the equipment also brought outside recording 
orders to WRVR which helped defray overhead expenses. 
WRVR's General Manager and Assistant Manager saw 
representatives from several audio equipment manufacturers 
a nd distributors in the New York area in trying to make 
decisions on the remainder of the equipment which was needed. 
It became obvious that cost and time ruled out the possi-
bility of purchasing any custom made consoles or racks.31 
Before any definite decision was made on what to buy, 
Mr . Raymond Guy was hired as a full-time technical con-
sultant until completion of the station. Mr. Guy, who had 
guided VRVR in its antenna and transmitter decisions, was 
expected to expedite the whole technical development and 
installation. He was joined by an assistant, Mr . Frederick 
Roberts, who owned a small firm which specialized in the 
construction and installation of audio e quipment. 
Wi th tape recorders already delivered, the next major 
items were the control boards. Those which were given 
30Jack D. Summerfield as reported to the Church. 
3lnecision reached after discussions between General 
Manager, Assistant Manager and custom e quipment suppliers. 
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serious consideration were RCA., Gates and Collins. RCA and 
Gates were ruled out, primarily for their use of printed 
circuits in parts of the consoles. They also lacked some of 
the flexibility which the Collins equipment possessed. 
Mr. Guy advised the purchase of three identical consoles, 
two of which were placed in Master Control with the other in 
the Announce Booth. In this way, maximum operational flexi-
bility was achieved, and there was the additional advantage 
of the interchange of parts in the event of technical fail-
ure. 
Telephones were also an important consideration. It 
was decided that WRVR should have a number separate from 
that of the Church. If this was not done, the additional 
load on the Church's main switchboard could become so heavy 
that an additional operator would be needed. 3 2 On the other 
hand, each member of the station staff needed to have an 
extension from the switchboard so that he would have con-
venient communication with other departments of the Church 
and with people who called from outside and did not know 
that the station had its own number. On the recommendation 
of the telephone company representative, a ''Call Directo~· 
system was installed which solved both problems and gave the 
station an efficient telephone system. The importance of 
32Advice of representative from the New York Telephone 
Company as expressed to the Church Administrator. 
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telephone communication is illustrated by the fact that its 
estimated cost for the first year of operation was $ 2,500.33 
That is a large item in the budget of a non-commercial radio 
station. 
The house monitor system in a station can be very 
useful or it can be nothing more than a box on the wall 
which lets visitors know what is on the air. At WRVR , care-
ful attention was given to the planning of the monitor 
system.34 Three lines were run to each of six speak ers 
other than those in the control room and studios. One of 
the lines carried the "air" program at all times while a 
second circuit was wired to the console through which most 
of the recording was done. The third line originated in the 
Tape Editing Room and could be switched so that it would 
feed the output of either of the two tape recorders located 
there. This allowed a tape to be played to the house system 
without the use of control room equipment. A switch at each 
speaker provided convenient selection of whatever line was 
desired. In this way, a tape, a recording session or the 
"air" program could be auditioned at any time. 
A convenient "extra" was the installation of perman-
ent time clocks. A wall clock was mounted in each studio 
33Remainder of budget information in Chapter VI. 
34specifications stipulated by WRVR Assistant Manager 
with plans drawn by Frederick Roberts, assistant to the 
Technical Consultant. 
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which could be started, stopped or reset by either of two 
remote controlled switches. One was on the announcer's 
table in the studio and the other was in the control room. 
A portable timer could be plugged into the control room 
position so that it would run simultaneously with the one in 
the stud io. This added significantly to the ease of pro-
duction from the studio, both for the announcer and the pro-
ducer.3 5 
As mentioned in Chapter III, extensive audio equip-
ment had been installed in the Church with eventual use of 
television in mind. Only minor changes were necessary for 
the utilization of this equipment by WRVR. For instance, 
all programs which originated from the Nave, Theater or 
South Hall of the Church could be controlled on consoles in 
each of those locations before the signal was sent to WRVR 's 
master control room. This gave Riverside's station a great 
deal of flexibility not enjoyed by other broadcast facil-
ities. 
I t is probably obvious from the description that WRVR 
has been equipped as completely as many large commercial 
radio stations. The next logical question is that of cost. 
No detailed breakdown is available, but the total capital 
expenditure for construction, equipment and furnishings has 
35Loc. · t c~ . 
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been quoted by Jack oummerfield to be $ 132, 481.36 This 
figure does not include any of the operational funds which 
are di scussed in Chapter VI. 
During the several months prior to going on the air, 
a great deal of time was required in the supervision of the 
construction and installation of equipment. At the same 
time, however, every other phase of the station's develop -
men t was given as much attention as possible. Most impor-
tant was the formulation of the policies which would regu-
late programming and operat i ons during the initial perio d of 
broadcasting . 
36Jack D . Summerfield in telephone conversation, 
February 12, 1962 . 
CHAPTER VI 
POLI CI ES AND OBJECTIVES 
On February 8 , 1960, the Joint Committee of The River-
s ide Church approved ~ Statement of Policy for the FM Radio 
Station.l The document was very comprehensive consid ering 
the fact that (1) a construction permit was still six months 
away; ( 2 ) no equipment had been purchased; and (3) no pro-
grams had been planned, written or produced. However, with 
all the preliminary planning which had taken place over the 
previous three years, it is somewhat ironic that no member 
of the radio staff ever saw the written Policy Statemen t 
until t hi s study began several months after the station 
first went on the air. 2 In fair ness to the administration 
of the Church, it must be acknowledged that most of the 
points had been given verbally to the station's General Man-
ager, and his philosophy paralleled that of the Church in 
most instances. Nevertheless, there were many times in the 
early development of WRVR when it would have been very help-
lcomplete Text of "A Statement of Policy for the FM 
Radio Statio~ ' in Appendix D. 
2copy of Memorandum from Jack D. Summerfield concern-
ing availability of Policy Statement in Appendix D. In an 
interview for this thesis on July 7, 1961, Mr . Summerfield 
stated that neither he nor any member of the WRVR staff had 
ever seen any statement of policy from the Church. 
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ful to have had the actual Policy Statement which had been 
sent from Dr. McCracken to the Joint Committee for their 
a pproval. 
Excerpts from the Statement first acknowledged the 
Church's commitments which were made in sworn testimony 
before the Federal Communications Commi ssion. 
The station must operate: 
a) "In the public interest, convenience and 
necessity;" 
b ) For the New York Metropolitan area to which 
the assigned channel is geographically allocated; 
c) I n cooperation with other Morningside Heights 
ins titutions; 
d ) For a minimum of 35 hours per week (as set 
fo r th in the application), and up to 70 hours per 
week within a reasonably short period o f time as 
the Church's attorney and witnesses stated the 
Church was ready and willing to do; 
e) Under the auspices of a Special Committee 
responsible to the Joint Committee during the 
experimental and initial period; 
f ) With a Director experienced in radio broad-
casting; 
g ) And with appropriations "from the income of 
the Church" of "sufficient funds to assure operation 
of an appropriate program which will be worthy of the 
Church."3 
In response to the first and second commitments, 
Francis Harmon, the Trustee who was named to head the 
6 4 
3 "A Statement of Policy for the FM Radio Station, " 
(unpublished statement, The Riverside Church, New York, 1960), 
p. 1. 
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Special FM Committee, said, "We are obligated to operate in 
the ' publi c interest, convenience and necessity,' and that 
means the whole public, not merely a portion, n He amplified 
his statement by saying, 11 There are more Roman Catholics, 
more Jewish and more non-churched in New York City than 
there are Protestants. I realize we are under regulation, 
and we are sensitive to it."4 
Separation of Church and State in this particular 
case becomes a very fine line. Riverside is a Church, but 
the license which allows it to operate a radio station comes 
from the F e deral Communications Commission, an agency of the 
federal government. As a result, all of the station's 
actions and policies come under the very close scrutiny of 
the government. 
In an attempt to fulfill its responsibilities, 'imVR 
tried to create and maintain a program schedule which would 
appeal to its total service area. This is not to say, how-
ever, that the station has not taken into consideration the 
activities of special interest groups. Minority viewpoints 
have been expressed whenever it was considered fair and 
e quitable. On May 31, 1961, WRVR broadcast an address by 
Dr. Frank Stanton, President of the Columbia Broadcasting 
System, who expressed his belief that Congress should pass 
4Francis S . Harmon in an interview for this thesis, 
July 5, 1961 . 
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legislation limiting the e qual time provision o f Section 315 
o f the Communications Act of 1934 to the major political 
parties. The Socialists di sagreed, and they ask ed for e qual 
time to s peak on the negative side of the issue. WRVR was 
under no obligation to make time available, because this was 
not an election, and no candid ates were involved. However , 
time was cleared two weeks later, at the same hour, for a 
reply which was delivered by Eric Hass, Editor of the Weekly 
People, offi cial organ of the Socialist Labor Party . 
In the area of r eligious broadcasting, WRVR a do p ted a 
policy ~hich might a ppear to serve only a small segment o f 
its listening audience. This was the decision to broad cast 
n o worship service other than the one at Riverside. The 
action was tak en because even before the station went on the 
air, it had been overwhelmed with requests to carry the ser-
vices o f many other churches of various d enominations. 
There was no way to accommodate one and refuse another. The 
o n ly exception that might eventually be made to this policy 
would be to broadcast a Jewish service. 
In the area of general religious programming, how-
ever, every effort has been made to include all faiths. 
The Church's " Statement of Policy" says, 
Since the FM radio station must be "in the public 
interest," it must demonstrate both the deeply held 
Christian commitment of the Church and the respect 
which the Church feels for religious convictions 
other than its own. . . . The broadcasting of pro-
grams which are in the truest and best sense, " inter-
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faith ," should be included in the program schedule. 5 
During the first month of its operation, WRVR pre-
sen ted a series titled "The Danforth Lectures.,, These 
originated in a class at Barnard Co l lege and featured talk s 
on the various religions. The first three programs, · " Our 
Jewish Heritage, ,, were delivered by Arthur A. Cohen, p romi-
nent writer, lecturer and educator and President of Merid ian 
Book s, I nc. Then, Walter J. Ong, S . J., Professor of Eng-
lish at St. Louis University, appeared on three programs 
dealing with "Our Catholic Heritage." Wilhelm Pauck, Pro-
fessor of Church History at Union Theological Seminary in 
New York , concluded the first nine lectures with his talks 
on "Our Protestant Heritage." 
These examples illustrate the station's attempt at 
programn1ing for the total listening audience. The Church 
had mad e the decision that it did not want to "talk to 
itself. " More attention will be given to s pecific program 
decision s later in this chapter and in the chapter to follow. 
The third commitment which the Church had made in its 
testimony before the Federal Communications Commission was to 
cooperate with the other Morningside Heights I nstitutions. 
This was carried out very successfully in the first f ew 
months of operation, but it was done d ifferently than orig-
inally proposed. 
5"A Statement of Policy for the FM Radio Station," 
op. cit. , pp. 1-2. 
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At the time of Riverside's application for a con-
struction permit, cooperation was sought from eight institu-
tions in the vicinity of the Church. They were Union 
Theological Seminary, Barnard College, International House, 
Jewish Theological Seminary, Columbia University, Teachers 
College, Juilliard School of Music and St. Lukes Hospital. 
The first four, Union, Barnard, International House and 
Jewish Theological Seminary, agreed to accept programming 
responsibility on a regular weekly basis. The other four 
institutions agreed to cooperate in providing participants 
or in helping to produce programs, but they made no specific 
time commitments. 6 
This approach to obtaining the cooperation of the 
neighboring institutions was established before it was 
known t at the station would have a large enough staf f to 
produce programs without extensive outside assistance. Uhen 
WRVR went on the air, the management was reluctant to release 
control of production to outside organi zations, but partici -
pation was encouraged , and realized, from most of the insti-
tutions on Morningside Heights. The most active cooperation 
6Francis S . Harmon, "Testimony in Support of Applica-
tion of The Riverside Church in the City of New York, " (Fed-
eral Communications Commission Fi le No. BPH-2174, Washington, 
D . C., June, 19 58), pp . 79-84 and June Bos Hamersma, "Testi-
mony in Support of Application of The Riverside Church in the 
City of New York , " (Federal Communications Commission Fi le 
No. BPH-2174 , Washington, D. C., June, 1958 ), pp. 7-10. 
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came fr om the Jewish Theologi cal Seminary of America in mak -
ing available the lectures delivered at the Institute for 
Religious and Social Studies . Dr . Louis F inkelstein, 
Cha ncellor of the Seminary, said in a greeting to WRVR : 
We feel that the influence of Dr . McCracken and his 
associates through Station WRVR will help all of us 
o n Morningside Heights and throughout the City . We 
are glad that the faciliti es of this station are 
going to be made available to the sister institutio ns 
o f the Riverside Church here o n Morningside Heights.7 
The feelings of another institution are express~d by 
Grayson Kirk , President of Columbia University . 
We are neighbors . We are enlisted in causes closely 
akin in ideal and objective. We are members of a 
community in which the spiritual , the intellectual , 
the cultural advancement of all people provides the 
dominant theme. Ours is a community in which the 
concept of service to manki nd is basic. In our 
setting , near the center of the great metropolis 
that is our home, we are presented with opportunities 
fo r service that uniquely challenging, limitless i n 
their potential for g ood . 
r.~ o Morningside ' s communication with the Greater New 
Yo r k area, in the a dvancement of this mission , The 
Riverside Church now a dds a significant voice .... 
Columbia . extends a cordial welcome and proffers 
i n every way the cooperation it may afford . 8 
After consideration o f the a dvisab il i ty of i nstitu-
tional cooperation , the Church' s Policy Stateme n t co~cerned 
it s e l f with a fourth commitment , that of the amount o f t ime 
the p roposed station should p lan to broadcast . WRVR never 
7Louis Finkelstein , "To Riverside Radio WRVR , " WRVR 
ew York F ine Arts Guide, I (A pril, 1961), p . 2 . 
8Gray s o n Ki rk , "To Riverside Radio WRVR , ' ' U VR New 
Yo rk F ie Arts Guide, I ( Fe bruary , 1961), p . 2 . 
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operated for as short a period as thirty-five hours per 
week, the time specified in its application. When it went 
on the air January 1, 19 61, the station began broadcasting 
at five o'clock in the afternoon and signed off at approxi-
mately 12:30 A.M ., Mo nday through Saturday. On Sunday , the 
sign-off time was the same, but sign-on was at 10: 4 5 A. M. to 
accommodate the live broadcast of Riverside 's Morning Wor-
ship Service. This gave WRVR a broadcast week of approxi-
mately sixty hours. 
On March 1, 1961, the station added another fifty 
hours, which resulted in a total of one hundred eight hours 
per week. Witnesses before the Federal Communications Com-
missi on 's hearing examiner had stated intentions on the part 
of the church to increase the hours" ... up to 70 hours 
per week within a reasonably short period of time .... "9 
In actual practice, WRVR surpassed this figure by thirty-
eight hours after being on the air only two months. 
The fifth and sixth commitments are closely inter-
related in the Riverside situation. Francis Harmon said, 
"I know you cannot run a radio station by committee. ' e 
(members of the committee] should no more tell Jack Summer -
field what to broadcast than tell Dr . McCracken what to 
9
"A Statement of Policy for the FM Radi o Station, " 
o p . cit . , p. 1 . 
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preach. 11 10 It is obvious from this that the church had 
given its " ... director experienced in radio broadcasting"ll 
a great deal of authority. However, Mr. Harmon explains, 
"We are not abdicating control, but exercising it by hiring 
and fir t ng. " 12 
The Joint Committee's " Statement of Policy" says, 
The key person in this operation is the Program 
Director (General Manager]. This individual must 
have authority to accept or reject all programs 
within the scope of general policies previously 
established by the Radio Committee, the Board of 
Deacons and the Church. It follows that such an 
ind ividual would be not only professionally qual-
ified but also possess those qualities of the 
Spirit and that Christian insight which are 
essential for work at The Riverside Church.l3 
Many individuals within the Church have made sugges-
tions a nd expressed their opinions on various phases of the 
station's operation, but at no time has there been pressure 
exerted upon the staff to act one way rather than another. 
Decisions regarding WRVR have been very carefully reserved 
for the station's management. If there is any one person 
responsible for the preservation of this policy, it is the 
l~rancis S . Harmon in an interview for this thesis, 
July 5, 1961. 
ll"A Statement of Policy for the FM Radio Station," 
loc. cit. 
12 Harmon interview, loc. cit. 
l3nA Statement of Policy for the FM Radio Station, 11 
op . cit . , pp . 8 -9 . 
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Reverend J. Gordon Gilkey, Jr., Executive Minister o f the 
Church, who supervises the entire program at Riverside. 
! Statement of Policy for the FM Radio Station, which 
was formulated in February, 1960, outlined the projected 
staff requirements. These differed greatly from the needs 
created by the expanded scope of the project. Originally, 
it had been planned that in addition to the director, the 
only personnel needed would be one announcer, a secretary 
who would assume responsibility for traffic, one full-time 
and one part-time engineer, and two student program assist-
a nts to help in the tape library, announce and perform other 
tasks as they were needed. 14 This plan was based upon the 
premise that the station would be on the air forty hours per 
week, but some flexibility was provided in the event it 
operated up to seventy hours. Depending upon personnel 
require~ ents, the estimated total annual operating costs 
were estimated between thirty-five and sixty thousand 
dollars. 15 
The highest estimated figure is forty-seven thousand 
dollars short of the actual budget item for the operation of 
WRVR during the year, 1961. Two hundred and fifty thousand 
dollars was the amount which was finally earmark ed for a 
14Ibid., p. 8 . 
15J. Gordon Gilkey, Jr. file on development of the 
FM station. ( Mr. Gilkey is the Executive Minister of The 
Riverside Church.) 
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twenty-seven month experiment in broadcasting by The River-
side Church. Three months of this period were designated 
for getting the station on the air. In reality, the building 
stage took six months, but the remainder of the budget was 
divided in an attempt to insure two full years of operation. 
Under this scheme, $ 107,360 remained for the first year of 
broadcast. This was later augmented by a five thousand 
dollar gift from Mr. Louis Schweitzer, fo r ·mer owner of WBAI 
in New York. The money, which was given to the station 
without any stipulation for its use, made possible the 
launching of the "Just Music" project which is discussed in 
detail in Chapter VII. 
The total 1961 WRVR budget estimate, including the 
Schweitzer gift, was:l6 
Salaries . . . . . . . . . 
Telephone and Telegraph ... 
Associated Press News Wire 
Records and Tape 












16Jack D. SUmmerfield in correspondence regarding this 
thesis, August 25, 1961. 
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Travel and Conference .. 1, 500 
Mi scellaneous ..•••. 360 
Total $ 112, 360 
It was the hope of the station's management that 
revenue from the sale of recording services would not have 
to be used to supplement the above sum, but that it might be 
used as a reserve for the extension of operation past the 
initial two-year e xperiment. Income from subscript i ons to 
the VlRVR New Yorlt Fine Arts Guide is not reflected in the 
-- -- --- --- ---
budget, because it i s difficult to know what that figure 
might be. In order to continue publication of the guide, 
sufficient subscription and adverti sing revenue would have 
to be realized to partially offset the $ 24 ,000 print ing 
figure . 
Under this budget, the General Manager assumed the 
programming responsibilities in addition to his admi nistra-
tive tasks. An Assistant Manager was to be in charge of 
production and general operations . One full-time and o ne 
part-time producer were to handle most of the production 
respons: bilities with the part -time man devoting the remain -
der of his time to announcing shifts. Of course, every mem-
ber of the staff was expected to contribute to the program 
pro duct i o n effort whe never possible. It would b e the j ob of 
the Sc ript ~ditor to check all copy read o n the ai r , a nd to 
e dit the WRVR New York Fine Arts Guide. Some part-t ime help 
7 5 
was provide d for layout a nd design , with a ll other assist-
ance coming from members o f the staff who were able to help . 
Two secretaries were to be employed, one as an administra-
tive assistant to the Gene ral Ma na ger and the other as a 
Traffic Manager and "girl Friday. " In addition to the 
Producer / Announcer, o ne o ther full -t ime announcer was pro-
vided, and the engineering staf f was made up of three 
techni c i a n s. These were the personnel res ponsible for con-
ducting Riverside's experime nt in broadcasting . 
The next pol icy , that of programming , received con-
siderable attent i o n in A Statement o f Policy f o r the FM 
Radio Station. It was stated that: 
H.iverside's FM radio station will be the "Voice o n 
the Air" of The Riverside Church in the City o f New 
York . Its programs must reflect the b asic philosophy 
and ob jectives of the Church: liberal and dynamic 
in it s approach to religion; inter-racial in its 
fe_l owship ; international in its outlook ; inter -
denominationa l in its inclusive fellgwshi p ; and 
intercultural in its concern .... 11 
To understand this program policy o f \lRVR , i t is nee-
essary t o understand the philosophy of The Riverside Church. 
Although it has been discussed in some detail in prev i ous 
chapters , this philosophy seems t o be most e ffectively 
illustrated in the construction of the Churc h building which 
convey s a message through its iconography. 
17"A Statement o f Pol icy f or the FM Ra dio Station, " 
o p . c it . , p . 1 . 
Liberalism, with its broader social aims and its 
con fidence in the scientific advances of the period, 
had added a large number of heroes to its honor 
list, and the Committee on Iconography had chosen 
to represent this inclusiveness in stained glass 
and sculpture.l8 
In the Caen stone chancel screen, for example, the 
Physicians Panel has St. Luke surrounded by Louis Pasteur, 
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Andreas Vesalius, Sir Joseph Lister and Robert Koch. Christ 
as Teacher is flanked by Socrates, Erasmus and Pestalozz i. 
St. Fra. cis of Assisi, Abraham Lincoln, General 1 illiam 
Booth and the Family Doctor represent the tradition of the 
Good Samaritan. The greatest controversy arose over the 
sculptured stone of the West Portal, which is the main 
entrance to the Church. Carved in the arches are the great 
philosophers, including Descartes, Spinoza, Kant and Hegel; 
the great religious leaders, among them Confucius, Buddha 
and Mohammed; and the great scientists, including Darwin, 
Pasteur and Einstein. Shortly after arriving in the United 
States as a refugee, Albert Einstein visited Riverside, 
because he found it hard to believe that the likeness of a 
Jew would be carved in the entrance of a Christian Church.l9 
The philosophy represented by the iconography at The 
Riverside Church was a logical beginning for the evolution 
1 Mina Pendo, A Brief History of The Riverside Church 
(New York: The Riverside Church in the City of New York, 
19 57)' p . 47. 
19 Loc. cit. 
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of WRVR 's program policy. It also is consistent with "the 
central and most important finding" of the New Haven Study 
which stated that" ... in programming for religious use 
of the mass media, the ingenuity and flexibility of the 
planners must match the complexity of needs and circum-
stances of the potential audience."20 Of course, the study 
also stated that " Each program the churches s ponsor ought 
to have a clear reason for existence within the framework 
of the generalized purposes of the Christian ministry."21 
I t is relatively easy to agree with the thinki ng 
behind these statements of general policy, but it is diff i -
cult to build a program schedule which properly represent s 
the philosophy. It must also be pointed out again that the 
staff o f WRVR was never given a clearly defined purpose for 
the station. Representatives o f the church a dministration 
e xplained to General Manager, Jack Summerfield, that they 
had complete confidence in him, and that he had their full 
support in formulating policy and operating the station . 
Mr. Summerfield did not know that the Joint Committee, 
almost six months before receipt of the construction permit, 
had approved A Statement of Policy for the FM Radio Station, 
20Everett C. Parker, David W. Barry and Dallas W. 
Smythe, The Televisi on - Radi o Audience and Religion ( New York : 
Harper and Brothers, 19 55), p. 411. ---
21Ibid ., p . ~04 . 
which also included "special comments concerning program-
ming. " 2 2 
Once the construction permit had been awarded, con-
struction of the station and the purchase of equipment 
7 
received primary attention. Programming had to be a secon-
dary considerat~on while everyone was striving to meet the 
on-the-air target date of January 1, 19 61. Programs were of 
little use if there was no physical plant from which to 
broadcast. However, program policies were given as much 
attent i on as possible throughout the planning period. 
•rhe "image" which the station was to create was im-
portant to everyone on the staff. It was felt that many 
educational, or cultural, stations in the country served 
only as outlets for programs not wanted on AM stations. I t 
is not that individual programs on these stations are not 
worthwhile, but they are not ahvays integrated into a well-
established plan for the station. It was obvious that this 
could happen to WRVR because it had such widely divergent 
sources from which to draw material. Those persons who had 
been responsible for the creation of a n FM station at River-
side had been afraid there would not be enough mate~ial to 
program forty hours each week, not to mention an expanded 
22Jacl~ D. Summerfield in an interview for this thesis, 
July 7 , 19 61. 
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schedule of seventy hours. Once WRVR's professional staff 
reviewed the situation, it was obvious that there were many 
more programming possibilities than there were available 
time segments. 
The format of the WRVR New York Fine Arts Guide was 
developed simultaneously with the station's program policies. 
This publication, which is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter VIII, was planned in such a way that it would feature, 
not o n ly WRVR 's program schedule, but also stories a b out the 
stati on and cultural events in the New York Metropolitan 
area. I t was important that the Guide reflect, and at the 
same time help to create, the image of the station. The 
title of the Guide was a deliberate attemp t to create the 
impressl.on that WRVR was a Fine Arts station without saying 
it on t h e air, because it was within this broad framework 
that the station had decided to place its programming 
emphasi s .23 
Obj ection was voiced to the projected policy o n the 
basis that people do not always associate religion with the 
Fine Art s. However, it was agreed that an overriding con-
sid eration was that this would be an ef f ective way to make 
a contribution to the general community. I t was also felt 
23These decisions were made by Jack D . Summerfield 
after consultation with the Special FM Committee and repre-
sentatives of the Church administration. 
that it would satisfy the desire of Riverside to reach the 
churchless as well as the churchgoer. 
A significant reaction to this policy came from Dr . 
s . Franklin Mack, the Executive Secretary of the Broad-
casting and Film Commission of the National Council of 
Churches. 
The embedding of your program schedule in the 
artfully produced program booklet is a stroke of 
genius. What you are saying, in effect, is that 
your radio programming, including its specifically 
"religious" elements, is an integral part of the 
cultural life of this city and of the times. It 
belongs there: it is not something appended or 
patched on.24 
so 
With these general policies forming a base upon which 
to build, the staff of Riverside Radio began meeting the 
specific problems of~ programming and production. 
24s . Franklin Mack in a letter to WRVR, June 30, 1961. 
CHAPTER VII 
WRVR PROGRAMMING 
Programming decisions for the new FM radio station at 
The Riverside Church in the City of New York could not always 
be made under ideal conditions. The institutions on Morning-
side He i ghts had pledged their assistance but getting the 
cooperation of individuals who might participate was not 
guaranteed. Music programs were to be an integral part of 
the schedule, but a record library had to be obtained and 
organized. The fact that WRVR was not on the air made it 
d ifficult to stimulate the interest of some people who might 
later wish to support the station. One obvious deterrent 
was the firm policy that prohibited payment of funds to 
people who might contribute thei r talents to WRVR's pro-
grams.! The budget would permit payment only to organiza-
tions such as the National Association of Educational Broad-
casters and the Broadcasting Foundation of America. With 
this as a background, but with the energy and devotion of 
each member of the station staff, WRVR was able to mak e what 
many considered to be an auspicious start at 10: 45 AM on 




New Years day, 1961. 
I. J.VIUSIC PROGRAMMING 
One of the first positive program decisions at WRVR 
was to feature music, not merely play it when other programs 
were unavailable. There was no intention of creating a 
"good music" station but music was to have its place in the 
broad "fine arts" approach which had been formulated. At 
WGBH-FM in Boston, Massachusetts, where Jack Summerfield had 
served as Assistant Manager for Radio, the policy was to 
program as little recorded music as possible.2 The primary 
musical feature there was the live broadcast of the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra. However, because of the action of the 
United Federation of Musicians Local 80 2 , live music could 
not be presented in New York without payment either to the 
musicians or to the union. This ruling applied not only to 
programs which WRVR might produce, but also to the live or 
recorded broadcast of student concerts at the Juilliard 
School of Music.3 The administration at Juilliard had 
granted permission, but Local 80 2 prevented the broadcasts 
because some of the students were members of the union. 
2Jack D. Summerfield in informal discussions of pro-
gramming policies. 
3Ruling resulted from correspondence and conferences 
between representatives of WRVR and the American Federation 
of Musici ans. 
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Therefor e, one of the initial projects of WRVR was the ac-
quisiti on of a music library. 
Mr. Kees Kooper, a concert violinist from the Nether -
lands, who had been in the United States ten years, was 
hired in July, 1961 , as a part-time music consultant. He 
formula t ed elaborate listings of preferred records, based 
upon his excellent knowledge of the recorded repertoire. 4 
I n Mr. Kooper's plan, there was no unnecessary dupli-
cation of selections because he had made his choice of the 
performances which would be best for the library. This is 
not to say that there would not be more than one performance 
of particularly popular works; but if two or three versions 
of the same selction were included, they were chosen with the 
same care as a single version. Mr. Kooper admitted readily 
that o ther musicians might disagree with some of his prefer-
ences, but the WRVR management was convinced that his 
choices were as complete, and selected with as much care as 
any lists which could be assembled. 
The next task was to contact the record manufacturers 
and their distributors in an effort to secure the recordings. 
It is common in New York , as it is in many large metropol-
itan areas, to receive promotional copies o f records without 
4Kees Kooper had been instructed by Mr . Summerfield 
to establish three lists of varying lengths so that records 
could be purchased according to budget availability. 
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any charge to the radio station. In an effort to make the 
best possible financial arrangements, the Assistant Manager 
of WRVR and Mr . Kooper began the task of meeting with repre-
sentativ es of the various recording companies. An exhaus-
tive account of this phase of the development of Riversid e 
Radio could fill a complete chapter. 
_t must be remembered that 1959 and 1960 were the 
years o~ the disc jockey payola scandals, and the recording 
companies were still being cautious in their dealings with 
radio s t ations. 5 Also, the fact that WRVR wis not yet on 
the ai r made it difficult to secure promotional copies of 
recordings from any of the manufacturers. 
However, some free records were available if the 
station would buy a certain number of discs at the radio 
station rates, or buy the yearly subscription plans which 
provide all the new classical long playing releases at an 
average rate of seventy-five cents to one dollar per disc. 
When buy ing the records outright, the broadcast stat i on rate 
varied from one to one and a quarter dollars for a monaural 
copy to approx imately o n e dollar and seventy-five cents for 
a stereophonic versi on. 6 
c:: 
"'This was stated to ·mvR' s Assistant Manager by sev-
eral recording companies. The clearest indication came from 
Mercury Records, whose representative discussed the matter 
o p e nly . 
6Rates as quoted to WRVR through correspondence or in 
p ersonal contacts by Kees Kooper or the Assistant Manager. 
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It was not u ntil after WRVR had purchased many of its 
records that the first tentative program schedule was formu-
lated . This necessitated some modification of the original 
music plans which had been drawn up by Kees Kooper. For 
instance, three two-hour concerts were programmed which 
featured the Philadelphia Orchestra, the New York Philhar-
monic a n d the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Of course, some 
records by each of the orchestras were already in the li-
brary, but the decision to carry full, recorded concerts 
meant obtaining every recording available. 
As other p rogram decisions were reached, recordings 
had to be added to the library. Jazz, for instance, was 
particularly difficult to obtain because many of the labels, 
and their distributors, were very small operations. WRVR 
started in January with a limited amount of jazz programming. 
On Wednesday evenings, "Father O'Connor's Jazz 
Anthology" was presented in cooperation with WGBH-FM in 
Boston, Massachusetts. Father O'Connor, who has become a 
noted j azz authority, is Chaplain to Roman Catholic students 
at Boston University. He has an unusually good radio per-
sonality, and WRVR welcomed the opportunity to present the 
first New York broadcast of his Boston program.7 
7wRVR's General Manager and Assistant Manager had 
worked with Father O'Connor in Boston at WGBH and WBUR 
respectively. They thought highly of his program and con-
sidered it a valuable addition to Riverside's schedule. 
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Following " Jazz Anthology" was "More Jazz " with Ma x 
Cole, a WRVR staff announcer who has a strong background in 
many types of music. He had done similar programs on other 
New Yor stations, and his contacts proved to be invaluable 
in obtaining jazz recordings. His job was made somewhat 
easier in March, 1961, when the station began carrying eight 
hours of jazz every Saturday from 9:00A.M. to 5 :00 P .M. 
"Just Jazz," as the program was titled, featured one per-
former, or performing group, each week. This stimulated 
interest in jazz to such an extent that records began coming 
from many different distributors and manufacturers. 
" Just Jazz" was only one day in an expanded program 
schedule which almost doubled the number of hours WRVR had 
been on the air during its first two months of operation . 
Monday through Friday, from 9:00A .M. to 5 :00P. M., the 
station featured "Just Music ," eight hours of nmsic without 
comment or commercials. The on ly announcements on the pro-
grams were those which were necessary in the introduction of 
selections and performers. 
In trying to present a program format which had not 
been used extensively by other stations, WRVR's "Just Music" 
featured a full day of a particular composer, conductor, 
orchestra , performer or type of music. With this approach, 
the selection of music could be accomplished easily, thus 
minimiz i ng the need for a greatly expanded staff. In fact, 
the only person hired to absorb the added load of "Just 
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Music" and "Just Jazz" was a full-time announcer, who se-
lected and filed his own records, in addition to conducting 
the program as a combination announcer-engineer. 
These programs rapidly drained the station's record 
resources, and necessitated quick expansion of the music 
library. The added expense of the "Just Music" and " Just 
Jaz z" series was covered by a grant of money which had not 
been available at the time WRVR went on the air. The sta-
tion decided to take advantage of the opportunity to in-
crease i ts broadcast hours with no guarantee it would be 
able to continue its expanded schedule when the funds were 
e x hausted. 
The symphony orchestra concerts and the jazz programs, 
which have been mentioned in this discussion of music pro-
gramming, illustrate the wide spectrum of WRVR's music 
offerings. Between the extremes are programs featuring 
sacred music, complete operatic performances, chamber music, 
soloists of all types, folk music and Broadway show music. 
No time is devoted to popular or "lush" music of the type 
played by large, string orchestras. The heavy emphasis is 
on the traditionally classical music which is common to the 
"good music" station. 
I n addition to records, other primary sources of the 
station's music programs are the broadcasting services of 
France, The Netherlands, Italy and Japan. The Broadcasting 
Foundation of America furnishes large blocks of music pro-
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gramming includ i ng p erformances from many of the Europ ean 
music festivals. Some music programs are received from the 
Nat i o na l Association of Educational Broadcasters, but thi s 
source does not constitute a large volume because of the 
d iff i culty in obtain ing union clearance for record ing music 
performances in the Un i ted States. 
Entertainment is the largest single category i n the 
station 1 s programming, and most of it is devoted to mu s i c. 
However , WRVR is l~nown primarily for i ts taUc and d iscus s i o n 
n 
programs. 0 
II . TALK, DI SCU SSION AND EDUCATI ONAL PROGRAIIIMI NG 
Actual preparation of this type of p rogr amming b egan 
earlier than any other. Dur i ng the four months before WRVR 
we n t o n the air, e ngineers and produ cers tape record ed many 
of the events occurring in the metr opolitan New York area. 
Thi s activity served the dual purpose of build i ng a back log 
of tap ed material with which to begin broad casting and to 
g i ve r elatively i nexperienced technical personnel pract i ce 
in o p e r ating the new e quipment. 
Two notable e xamples were broadcast on the " Talent 
Showcase" ser i es during WRVR 1 s initial month o f broad cast. 
One program f eatured r eadings from Archibald MacLe i sh 1 s pla~ 
SAn i ndicat i on of thi s image was reported i n The New 
York Times shortly after WRVR we n t on the air. J ack Gould , 
~th of FM , " The New York Times, January 8 , 1961, Sect i o n 
I I , p . 13 . 
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"J. B . " Pat Hingle and Nan Martin, stars of the original 
broadway production, made the recordings for exclusive 
Riverside Radio use. The other example was the recordi n g 
o f Ogden Nash reading his own poetry before a meeting of the 
Poetry Society of America. •ach of these programs was among 
the first to be designated as a " WRVR Fine Arts in the Ma king 
F eature. " 
The Barnard College " Danforth Lectures," which were 
mentioned in Chapter VI , began in October, three months 
before the first program went on the air . This series is 
mentioned here, because for purposes of classification for 
the Federal Communications Commission, the lectures are 
consid e r ed educational rather than religious.9 However, 
because of their inter-faith character, the programs reflect 
the reLLgious programming policy of the station. 
Many other special programs were recorded prior to 
going on the air, some of which were used during the first 
few mont hs of o peration, while others were saved for a ppro-
priate i nsertion into a later progran1 schedule. The maj or-
ity of talk, discussion and educational programs whi ch were 
aired during January a nd February came from outsid e organi -
z ations. Sources in addition to those already named in the 
music programming category were Radio/Television, The 
9The Danforth Lectures were r ecord e d in a classroom 
situation at Ba rna rd College as a part of a regularly 
scheduled course. 
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Un iversity of Texas, the University of Michigan Ra di o Ser-
vice,United Nations Radio and Union Theological Seminary in 
New York . The latter supplied " People or Puppets, " which 
is descr ibed as "An authoritative analysis and dramatic 
presentatio n of the values and concepts created, reflected, 
and reinforced by the modern mass media as compared with the 
values and concepts rooted in time and our moral-religious 
tradi tions . "lO This series had originally been produced by 
the Seminary on a grant-in-aid from the National Association 
of Educational Broadcasters . 
In addition to continuing to record outstanding 
events in the Morningside Heights and other metropolitan New 
York areas , WRVR began to build more of its own productions. 
On the last Thursday in January , Burton Cumming of the New 
York Graphic Society, was the host for the first of several 
programs titled "Books and the Artist." These weekly con-
versations with authors and artists about new works i n the 
art world devoted one program each month to the featured art 
reproductions in the current issue of the VlRVR New York F ine 
Arts Guide. 
In March two noteworthy programs were added to the 
schedule. One was an extensio n of the " WRVR F ine Arts in 
the Making" feature, "Talent Showcase . " The first Thursday 
lOwRVR New York Fine Arts Guide, I (January , 1961), 
p . 29 . -----------
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of the month marked the beginning of a thirteen-week series 
of half-hour programs titled "The Cartoonist's Art . 11 Vern 
Greene , cartoonist for the comic strip, 11 Bringing Up Father, " 
was the guest on the first program and then served as host 
for the rema ining twelve. These talks with outstanding 
cartooni sts about the world of the funnies included such 
well - known personalities as Milton Caniff, creator of "Terry 
and the Pirates" and " Steve Canyon," the famous animated 
cartoon · st, Paul Terry, Al Capp of "Li'l Abner" fame, and 
Mort Wall~er, creator of 11 Beetle Bailey. " A copy o f each 
program was presented to the National Cartoonist's Society 
so that it might be added to its tape recorded 11 Living 
Library" collecti on. 
Also in March, Gustav Davidson was the host for a 
weekly ~arter-hour program which was named for the Poetry 
Society of Ameri ca's fiftieth Anniversary anthology, "The 
Golden Year~~~ Mr . Davidson, Secretary of the society, 
invited poets to read some o f the poems which they had con-
tributed to the anthology. 
As mentioned earlier, the church had originally 
intended to involve many student assistants in the operation 
of WRVR. However , when sufficient funds were appropriated 
to hire an adequate full-time staff, the use of non-pro fes -
sional personnel was minimized, except on a volunteer basis. 
The stat i o n management was especially reluctant to use 
studen t talent on the air, but decided to try one program 
on the r ecommendation of ~ric Barnouw, Associate Professor 
of Dramatic Arts at Columbia University a nd a member o f 
Riverside's Special FM Committee. Dr . Barnouw suggested 
that the station might be able to use some o f the students 
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in the graduate course, Film and Television Criticism, which 
was taught by Cecile Starr, New York Edi tor o f Film Quarterly . 
Audi t i on s o f the entire class were held , and two stud e n ts 
were selected to present weel~ly c ritiques of noteworthy 
curre nt films. The rest of the class, under the supervisi o n 
of Mi ss Starr, assisted in writing the programs whi ch were 
presented under the title o f "Columbia Film Review.' ' The 
ser ies, which ran during April and May o f 1961, was con -
sidered so successful that tentative plans were ma de to con-
tinue the project in the Fal l and Spring of the next season . 
Another program series, "Riverside Poetry , " presented 
readings o f student poetry whi ch had been written for con-
tests sponsored by The Riverside Church. Students from the 
Morningside Heights institutions had been invited to partie~ 
pate in the competition in each o f four contests which had 
been held since 19 53 . The best poems were bound in volumes 
titled Riverside Poetry, and it was fr om these books that 
the programs ori ginated. This was a logical e x tension o f a 
cultural effort which the church had made prior to the start 
o f broadcasting at Riverside. 
In June, 1961 , a new "Talent Showcase" feature 
replaced "The Cartoonist 's Art." "From My Book" presented 
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readings by outstanding authors. During the first month, 
listen e r s heard William Maxwell, Fannie Hurst, Thomas 
Briggs , Charles Angoff and Teo Savory as they made signifi-
cant contributions to WRVR's Fine Arts programming by read -
ing from their most recent works. 
Even though the type of programming discussed here 
did not occupy nearly as much of the program schedule as 
the musi c programming, it created the most widely accepted 
"image" of the station. Laurette Ki tchen , New Yorl~ Corre-
s pondent for Canadian Broadcaster, said that URVR '' ... 
aims to promote better understanding between nations, races 
and creeds through information, fine arts, religious and 
educational programs."ll 
Miss Ki tchen's co~nent leads logically to another 
area of importance to Riverside Radio, that of religious 
programming. 
III . R LIGIOU S PROGRAMMING 
The largest single block of time devoted to religious 
p rogramming is the broadcast, and later rebroadcast, of the 
Sunday Service of Worship of The Riverside Church. When 
WRVR began broadcasting in January, 1961, the station signed 
o n at five o'clock in the afternoon every day except Sunday 
llLaurette Kitchen , '~ponsors Wary, But Listeners ' Dig ' 
I t," Canadian Broadcaster, 20:7, April 6 , 1961. 
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when 10:45 A.M. became the sign-on hour. This was done, of 
course, to allow for the pick-up of the organ prelude and 
the service which followed at eleven o'clock. The complete 
service, excluding the prelude, was rebroadcast again at 
eight o ' clock the same evening. At the time, no other New 
York City radio station was providing a regular, weekly 
Protestant church service. 
When WRVR expanded its program schedule in March, 
1961, with the addition of "Just Music" and " Just Jazz," it 
was decided to keep uniform hours of broadcast by signing on 
the air at nine o'clock on Sunday morning with one a nd three 
quarter hours of sacred music prior to the morning service. 
Other sacred music programs includ ed two choral segments 
early Sunday afternoon. 
Other important religious programming features in-
cluded a series of five-minute prayers by Harry Emerson 
Fosdick at five o'clock each afternoon, Monday through 
Saturd ay . Dr. Fosdick had been Mini ster of The Riversi d e 
Church from the time of its construction through 1946, and 
during that time, he had become friend and counselor to 
many people. After his retirement, and before there was any 
assurance that the church would have a radio station, he was 
ask e d to record some of his prayers. It was this tape 
recorded file which WRVR was able to use. Although some of 
the recordings did not meet broadcasting standards, enough 
were acceptable to provide daily use for approximately six 
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weeks before it was necessary to repeat . 
~very day at midnight, Dr . Robert J . McCracken , 
Minister o f The Riverside Church , was heard in the broadcast 
of a sermon which he had preached sometime during the pre-
vious f i ve years. After the first three months of operation, 
this format was changed. Dr . McCracken began recording The 
New Testament of The New English Bible in a continuing series 
of programs approximately fifteen minutes in length . Each 
broadcast was heard initially at 9 : 45 P . M. every eveni ng , 
Mo nday through Friday, and was rebroadcast the following 
weekday evening at midnight.l2 
Other religious programs included "Land of the Bible" 
and "Light Unto My Path" from outside sources, and lecture 
series, which were presented within the church, were also 
recorded for WRVR . 
As this summary indicates, the attention given to 
strictly religious programming by Riverside Radio is no more 
than that which might be expected fr om any responsible sta-
tion which completely fulfills its commitment to its lis-
teners. 
I V. NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING 
12The New ~nglish Bible is the Only new derivation 
from original sources since the 1611 King James Authorized 
version. See The New nglish Bible New Testament, " Introduc-
tion," (Oxford University Press and Cambridge University 
Press , 1961), p. vii. Readings were presented with permis-
sion of the publishers. 
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WRVR decided to p lace no emphasis upo n news or publi c 
affairs progranooing, because several other station s in New 
York were equi pped to do a superior job . l3 Almost every AM 
station has a mobile unit, and the network affiliates have 
vast resources upon which to draw . WNYC, the municipally 
owned A!Y - FM station, has a large, full-time staff of e ngi -
neers, many of whom can be used to cover the special events 
throughout the city. When this type of o peration is compared 
with WRVR which , when it went on the air, had three full-
time technicians, it is obv i ous that Riverside had to care-
fully select the events which it would cover outside the 
studio. 
In the area of news, it was deci de d to feature a 
nightly program, "Gordon Gilkey Views the News," with Gordon 
Gilkey, l!.Xecutive Minister of The Riverside Church. Mr. 
Gilkey did not try to cover all of the news on a particular 
day. His approach was to select the important and signifi-
can t n ews stories from WRVR 's Associated Press radio wire 
and cover them in detail. He would then add his own inter-
pretive comments where appropriate. 
Al though there was no religious slant to the newscasts, 
Mr. Gilk ey did conclude each program with a verse of scrip-
ture Which was appropriate to a local, national or inter-
13Jack D . Summerfield in informal discussions of pro-
gramming policies. 
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national occurance. The verse might refer to anythi ng from 
a plane crash or fir e to something of major political im-
portance in Washington or Europe. This became his "trade-
mark , " and he presented it in such a way that the station 
staff felt that listeners would understand the spirit in which 
it was given . It seemed appropriate that a newscast deliv-
ered by a Protestant minister could, and should, end with 
his final comment on the day 's events.l4 After the first 
few months on the air, Mr . Gilkey's program also featured 
frequent editorials o n timely topics. 
It is important to note that Gordon Gilk ey agreed to 
participate on WRVR at the invitation o f the station's Gen-
eral Manager, Jack Summerfield. The news pro gram was not 
instituted as the result of any pressure to include the 
church's Executive Minister in the broadcast schedule. 
During January, the first month of the station's 
o peration, "Gordon Gilkey Views the News" was repeated at 
11:15 P .M. in addition to its regular live presentation at 
6:15 in the evening. However, this plan was abandoned in 
February because of the frequent need to up-date the news 
which had been presented at the earlier hour. Another 
revision which was made at the beginning o f the second month 
o f broadcast was to shorten Mr . Gilkey's 6:15 program to ten 
14J . Gordon Gilkey's desire to include this feature in 
his newscast was given complete support o f WRVR's management. 
minutes on Monday, Wednesday and Friday to allow for the 
inclusion of the "Raymond Swing Commentary." 
Mr. Swing, long known on network radio as Raymond 
Gram ~ving, had become Chief Political Commentator for the 
Voice of America. WRVR, through the cooperation of that 
government agency, presented the first domestic broadcast 
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of this news commentary, which had previously been heard 
only on the V.O.A. short wave English language service. The 
five-minute program was fed from Washington to New York b y 
telephone line on the afternoon of the broadcast. The New 
Yorl-{ office of the Voice of America taped it, and WRVR 
p ick e d u the tape for its 6:25 air time. 
Two regular weekly news features were also heard o n 
WRVR . One was "Backgrounds" With Louis M. Lyons and the 
other was "Church World News.' ' Mr. Lyons, who is the curator 
of the Nieman Foundation at Harvard University, broadcasts 
" Backgrounds" nightly on WGBH in Boston, Massachusetts. One 
program is selected each week and sent to WRVR for broad cast 
on Monday night at six o'clock. 
11 Church World News" is a fifteen minute program pre-
pared by reporter-commentator, Dick Sutcliffe, who is 
Associate Director of the Press, Radio and Television Divi-
sion of the United Lutheran Church of America. This news 
feature is distributed each week to one hundred fifteen 
stations i n the Uni ted States by the Broadcasting and F ilm 
Commissio of the National Council of Churches, and it is 
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heard e x clusively in New York on WRVR Sundays at 12:30 in 
the afternoon. 
Most public affairs programs, such as those regarding 
the Federal Communications Commission equal time prov ision 
for political candidates mentioned in Chapter VI , are 
scheduled on a one -t ime basis. WRVR recognizes its obliga-
tion in this area of programming, but the station ' s manage-
ment does not feel that a large amount of effort should be 
channeled into news and public affairs .l 5 
V . SPAIH H LANGUAG PROGRAMMI NG 
One important phase of WRVR 's program schedule which 
. incorporates all pro gram types, with the ex ception of news 
and publ i c affairs, is the Spanish language programming . 
The Riverside Church had formulated a policy of pro-
ducing programs especially for the Spanish-speaking popula -
tion within WRVR's listening audience.l6 This \as a natural 
extension o f the ef f ort the church had made when it added to 
its staff a full-time Hispano-American Minister to develo p a 
program f o r the surrounding and rap idly increasing Spanish 
speaking community. 
15Jack D . Summerfield in informal discussions o f pro -
gramming policies . 
16policy established as a result of statements of in-
tention i the Church ' s application f o r a construction per-
mit and testimony before the Federal Communications Commission . 
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NRVR 's beginning was modest, with the presentation of 
one fifteen-minute program each week titled "La Voz de la 
UNESCO," the panish version of the .unglish language program, 
"The Voice of UNESCO." Both series were produced at United 
Nations Radio by two officials of the United Nations •duca-
tional, Scientif i c and Cultural Organiz ation. Sally G . 
Swing, I nformation Officer assigned to New Yorl{ , conducted 
the informal interviews heard o n 11 The Voice o f UNESCO, " while 
As drubal nalsamendi, Chief of the Mass Communi cations Unit 
at the New York UNESCO office, was host for "La Voz d e la 
u _ESCO . " Both series were carried through the first three 
months o f WRVR ' s operation , at which time the Spanish ver-
sion was dro ppe d from the schedule. 
An attemp t was made to expand the Spanish language 
service of WRVR in February by adding a five - minute devo-
tiona l per iod to the p rogram schedule each evening at 11: 30 . 
These were conducted by the Reverend Pablo Cotto , Hi s pano-
Ameri can Minister at Riverside. I n March, Reverend Cotto 
was heard once each week iw..mediately f o llowing "La Voz de la 
UN uCO . " 
Then, in April, Riversi de Radio a dde d significantly 
to its schedule when it started to broadcast " a vari-
ety of programs concerned with Hi s panic culture and history, 
mo dern science and the arts .nl7 Pablo Cotto played a very 
l7vr VR New York Fi _e Arts Guide, I (April, 1961) , p . 6 . 
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i mportan t part i n shap i ng the programs a nd i n securing the 
assi stance of outstand ing e ducators, writers and lectu rers. 
The block of programs, which were k nown as "The 
Hisp a n ic Voice of Riverside," ( " La Voz Hispana de Riverside" ) 
began at 6 :30 Frid ay even ings with bi-lingual commentary for 
"Six-thirty Symphony." For two hours, starting at seven -
thirty, the time was devoted completely to the Spanish lan -
guage with such programs as " Revolucion Cientifica, " n 1 
Mundo Hispanico," "La Historia y la Cultura Hispani cas" and 
"Momento Devocional." 
Reverend Cotto feels that these programs were designed 
to pay tribute to: 
" . the tremendous contributions mad e by such 
p a l adins as Simon Bolivar in politics, De Falla in 
musi.c, and Cervantes in the traditions of literature. 
I n part, it is the role of 'The Hispanic Voice ' to 
remind the City's Latin American community that it 
is the intellectual heir of these magnificent 
traditions. ttl8 
Spokesmen for WRVR have expressed the hope that these 
programs extend the Hispano-American ministry of Riverside 
as much as the rest of the station's offerings attemp t to 
extend the general mission of the Church. It is obvious 
that Spanish language programming on the FM band might meet 
with a somewhat limited response becaus~ there is a lack of 
receivers in the Spanish-speaking community. However, this 
does not alter the need for the programs. 
1 8WRVR New York Fine Arts Guide, I (June, 1961), p . 19 . 
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VI . SUMMARY 
¥ RVR has attemp ted in every way to operate within the 
framewo rk established by the Federal Communications Commi s-
sion o n July 29, 19 60 . 
I n the fulfillment of his obligation the broad-
caster should consider the tastes, need s and desires 
of the public he is licensed to serve in develop i n g 
his programming and should exercise conscientious 
efforts not only to ascertain them but also to carry 
them out as well as he reasonably can. He should 
reasonably attemp t to meet all such needs and i nter-
ests on an equitable basis .... 19 
J a ck Summerfield a dmits freely that the station has a 
supplemental program pol i cy. He feels that he should con -
tinually be aware of the programs which are being presented 
in New York and look for areas not adequately covered . 20 
F inan c i al considerations p revent Riverside from conducti n g 
extensive surveys of listener tastes, but letter a nd tele-
phone responses serve as guides in the formulation of pro-
gramming policies. Also, the station seeks the advice and 
guidance of community groups and organizations in building 
programs which can be added to the WRVR schedule. 
Programming is an important consideration, but it is 
only one factor in the ultimate accep tance of a station by a 
l 9pederal Communications Commission, Report and State-
ment of Policy Re: Commission en bane Programming-rllquiry 
~qashington, D . C.: United States Government Printing Office, 
1960), p . 1 5 . 
20Jack D . Summerfield in an interview for this thesis, 
July 7, 1961. 
community. The effective implementation of the schedule 
requires the establishment of efficient production pro-
cedures. 
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CHAPTER VI I I 
PRODUCTION OF PROGRAMS 
AND THE WRVR NEW YORK FINE ARTS GUIDE 
Many production procedures were formulated and put 
into practice before WRVR went on the a ir . However, once 
active broadcasting began, it was impossible to adhere to 
all prea rranged schedules, because the staff was small and 
no effective teamwork had been established. Some of the 
personnel were more experienced than othensbut everyone was 
new to the Riverside situation. Until the station actually 
went on the air, no one could foresee all of the problems 
which might develop. Nevertheless, those production deci-
s i ons whi.ch were made during the planning stages, both with 
regard to programming and the WRVR New York Fine Arts Guide ,1 
provided the foundation upon which to build an effective and 
efficient broadcast operation. 
I. PRODUCTION RESPONSIBILITI ES 
One of the first production procedures which was 
established was the use of "Rolodex" files in making the 
lA discussion of the WRVR New York Fine Arts Guide a nd 
its relationship to the station's policies-rs-found in 
Chapter VI . 
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master program schedule. Three file units were used, the 
first for the current month, the second for the month to 
come, and the third for use in getting the schedule ready 
for the month following. The reason for this procedure was 
that production deadlines for the WRVR New Yo rk Fine Arts 
Guide required that the schedule be as complete as possible 
o ne full month ahead of the publication's distribution date . 
The Rolodex system provides complete flexibility in 
the origi nal arrangement of programs, and it also facilitates 
addition or substitution of a program at any time. In this 
way, the one, easily movable, file can be used as a master 
schedule for every phase of the station's operation. 
The Rolod e x is constructed in such a way that it has 
many advantages over the normal card file drawer . First, 
slotted cards are used, in this case four by seven inches, 
which can be pressed d own o nto two guide rails. This pre-
vents accidental spilling and yet, makes changing easy. The 
file stand rests on four rubber feet and has two ends, both 
of which fold down so that it is possible to go through the 
cards without pulling them from their file position. The 
stand is also po rtable and small enough that it can be placed 
on any desk f o r reference from which to make notes or to 
type. 
At WRVR , the Rolodex program file is prepared by hav -
ing the producer responsible for a given series type the day 
and date of broadcast, the title and appropriate program 
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information on a single card for each program to be heard in 
a given month. When all cards are completed, they are filed 
in the order the programs will be broadcast . They are then 
checked for accuracy and used as the master schedule for the 
typing of the program portion of the WRVR New York Fine Arts 
Guide . 
0 ce the Guide is typed, the Rolodex becomes the 
final authority for producers who are responsible for the 
preparation of the actual programs . The cards contain such 
informat i on as- the title and number of a program in a taped 
series, and the record label and number for each record in a 
music program . If any change is made in the schedule as it 
was orig · nally posted, appropriate corrections are made, or 
the card is replaced . 
This system may be in use at other broadcast stations, 
but not to the knowledge of the people at WRVR . 2 It was 
devised to meet the particular programming and producti o n 
procedures which had been formulate d for the operation of 
Riverside Radio. 
Responsibility for production rests upon individual 
producers . Every month , a schedule is posted which assigns 
a person to each program which will be on the air during the 
month ahead. It is the duty of the producer to prepare 
2system was d evised by Jack D. SUmmerfield and was 
based upon his experience at other broadcasting stations. 
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whatever is necessary before each individual program is 
broadcast . In the case of a tape from the National Associa-
tion of Educat i o nal Broad casters, it is necessary o nly to 
verify t e fact that the correc t tape has been received , and 
to copy the progr am length a nd the o pe ning and closing cues 
onto a continuity sheet. On other programs , the producti o n 
procedure might involve taping at a remote location, editing 
the recorded material to a predetermined time and writing 
the necessary a nnouncer copy for the finished program. 
The producer pre pares two continuity forms for every 
program which goes on the air, regardless of the need f o r 
announcer copy. An original white copy goes into the an-
nouncer' s day book , and a green carbon copy is p laced in the 
e ngineer ' s day book . 3 These books are check e d da ily for 
completeness and to see if the accompa nying tapes or records 
are on a shel f marked f or that particular day o f the week . 
The day b ook s then become the sour ce of needed announcing 
and engineering information as well as a master schedule 
for that day. Of course, if a discrepency ever ari ses, o r 
a mistake occurs in the book , the Rolodex file is the final 
authority . 
Program and transmitter logs are k e p t by the engineer 
in the control r oom. 4 A combination announcer-engi neer 
3sample cont inuity forms in Appendix E . 
4copies o f log forms in Appendix E . 
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k eep s his own program log, but he can k eep the transmitter 
log o n ly if he has a first, second or third-class radio 
o perator's license.5 
As few forms as possible were used in the daily o per-
ation of WRVR, because it was felt that the staff was too 
small to become bogged down with paper work. One important 
form was developed , however, which served four different 
purposes. (1) It was divided in the middle by a double line, 
above which members of the Church staff could write program 
proposals or requests. Space was allotted for such informa-
tion as the type of event, sponsoring organization, time and 
date of occurrence and the person in charge. (2) This same 
portion of the form could be used by members of the WRVR 
staff for programs which they were originating. (3) The 
lower half of the sheet was for the use of the Assistant 
Manager .:. n making the specific production and engineering 
assignments. When a producer and engineer were assigned, an 
identical yellow copy was prepared for the technician so 
that he would have all the necessary information. The pro-
ducer would then get the original white copy, which he would 
return after completion of the assignment. (4) Space was 
available o n the form for him to enter approximate timings 
and any appropriate notes he might have concerning the 
5Federal Communications Commission Rules and Regula-
tions (Washington: United States Government Printing Office, 
Nov ., 1959) Vol . VII, Part 21, Section 21.208. 
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recording. This information was useful when the tap e was 
fina l ly produced for broadcast. If no producer was assign ed 
to a particular record ing, the technician completed the nee-
essary information and returned the white copy, which would 
later be available to the person assigned for final produc-
tion. 
II. TAPE RECORDING PROC EDURES 
It was mentioned in Chapter V that the purchase of an 
Ampex high speed duplicator provided the opportunity to buy 
s cotch Br and magnetic recording tape at dealers' cost direct 
from the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company I t was 
decided to use three basic types: (1) standard thickness, 
one a nd one half mil, Number 111; (2) one and one half mil 
Number 311 Tenzar;and (3) half mil, "double play," Number 
200 tape . 6 All types were purchased on both seven a nd ten 
inch ree l s. 
At the time of the first purchase, it was decided 
that WRVR would use as its standard tape the Tenzar Number 
311. This was based upon careful consideration of the 
various properties of all Scotch Brand products. Number 111 
tape had long been the standard of the broadcast industry, 
but the Tenzar, while equalling Number 111 in electrical and 
6Decision agreed upon by General Manager and Assistant 
Manager after consultation with representative of manufactur-
er. 
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magnetic characteristi·cs, .surpassed it in strength. 7 
It was not realized at the time that the Number 311 
could withstand considerable stretching before it would 
break. The producers and engineers on the staff considered 
this to be a distinct disadvantage, and after the first few 
months of operation, advised the use of the Number 111 as 
the station's basic tape. It had originally been intended 
to use the Scotch 111 as exchange tape, which would be sent 
to organizations which supplied WRVR with programs. It 
developed that such a large proportion of the programs which 
were sent to the station were on Number 111, or a comparable 
quality of another brand, that standardization to any other 
type would have been difficult. Therefore, Scotch Brand 
Number 111 became the magnetic recording tape most often 
purchased and used by the production staff of WRVR. 
The "double playn Number 200 tape was introduced to 
serve the very useful purpose of making original record ings 
at remote locations. By using the number 200, one standard 
seven-inch reel containing twenty-four hundred feet of tape 
could be used to record one full hour at a speed of seven 
and one-half inches per second. This meant that one portable 
recorder could be taken to Columbia University, or one of the 
other Morningside Heights institutions, to record a standard 
7 s pecifications based upon promotional literature a n d 
conversat ions between Assistant Manager and Minnesota Mining 
and Manuf acturing Company representative. 
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fifty-minute class lecture . Wi th any other type of tape, it 
would be necessary to tak e two machines, or change tape at 
the thirty or forty-five minute mark. The manufacturer's 
specifications indicated no significant di sadvantage in buy-
ing the half mil Number 200 rather than the one mil tape 
9. 
whi ch was eighteen hundred feet in length, 0 thus allowing 
forty-five minutes of r ecording time o n a seven - inch reel. 
Of course , any use of a thin tap e increases the pos-
s ibilities of print through. For this reason, it was the 
station ' s policy that all recordings made on Number 200 
tape would immediately be transferred to standard tape when 
the r ecording engineer returned to the station . This meant 
that with the use of the duplicator, twenty-f our hundred 
f eet of Number 200 on a seven -inch reel could be transferred 
to the same number of feet of Number 111 on a ten-inch reel 
in slight ly over eight minutes . This function was considere d 
to be much more effici e n t than sending two recorders, a nd 
possibly two people , on the original assignment . Since the 
Number 200 tape was never stored o r e d ited , a relatively 
small s upp ly could be reused several t imes for the purpose of 
making original recordings. 
III . MUSI C LIBRARY A~ID TRAFFIC PROCEDURES 
Two remaining product i on considerations are the music 
SLoe . · t Cl. • 
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l i brary filing system and a method of insuring control of 
tape traffic . The filing of any music library is time con-
suming , and the task seems overwhelming when it involves 
approximately seven hundred records , the numbe~ Riverside 
Radio had purchased before it went on the air . 
In order to be effective, it was decid e d by WRVR 's 
music consultant , Kees Kooper, that a cross reference file 
should be implemented which would provide for a separate 
file for each of four categories; (1) composer; ( 2) title; 
( 3 ) type of music and ( 4 ) performers . It can readily be 
seen that most records would require more cards than the 
number o:f categories. For instance , more than one selection 
is usually included on a single long-playing album . The 
performer category would have to include one card for the 
orchestra, another for the conduc t o r and still another for 
each soloist, when a ppropriate. No file was p lanned f or 
record labels , because the reco r d ings were to be filed o n 
the shelves numerically by company . This elimi nated the 
addition of a numbering system by WRVR , and it meant that 
the Schwann catalogue could serve a very useful purpose 
while the station's file was being completed . 9 
Tape traffic could have developed into a serious 
9schwann catalogues contain current listings of all 
available recordings . When a WRVR staff member wanted a 
particular record, Schwann would indicate the manufacturer 's 
number . It could then be easily determined if the recording 
was in the Music Library . 
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b ookkeeping and fili n g problem if s ome comprehen sive s ystem 
was not devised by which tapes could be logged into a nd out 
of the stati o n . The system, as it was established, called 
for o n e loose-leaf notebook binder into which a page was 
i nserted for every series of program passing through the 
station .lO Additional pages containing entries for s pec i al 
tapes a nd one-time broadcasts were also included . To 
easily differentiate between the two basic types of t r affic, 
white sheets were used for outgoing tapes and blue pages 
for incoming tapes. 
On the incoming f orms, s pace was designated for the 
title and source of the series, the date of a rrival , the 
program number, the date of broadcast and the date returned . 
The outgoing f o rms nee ded no date of broad cast, and the 
columns were arranged in such a way as to indicate the date 
sen t and the date the tapes were returned to WRVR. The 
other inf ormation remained the same as the incoming f o rm . 
The system proved to be most successful when handled 
by o n e person. However, after the first few months of o per-
ation, shifts in the assignment of perso nnel made what had 
been rou t ine procedures very difficult to administrate. 
These shi fts took place with little notice and with n o 
lOTraffic system was based largely u po n that at Ra di o / 
Television , The University of Texas. WRVR 's General Manager 
and Assistant Manager had served previously as Radi o Produc-
tion Supervisor at Texas and were impressed with traffic 
control system. Sample f orms in Appendix E . 
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coordination between the old and the new staff alignments. 
One task of the station which was not directly con -
nected with broadcast p roduction, but which had a very 
direct bearing upon almost every phase of the station's 
development, was the WRVR New York F ine Arts Guide. 
IV . THE WRVR NEW YORK FINE ARTS GUIDE 
A decision which was made early i,n WRVR 's p lanning 
period was that the station would publish a program guide 
which was far superior to any other being distributed in 
New York . Nearly every educational and "good music" stat i on 
in the metropolitan area printed a mon thly schedule, a nd 
most of them were available for a subscrip tion rate of one 
dollar per year. 
The format which the WRVR guide finally assumed was 
directly related to the program policy. For the same rea-
son that it was debated whether programn1ing emphasis should 
be in the fine arts area, it was argued that a guide with 
a fine arts connotation might misrepresent the intent of 
Riverside's participation in broadcasting. However, it was 
finally decided that the fine arts emphasis created an 
appropriate and acceptable image for Riverside Radio, and 
that the guide was the best p lace to state it.ll The 
11Jack D . Summerfield in consultation with admini stra-
tive offi cer s of the Church. 
11 5 
publication, which was to include a monthly "Fine Arts 
Calendar' ' o f events in the New Yo rl~~: area, was named the 
WRVR New York F ine Arts Guide . 
It was planned that the "Calendar" would include 
listings f o r museums, children's theater, concerts, opera, 
ballet and educational television. In addition, the Guide 
woul d contain stories on special WRVR programs to be fea-
tured that month and pictures fr om an art publication or 
museum e xhibition. In reality , the WRVR New York Fine Arts 
Guide was to become a magazine rather than a program 
schedule . 
Many formats f or the guide were considered, but the 
most practical seemed to be a small version o f the b ooklet 
published by WFMT in Chicago. The dimensions of the first 
issue were three and seven-eighths by nine and one-half 
inches . The succeeding issues were shortened in length to 
eight and seven-eights inches to permit the enclosure of a 
guide with a letter in a normal business envelope. The 
number of pages were never absolutely established, but 
between eighty and ninety proved to be the average for the 
first six months of publication. 
There was never any question but that the method of 
reproduction would be pho t ographic offset, but finding a 
printer who would be helpful, and at the same time reason-
able, created a major problem. The firm which had done 
almost a l l o f the Church's work was given the job of printing 
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stationery and calling cards about two months before the 
station went on the air. The work was acceptable but not 
exceptional, and there were many problems involved in get-
ting the work done as it had been ordered. "ith the gener-
ally high cost of printing in the New York area, it was 
decided to investigate the possibility o f having the work 
do ne by ~r . Ben Finn at State Street Press in Boston , 
Massachusetts. Mr . F inn had done high quality work for 
Mr . Summerfield at WGBH , and the Editor of the Guide , Mi ss 
Lorlyn Thatcher, had also worked very closely with him 
there. 
Of course, the major obstacle which had to be over-
come if the printing was to be d one in Boston was transpor-
tation in getting the copy to State Street Press and then 
shipping the finished guides back to New York . I t was 
finally decided that those p roblems could be solved, a nd 
the contract was award ed to Ben Finn . 
When the printing question was settled, it was time 
to work on the design and layout of the first guide . Mr . 
Finn suggested that Sam Cauman, a perso n with whom he had 
worked in New York , would be very helpful at that stage of 
development. :Mr . Cauman was retained on a part-time basis 
for the first two issues . Then , Mi ss Brenda Bettinson was 
brought in to replace Mr . Cauman and to work wi th Edi tor , 
Lo r lyn Thatcher . 
The process of assembling the information a nd writing 
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the stories was the most time consuming part of the pre para -
tion of each guide. The use of the Rolodex file for the 
progra m schedule has a lready been discussed in detail, and 
the guide did not add significantly to the work load required 
in the normal preparation of program material. However, the 
o ne important considerat i on which the guid e did create was 
that of time. Instead of preparing the program schedu le o n 
a relatively short term basis, it had to be done one month 
at a time, and it had to be completed one month prior to 
the first day of that period of broadcast. This meant that 
the schedule was actually prepared almost two months in 
a dvance of the end of the next broadcast period . 
Lorlyn Thatcher did the research and wrote all 
stories which appeared in the guide. I t ~as this task which 
occupie d most of her time while other members of the staff 
were preparing the programming material. When the feature 
art i cles were given to the typist, the final task was to 
assembl e the informat i on for the Fine Arts Calendar. Thi s 
had to be done last, because many of the organizations which 
were listed in the guide did not have their schedules 
finishe d until just before the printer's deadline. 
As the various sections of the guide were completed , 
they were typed on an IBM electric typewriter and proofread 
for mistakes. The final task of production was cutting a nd 
pasting of copy and pictures. Much care had to be exer cised 
in seeing that every part of the booklet was in its proper 
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place and in correct sequence. Because an offset process 
rather than a letterpress method was used, no typesetting 
was necessary. Once the pasted copy was sent to the printer, 
the editor did not see the guide until it was returned in 
its completed f orm. 
During the first few months of publication, copy was 
sent to Boston by Greyhound package express. Unpredictable 
arrival times caused the station to abandon the bus system 
in favor of the United States mail. Sending the guides from 
the printer to the station presented a more difficult 
problem. 
Because production and printing procedures were new , 
and therefore more difficult , during the first few months, 
delivery of the finished guides was accomplished by sendi ng 
someone from New York to Boston to pick them up. Once the 
problems of this initial period were solved, it was possible 
for the printer to give the Guides to a commercial trucking 
concern the night they were completed, and have WRVR pick 
them up at a downtown New York terminal the next morning. 
Mailing and distribution of the guide had been diffi-
cult from the beginning. During the first three months, 
every person on Riverside 's mailing list who lived in the 
metropolitan New York area received a free copy. A compli-
mentary list of press , broadcasters and other influential 
people was established, and guides were sent to them each 
month. 
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A method of addressing the bboklet without the pur-
chase of expensive equipment had to be found. The Church's 
mailing room devised a system whereby they could use their 
addressograph to place the address imprint on gummed tape 
which could then be transferred to the individual guides. 
This allowed the station to use the existing Church address-
ograph file without making new plates or in some way creat-
ing a duplicate system. A postal indicia was printed on 
each guide, thus permitting bulk mailing without the appli-
cation of any kind of stamp. 
I t was felt that since the personnel in Riverside's 
mailing room had had the experience of processing all of the 
Church's mailings they would, therefore, know all of the 
postal regulations. This was not the case, and it can be 
said in fairness to the Church staff, that the problems 
created by the mailing of the guide were the most serious 
operating difficulties which WRVR had to face.l2 
I n sorting, wrapping, labeling and placing in mailing 
bags, the mailing room made nearly every mistake possible. 
One of the greatest difficulties was that all the mistakes 
were not made at one time, but they were spread out, one or 
two at a time, over the first six months of distribution. 
Many of the errors were repeated several times, even though 
12opinion of the Assistant Manager who had the respon-
sibility for all phases of WRVR operational procedures. 
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the people in charge of the mailings had been told of the 
discrepancies each time they occurred. Since a non-profit, 
bulk permit was being used in the mailing of the WRVR New 
York Fin~Arts Guide , the Post Office would not give it 
immediate attention .until the discrepancies were corrected. 
The result was very late delivery of the first several 
issues . In fact , some people did not receive their guide 
until the middle of the month , two weeks after the first 
day of broadcast f o r the listed period. The resulting pub -
lie relatio ns problems were great, but most people seemed 
to be understanding o f the situation. By the fourth month, 
delivery was reasonably efficient, and the most serious 
problems had been solved. 
Operational costs are the primary concern of any 
station, but they are particularly important in a non-
commercial operation . WRVR ' s budget allowed ~; 24, 000 for 
printing , most o f which was earmark e d for the guide . It 
was unrealistic to think that approximately one-fifth of 
the station's annual budget could be used for this purpose 
without eventual relief .l3 
The first in a series of deci sions which were made in 
an effort to offset productio n costs was t o establish a 
13sack D . Summerfield had made final decision to 
publish Guide on the basis that it would develop to a 
p o int where it would offset its own production costs. 
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subscription pri ce of four dollars per year.l4 It was felt 
that the guide would still be in competition with the book-
lets from other stations, because , in return for one dollar, 
they offered only a program schedule, while the VlRVR New 
Yo rk Fine Arts Guide would contain many features in addition 
to the schedule. 
To further defray printing costs, the WRVR management 
went to the Church for permission to solicit advertising, 
not to b e broadcast, but to be printed in the guide . One o f 
the primary considerations was to be sure that advertising 
would not upset the non-profit tax structure of the Church. 
~hen it was learned that the tax laws stated that the e ntire 
station operation would have to show a profit before River-
side's current tax structure would be affected, permissio n 
was granted for WRVR to sell space in its printed program 
schedule.l5 
The next dilemma to be faced , however, was that of 
building enough paid subscriptions to make purchase of space 
by an advertiser worth while. Every effort short of s pending 
additional money on advertising was made to place a copy of 
the guide into hands of potential subscribers. The most 
14Final decision made by Jack D . Summerfield with 
support o:E Special FM Committee and Church administration. 
15carroll B . Fitch, Administrative Officer o f The 
Riverside Church , investigated the tax situation and gave 
the station permission to sell advertising in the Guide. 
Dec ision was supported by the Special FM Committee. 
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logical p lace to start was to send a copy to every perso n o n 
the Church mailing list . I t was hoped that from these 
t hirty-f i ve hundred names, o ne-third to o ne-half might sub-
scribe, thus giving a subscription base of twelve to e ightee n 
hundred upon Which to build . However, during the first 
three months o f publication , o n ly three hundred persons from 
the Church had d ecided to pay their four do llars pe r year 
for the VlRVR New York Fine Arts Guide , s o it was decide d to 
discon tinue the Church di stribution in order to send guid es 
to other peop le who might be potential subscribers. 
Organi z ation s, such as museums , schools and colleges, 
were found which consented to the stat i on 's use o f their 
ma i l ing lists. The number of guid es printed each month 
averaged about eight thousand , but i n June, the sixth month 
of publication, thirty thousand copies were printed so that 
free distribution could be made to subscribers of the maga-
zine, Consumer Re ports. Consumers Union had made their New 
York area list available, and it was felt that readers of 
that publication might be potent i al subscribers to WRVR 's 
gui d e. 
Another method of getting the guid e into people's 
hands wa s to offer sample cop ies on the air. In this way, 
it was known that copies were being sent to p eop le who had 
actually listened to the station . Of course, it was then 
hoped that they would be sufficiently interested to sub-
scribe. 
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Through the first six months, only eight hundred 
subscri p tions had been received, and the station staff was 
already giving serious consideration to the possibility of 
suspend ing publicatio n . l6 The cost of its pro duction, 
couple d with total annual salaries, would exhaust much of 
the yearly budget for the station. Therefore, to stay 
within the allotted amount designated for the station's 
operation , little would be left for such essential items as 
office supplies, telephone service, tape, programming costs, 
music recordings and replacement parts necessary for the 
maintenance of e qu ipment. Naturally, these items are con-
tinuing expenses which have to be met throughout the year. 
However, with the support of the Church's Adminis -
trator, it was decided to proceed with the development of 
the Guide in the hope that it would begin to pay for itself. 
The Ministers held a high opinion of the publication , a nd 
they also felt that it should be kept if possible. 
WRVR personnel, listeners and supporters seemed to 
be unanimous in their feeling that the \fRVR New York Fine 
Arts Guide was a distinct asset in representing the stati o n 
to the press and the public .l7 Even if it became necessary 
16The staff discussed this problem during many o f its 
staff meetings during the months of May and June. No 
decisio n was reached at that time. 
17A review of listener mail and comments from other 
broadcasting stations indicates a very high regard for the 
Guide. See sample responses in WRVR New York Fine Arts 
Guide, I (May, 19 61) pp . 1 8 -19. --------------- ----
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to abandon the publicatio n , i t had already d one much to 
explai n Riversi de's new and uni que ven ture in broadcasting. 
CHAPTER IX 
UNIQUE VENTURE IN BROADCASTING 
Insofar as I am acquainted with the church-
owne d and operated radio station s across the 
country, WRVR is utterly unique. In fact, it 
should not be compared to such stations at all, 
but to the best of the culturally oriented 
commercial radio stations.! 
This is the opinion of Dr. S . Frank lin Mack, •xecu-
tive Director of the Broadcasting and Film Commission of the 
National Council of Churches of Christ in the u . s .A ., as 
expressed on June 3 0, 1961, in a letter to WRVR . Dr . Mack 
s peak s with authority as the person responsible for all 
Protestant religious broadcasting done under the cooperative 
auspic~s of the National Council of Churches. 
The Special FM Committee which conducted A Study o f 
the Possibil i ties for En larged use of Radio and Television 
by The Riverside Church never expected that their FM stat i on 
would be compared with the 11 best o f the culturally oriented 
commercial radio stations. 11 Franci s Harmon , the Chairman of 
the committee, said in an interview concerning this thesis, 
"The programming of VlRVR is more sophisticated than origi-
nally hoped for. We didn't hope to compete with New York 
l s . Frankl in Mack in a letter to WRVR , June 30, 1961 . 
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stations already in existence."2 
However , Mr. Harmon's committee did foresee WRVR as 
being a unique endeavor in broadcasting. While the study 
was being conducted, a questionnaire was sent to a repre-
sentative number of Protestant-operated stations in an 
effort to get information which would be helpful at River -
side. 
Replies indicated a wide variety of situations, 
no one of which is comparable to ours .•.. 
Frankly , there is nothing unique or particularly 
insp:ring in any of these operations. Most broad-
cast the minister's sermon and perhaps one musical 
program and are through for a week.3 
Two Presbyterian Churches on the West Coast are sug-
gested by many as doing the most significant radio program-
ming o n stations operated by churches. They are KTW , o per-
ated by the First Presbyterian Church of Seattle, Washington , 
and KPPC , operated by the Pasadena (California) Presbyterian 
Church . Both are cited in A Study of the Possibilities f or 
Enlarged pse of Radio and Television by The Riverside Church. 
To obtain information regarding these two stations, 
Dr. John W. Bachman, Director of Speech and Drama at Union 
Theological Seminary in New York, and Dr . S . Franklin Mack 
2Francis S . Harmon in an interview for this thesis, 
July 5 , 1961. 
3Francis S . Harmon, 11 A Study of the Possibilit ies for 
Enlarged Use of Radio and Televisio n by The Riverside Church," 
(unpubl ished report , The Riverside Church, New York, 1957), 
p . 12. 
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suggested talking with the Reverend Lawrence W. Mc Master, 
Jr., Executive Director of the Division of Radio and Tele-
vision for The United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A . 
From his office in the Interchurch Center in New York, Rev . 
McMaster coord inates all broadcasting activity for his 
d enominat j_ on. Al though KTW and KPPC are not under his di-
rect jurisdiction, he is familiar with their history and 
most of their current operational procedures and problems. 
KTW was established by the Seattle church in August, 
1920, and is one of the oldest AM radio stations in the 
United States . It began with a power of 100 watts operating 
on Wednesday nights and Sundays . It later increased its 
p ower to 1000 watts and its hours o f operation to twenty-
seven and one-half hours per week, but it still maintained 
its original program format of strictly religious program-
ming . Then , about five years ago, KTW went to 5000 watts 
of power and revised its schedule to become, primarily, a 
" good music" station with addi tional emphasj_s on interview 
and n ews programs.4 
It is interesting to note that on KTW 's rate card , 
there is n o indicatio n of c hurch ownership, and its four-
page promotional brochure for potential advertisers has o nly 
4Lawrence W. Mc Master, Jr . in an interview for this 
thesis, July 18, 1961. (Unless otherwise noted , all infor-
mation concerning KTW and KPPC was obtained from Rev. 
Mc Master.) 
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o n e mention in small print o n the back page . It says, 
" Owne d a nd operated as a commercial station by The F irst 
Presbyteri.an Church of Seattle. " The image that KTW wishes 
to create is that of a cultural station with its prominen t 
slogan, " TW Classic Radio.n 
It is a daytime operation, with the exception of Su n -
day and Monday nights when it stays on the air at reduced 
p ower for its religious broadcasting . Almost the entire 
schedule on Sunday is d evoted to some sort of religious 
oriented p r ogram , such as the Worship Service of the F irst 
Presbyter · an Church, "The Protestant Hour , " programs from 
the National Council of Churches, religious news analysis 
a nd sacred music . Rates for Sunday are not quoted in the 
standard rate card used by the station, but they are ava i l-
able o n request. 
KTW is an expanding operat i on which has a growing 
staff, es ecially in its sales department. The church has 
also a pplied for an FM construction permit , so that it can 
have a twenty-four hour outlet. 
KTW is governed by a committee of the Session, which 
is the ruling body o f the local congregation. This seems to 
be a similar arrangement to that at Riverside . Like WRVR , 
KTW is not incorporated but is considered part of the total 
p rogram of the church. 
I n Pasadena, Califo rnia , KPPC is a station similar to 
the original KTW. Operated by the Pasadena Presbyterian 
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Church, it is a 100 watt non-commercial AM station which is 
on the air Wednesday night and all day Sunday with a strictly 
religious program schedule. The Pasadena church has applied 
for, and received, the last FM allocation in the Los Angeles-
Pasadena metropolitan area. This is planned as a commercial 
classical music station, which will operate twenty-four hours 
a day with an effective radiated power of twenty-five kilo-
watts. KPPC is not a separate corporation, but is considered 
part of the program of the Pasadena Presbyterian Church. 
Many other stations are operated by religious insti-
tutions. In fact, the Board of National Mission of the 
United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. holds a large 
majority of the stock, and underwrites the annual $ 24,000 
deficit for KSE\V in Sitka, Alaska. 5 This is a commercial 
AM station operated by a Presbyterian school, Sheldon Jack-
son Junior College. The Moody Bible Institute in Chicago 
has had a station for many years. One of the largest oper-
ations of its kind in the country is owned by Loyola Univer-
sity in New Orleans . This is WWL , a commercial AM:-FM outlet 
in one of the major markets in the South. 
Dr . John W. Bachman mentioned the station at Union 
Theological Seminary in Ri chmond, Virginia,as being somewhat 
similar to WRVR . 6 Although it does have a general cultural 
5Loc. cit. 
6John W. Bachman in an interview for this thesis, 
June 26 , 1961. 
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program format, the station is operated as a volunteer 
activity by students at the Seminary. Aga in , it is not a 
church o perated station , but the outlet of a religious in-
stitution. 
Ava i lable inf ormation concerning religious broadcast-
ing in this country seems to support Dr . S . Franklin Mack 's 
convict i on that WRVR is in a unique position when compared 
with other church-owned and operated stations. There is 
also evidence that Riverside Ra dio has tak e n on a distinc-
tive char acter among the other culturally oriented broad-
casting outlets i n the Metropolitan New York area. Li sten e r 
mail indicates that the station has begun to fill a need 
whi ch was not being met prior to the time WRVR went on the 
air. Excerpts from four of these letters give some indica-
tion o f listener opinion. 7 
... This addi t i o n to the N.Y . broadcasting 
system in the field of fine art, religion and 
education is a very welcome gain for the e ntire 
community . . 
. . . WRVR is a station worth listening to ! It 
reflects a proper religiou s e mphasis without being 
pompous or dull . 
I would lik e to tell you how much we have enjoyed 
the many and varied programs on your new r a dio sta-
tion. It is good to have such a station in New York 
City (at long last ! ) 
7n Li steners' Letters, rr WRVR New York Fine Arts Guide , 
I (May , 1961), pp . 18-19 . 
I just wanted to tell you that we like your 
prog am very much and feel your station is filling 
a real need . 
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In establishing the program schedule to which these 
listeners have responded, the management of WRVR tried to 
find need::; in the community which radio could serve and 
which were not already being served by another station. B 
As exp lained earlier, it was decided to place the program-
ming emphasis in the area of the Fine Arts . However, a 
more general discussio n of the philosophy of the station 
a nd its relationship to the Church is helpful in pointing 
u p the un:iqueness of WRVR . In the November , 1961, issue 
o f the WRVR New York Fine Arts Guide , Jack D . Summerfield 
stated effectively the purpose of the station. 
. . . If Riverside seel~ s to communicate the Word of 
God :in its promise and its judgment, then Riversid e 
Ra di o is a medium for that communication. If River-
sid e speaks with relevance to man ' s deepest needs 
a nd wi th inspiration toward their fulfillment then 
Riverside Radio is a powerful means by which many 
lives may be transformed. I f Christianity, as Dr. 
McCracken has suggested, seek s to a nswer "the pro-
foundest questi ons agitating the mind and spirit 
in the 20th Century" then WRVR is an instrument by 
which these answers may be more widely known . 9 
Mr. Summerf i eld , in paraphrasing the words of Dr . 
Robert J . McCracken , went o n to say that: 
BJack D. Summerfield in an interview f o r this thesis , 
July 7 , 19 61. 
9Jack D. ummerfield, !!Riversid e Ra dio WRVR : Pur pose 
a nd Di rection, " \RVR New York Fine Arts Guide, I ( November, 
1961) , p . 3 . 
. . . ·wRVR is founded in the belief that religion, 
when op en-minded and ' forward-looking , regards the 
mind as a sacred instrument, and the pursuit of 
truth as a sacred duty. Such religion is concerned 
with every province of human life and the expres-
sion of all that is creative in human endeavor. 
i'lRVR therefore seeks to wield a broad cultural 
influence and to lift the whole level of the life 
of society by being alert to the crucial issues 
and contributions of this generation , communicating 
them clearly and courageously in order to supple-
ment and stren~then every worthy effort and to 
serv<:! all men . .tO 
It is difficult to say that any church is unique . 
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However, there is clear indication that Riverside ' s "Inter-
denominational, Interracial, International" approach to 
religion in the midst of one of the largest cities in the 
world migh t set it apart from most other churches . It 
therefore f o llows that WRVR would probably have goals and 
objectives which would tend to make it different from most 
other broadcasting stations. 
One other factor which contributes to the unique 
character of Riverside Radio is that it is no t only located 
in New York City but that it is in the Morningside Heights 
section o"f Manhattan . John R. Fry said in the publication , 
Presbyterian Life: 
The most important single fact about WRVR is its 
location in Morningside Heights , which is affluent 
in talent . In the immediate neighborhood URVR can 
call o n Columbia University, Barnard University 
~ollegel the International House , Union Theological 
lOibid . , p . 5 . 
, e minary , the Juilliard School of Music, Jewish 
Theo l ogical f eminary, the Interchurch Center , ut. 
Lukes Hospi ta l , Morning s ide Heights, Inc . and 
Teachers College at Columbia . Set anywhere else , 
TIRVR would b e only as good as its record library . 
But :n its a r ea it literally has o nly the s ky for 
i ts imi t.ll 
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VTRVR ' s beginning has been auspicious. However, if its 
horizons are unlimited , a great deal more can be expected of 
it in the future. 
llJohn R . Fry, "Same Center, Larger Circle, 11 Presby-
terian Li J>e, XIV (March 1 5 , 1961), p . 39 . 
CHAPTER X 
THE FUTURE OF RIVERSIDE RADIO 
The ministry of The Riversid e Church has been a 
pioneering venture from the time of its inception in 1930, 
and its program has always been imaginative. No project 
has been undertaken wi thout careful c o nsideration a nd , o n ce 
the Church does decid e to pursue a given course , everything 
possible i s done to insure succ ess . WRVR will probably be 
no e x ception. 
John R . Fry has expressed the feelings o f many people 
in saying that Riversi d e is in a fortunate geographical lo-
cation . At least o n e possible future developme n t could 
enhance t e station ' s po sitio n t o an even greater degree 
than has the locality in which it is situated . 
I . N 1 TWORK AFFILIATION 
WGBH - FM in Boston, Massachusetts, has initiated the 
f ormation o f an FM radio network which , if realized , would 
even tually c onnect many of the non-commercial , educational 
stations in the United States . The nuc leus o f the network 
has been planned f o r the Northeast by using an off-the - air 
relay system to connect Bosto n , Amherst, Massachusetts, 
Albany, New York , New York City , Philadelphia a nd Washing -
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ton , D . C . As a matter of fact , the i d ea for the p roposed 
network is an outgrowth o f a workable interconnection be-
tween Boston and Albany which began in 19 58 when liAMC, the 
station of the Albany Me d ical Co llege , started to carry an 
off-the-air feed from WGBH-FM in Boston . 
In the original plan for what has come to be known as 
RN , the ,ducational Radio Network , WNYC was considered the 
New York City affiliate. Mr . Seymore Siegel , Manager o f ew 
Yo r k ' s municipal station, had been the first Presiden t o f 
the informal network o rga nizat i o n . However , that p osition 
was even tually assumed by Hartfo rd Gunn , General Manager of 
WGBH , and it was under his leadership that the formation of 
the ~RN became a realistic possibility . 
When WRVR began broadcasting , it was natural that 
Jack SUmmerfield , who had been one of the o riginators of 
the netwo-k concept when he was at WGBH , would want to have 
an active part in the realization of the pla n . Ev e n before 
the station went o n the air, Riverside sent r e presentatives 
to •RN meetings in an effort to demonstrate WRVR 's sincere 
i n terest in netwo rk developme nt . 
At one such meeting , o n Se p tember 26 , 1960 , pressure 
was exerted o n WRVR to put in multiplex equipment at the 
same time the primary transmitter was installed. Multiplex 
operation wi ll be very important because it will allow any 
network station to continue broadcasting a local pro gram o n 
its main channel and at the same time carry the netwo rk 
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program to the next station on a multiplex channel. It was 
e xpla ined to the ERN representatives that the Riversid e 
Church had approved the expendi ture for multiplex, and that 
all equipment which was being purchased would accommodate 
its addi tion, but no purchase would be made until the prob-
lem of New York affiliation had been solved.l 
WRVR felt that such affiliation should be exclusive, 
at least on FM. Therefore, if WRVR were designated as the 
New York outlet, WNYC-FM could not carry ERN programming, 
but it could be made available to WNYC-AM. Seymore Siegel 
would not approve such a plan, and the New York situat i on 
remained muddled.2 I t should be pointed out, however, that 
on April 3 , 1961, at a meeting of organizations interested 
in network development, the officers who were elected in-
eluded Hartford Gunn, President, and Vice Presidents, 
Alfred Fredette of WAMC in Albany and WRVR 's Jack Summer-
field. It is logical to assume that these three men will 
be the ones with the most influence in any future ERN dev-
elopment. 
The greatest single obstacle to be overcome was 
financial support of the project. Trial and error methods 
1Policy decided by General Manager and stated by As-
sistant Manager, who represented the station at the meeting. 
2 s tated by Mr . Si egel at a luncheon at the Harvard 
Club, New York City, on December 19 1960. Meeting attended 
by parties interested in Educationai Radio Network includin~ 
Hartford Gunn of WGBH , Boston and VlRVR 's General Manager ana 
Assistant Manager. 
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had to be used in experimenting with poss i ble interconnect-
ing li nl~s, and no funds were available to purchase sensitive 
receivers and antennae. Early in 1961, hope developed that 
the Educational Radio Network might become a project of the 
National Educational Television and Rad io Center in New 
York . Toward this end, the Center ( NETRC) had the Washing-
ton engineering firm of Jansk y and Bailey draw up a p lan 
of development for the network. The first recommendation 
which resulted was to study the feasibility of realistically 
solving the interconnection problems between affiliates. 
The Center announced at the ERN meeting, which was held 
Apri l 3, 1961, in Philadelphia, that they would underwrite 
the first step, and that the outcome of that study would 
d etermine their future involvement in the •ducational Ra dio 
Network . 
Those people who had worked at the local station 
level felt that a small amount of money could be profitably 
spen t o n e quipmen t which would assure good recep tion between 
station s which might eventually fo r m the core of the larger 
., 
network . 0 At the April meeting, t h e NETRC expressed a 
reluctance to pursue such a course, but later in the year, 
the project was re-evaluated and fund s were mad e available 
3 Pr imary spok esman of this opin i on was Alfred 
Fredette , Manager of WAMC, Albany, New York . 
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to interconnect six stations. Since October, 1961, WRVR 
has been the New York City affiliate of the Educationa l 
Radio Network and has participated in twenty hours per 
week of fine arts , news and public affairs pro gramming , 
including inter-city conferences involving participants in 
Amherst , Albany, Boston , Phila delphia and Vashington, D. c . 4 
If the Jansky and Bailey study results in a grant 
which would allow for further network expansion, programs 
from the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation would be fed into 
the United States from Montreal and would be heard as far 
south as North Carolina. 5 By the same token, programs from 
each affi_iate would be made available to stations i n other 
cities in this country and in Canada . 
The educational stations involved see two basic 
a dvan tages in the network. (1) Programs now produced by o ne 
station in one market would be heard by several million more 
people, thus extending existing coverage areas. ( 2) Progranr 
ming efforts and costs could be reduced significantly with 
4Jack D. Summerfield, in a note dated April 16, 19 62 , 
stated that the six station interconnection would continue 
through 1 9 62 . These stations are: WAMC-FM (Albany Me d ical 
College) Albany , New Yorll::; ViFCR- FM (Western Massachusetts 
Broadcast i ng Council) Amherst , Massachusetts ; WGBH-FM (Lowell 
Institute Cooperative Broadcasting Council) Bo ston, Massachu-
setts; WHYY - FM , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; WAMU (American 
University) Washington, D . C.; and WRVR . 
5A. map of the Educational Radio Network as proposed 
by Jansky and Bailey is attached in App endix F . 
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the availability of the programs which would come from other 
netwo rk affiliates . 
To demonstrate a willingness to part i cipate in such a 
cooperative effort , some o f the proposed stations in the net-
work had exchange d tap e recorded programs. WRVR a nd ViGBH - FM 
did this fr om the time Riverside Radi o went on the air, and 
no serious p roblems developed . However , tape traf fic a nd 
duplication are time consuming tasks which can be simplified 
by live interconnection. 
A tap e exchange network which WRVR has never considered 
could become an activ i ty in which Riversid e might wish to 
part i c ipa t e in the future. The Reverend Lawrence W. Mc Master, 
~xecutive Director of the Divi sion of Ra dio a nd Television 
for the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A ., is quoted 
as saying: 
The trend toward church owned and o perated radio 
stations in the United States could lead to the 
establishment of a nationwide network o f religious 
programming similar to that of the QXR Classical 
Musie Network.6 
Reverend McMaster also cites the fact that there a r e 
many more church-operated stat i ons abroad than there are i n 
thi s country. He feels that with careful selection and co-
o rdination WRVR could benefit fr om regular news reports 
6Lawrence W. Mc Master, " Church Net Foreseen, " 
Amplify , I (May, 1961) p . l. 
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originating from these foreign religious stations.7 A pro-
p osal such as this is not apt to materialize in the near 
future, b .t it is one course which WRVR might consider as 
it contin es to develop. 
I I . THE STATUS OF WRVR 
Consideration of specific programming suggestions is 
somewhat premature in a discussion of the future of River-
si de Ra dio. As mentioned in Chapter VI, $ 250,000 was 
allocated by the church for a two-year experiment in broad-
casting. At that time, no commitment was made past December, 
1962 . 
The first step in deciding WRVR's future will be to 
evaluate the experimental phase of the project. It will 
also be necessary to consider seriously the large capital 
investment of over $ 130,000 which has been placed in physi-
cal plant and equipment. If The Riverside Church abandons 
the operation of WRVR, however, the channel and equipment 
could probably be sold at a profit. 
Most people seem to feel that the church will want to 
keep the station, but no answer has been given as to how it 
might be done. There seem to be five possible solutions. 
(l) Continue to operate with funds from the Church. (2) 
7Lawrence W. McMaster in an interview for this thesis, 
July 18, 1961 . 
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Solicit support from individuals or foundations who have a 
desire to k eep the station o n the air. ( 3 ) Take advantage 
of the fact that a commercial license permits the sale of 
time to sponsors. (WRVR has operated as a non-commercial 
outlet voluntarily.) ( 4 ) Use income from production grants-
in-aid and from non-broadcast activities. ( 5 ) Form a coun-
cil which would contribute to the station's support. 
Another possibility is that a combination of two or more of 
these alternatives might provide the best solution. 
Funds from the Church. The $ 250,000 which was ear-
marked for WRVR's trial period of operation came from dona-
tions over a period of several years and from interest on 
existing funds. This money had been given specifically for 
the rad io station or could be designated for this use with-
out violating the original intent of the gift. No funds 
which were given to the support of the over-all program of 
the Church through the annual Every Member Canvass were used 
for WRVR. 
Originally, the station management was led to believe 
that the Church would be reluctant to continue -~mvR ' s opera -
tion beyond two years without finding additional financial 
assistance.8 However, to allow sufficient time for proper 
evaluation of the project, a decision was reached early in 
8Expressed to WRVR's General Manager by representa-
tives of the Church administration. 
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1962 which will provide partial support of the station for 
another three years with the provisio n that the remainder of 
the money must be raised from sources outside the Church . 9 
This leads logically to the next possibility for financial 
assistance . 
Individual o r Foundation support. 1BAI - FM , the 
Pacifica station in New York , is a good example of a broad-
cast facility which exists solely on listener support . WGBH 
in Boston relies upon contributions from individuals and 
foundations to supplement the funds which it receives from 
its council members . These patterns present possible means 
of support for Riverside Radi o, either as a total solution 
to the fi nancial problem or as a partial solution in con -
junction w· th one of the o ther n1eans for providing operating 
capital . lO 
A third alternative is more drastic than either of 
the first two. 
Abandon non-commercial approach . As a matter of 
policy , Riverside might not be o pposed to changing the status 
of \lRVR from non -commercial to commercial.ll The channel 
9J . Gordon Gilkey, Jr ., in a letter to the author, 
February 10, 1962 . 
lOin a press release dated April ll, 1962 , WRVR an-
nounced receipt of a $ 100 , 000 grant from the James Foundation 
of New York 1 Inc . for use during the three-year period, 1963 through 196.;:) . 
llThis possibility was discussed informally in the 
Church prior to the station go ing on the air . No official 
policy was :formulated supporting or opposing such a move . 
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which was allocated by the Federal Communications Commission 
is in the commercial spectrum, and the station can become 
cow~ercial without any legal problem whatever. 
If this did take place , there would seem to be no 
question but that Riverside would require very strict limi-
tation s o n the type of sponsors which would be allowed to 
buy time. Their commercial messages would probably be 
institutional in nature with almost no "hard-sell, content. 
No matter how much independence a station maintains, 
it must st-·ucture its program schedule in such a way that it 
will a p eal to an advertiser . If Riverside were unwilling 
to do this, commercial broadcasting might not be successful . 
There is a ways the question of whether a church-operate d 
station could attract advertisers in the same way as sta-
tions without a similar affiliation . 
Income from Production grant-in-aids a nd non-broad cast 
activities . Income from recording fees a nd studi o rental 
was being realized three months before WRVR went on the air. 
As mentioned in Chapter VI , WRVR s t arted recording programs 
f or the Broadcasting and Film Commission of the National 
Council of Churches i n October , 1960 . Other contracts a nd 
requests came into the station which helped to defray some 
of the operating expenses. Howeve r, the total sum of money 
from these projects would not seem to represent a realistic 
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solut i o n to the problem of raising over $ 100 , 000 a nnually . l 2 
At o ne t i me , grants-in -aid from the National Association o f 
Edu cational Broadcaster helped no n -commercial stations in 
the a r ea o:f production but such grants have decrea s e d greatly 
in recent years. Other grants are available from time to 
time but they are not a reliable source of steady income . 
Council support. From personal observation, the 
formation of a council o f instituti ons in the morningside 
Heights area would seem to be the ideal long-term solution . 
WRVR has e ndeavored to involve each of them in the station's 
programming plans from the time it went o n the air, and it 
would be logical to go to them for support at the conclu-
sion o f the e xperimental period . The initial groundwork 
was laid for this a pproach by Dr . McCrack en at a luncheon 
f or the heads of the neighboring institutions short ly after 
WRVR b egan broadcasting. The Riversid e Minister explained 
that the Church was bearing the entire cost o f the station ' s 
o peration for the first two y ears, but that outside support 
might b e needed after that period. 
Of course, some institutio ns might not be able to 
justify the expense of such an e ndeavor. Others might wish 
to con ti nue cooperative programming efforts but would not 
wa nt t o e n ter into a formal sponsorship of the project . 
12Jack D . Summerfield in a telephone conversatio n , 
Febru a ry 12, 19 62 . 
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None of the above solutions is without problems 
which will be diffi cult to solve. However , there seems to 
be a great desire o n the part of the station staff and the 
Chur ch administration to make the station succeed. If the 
history of other endeavors at The Riverside Church can be 
used as a guide, it will. 
CHAPTER XI 
CONCLU SION AND R•COMMENDATIONS 
The Reverend Lawrence W. McMaster and Dr . S . Franklin 
Mack have been quoted several times in this study even 
though they have no direct relationship to the operation of 
WRVR. It was felt that their positions permitted them to 
speak with authority o n the subject of broadcasting by 
religious institutions. These two experts offer some ad-
vice and a challenge to Riverside Radio. 
The advice comes from Reverend McMaster, and it is 
that a church should incorporate its radio station as an 
entity separate from the religious corporation. This 
serves the dual purpose of (1) protecting the church in the 
event of legal action directed toward the station and (2) 
providing a better separation of church and state in dealings 
with the Federal Communications Commission and other govern-
ment agencies. The two stations which are operated by 
Presbyterian churches o n the Pacific Coast have not fol-
lowed this advice, but Reverend McMaster has strongly urged 
them to form two distinct corporate bodies.l 
lLawrence W. McMaster in an interview f o r this thesis, 
June 26, 1961 . 
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The challe ge, which is expressed in general terms by 
Reverend Mc Master, is stated more specifically by S . F rank lin 
Mack . Dr . Mack says: 
. as a perfo rming musician myself . . . I know the 
joy that comes from personal participatio n in making 
music. And I know, too, the added pleasure that comes 
when one moves from listening to live performances, 
whether professional or high-grad e amateur. And I ' ve 
often wondered whether the cultural stations, in 
a dditi o n to broadcasting the best in music , ought not 
to encourage people in the direction of personal 
performance as there is opportunity, and of patron -
izing live l ocal offerings for the direct involvement 
that results . There is always the danger in our 
society of cultivating "spectatoritis . " Whether wi th 
regard to things cultural or "religious, " this is to 
be countered in every way possible . 2 . 
Reverend McMaster says that ,We think we are patron s 
of the Arts when we present existing Arts. The Church 
should be creating new Art. After all, the renaissance was 
<:I b ou ght and paid for by the Church . "~ He concludes by ask ing 
WRVR to do all in its power to further this objective. 
Ther e seems to be little question but that WRVR wil l 
a n swer the challenge. The station planned two full days of 
l ive music , one classical a nd one folk, during July and 
August, 1961. Every attemp t was being made to reach an 
agr eement with the Musicians ' u n ion which would allow the 
live broadcast of music from Ju i lliard and possibly the 
Museum of Modern Art . 
2s . Frankli n Mack in a letter to WRVR , J u n e 30, 1961. 
3McMaster interv i ew, loc. cit. 
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The short history of WRVR has indicated that it will 
not be content to rest o n its laurals. Af ter just on e month 
on the air, the station received a $ 5 , 000 gift . Instead of 
easi ng the burden of the existing operation , the opportuni ty 
was seized to expand the program offerings of the station 
and almost double the number of hours on the air . This 
e nergetic a nd dedicated approach is representative of both 
the Church and its rad io station . 
I t is probably unfair to evaluate , in retro spect , the 
d ecision to institute the program series, " Just Music . " 
However, the question can be raised whether music in eight 
hour block s contributes to the philosophy of the station and 
its attempt to extend the ministry of the Church. Also , it 
is the author ' s personal opinion that WRVR tried to move too 
quic k ly whe it expande d its program schedule after o nly t wo 
months o n t e air. A great strain was place d upon members 
of the staff who were still having difficulty coordinati ng 
efforts whieh were required for the original core of program-
ming . 
Every attempt has been mad e to confine the limits of 
this study to the first six months of operation. However, 
an occurrence which took place at the end of 19 61 serves as 
an excellen t example of the pitfalls which WRVR can encounte r 
in its eagerness to build audience and to gain recognition . 
The WRVR New York Fine Arts Guide , which has been 
discussed in some detail in preceding chapters, had financial 
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d ifficulties from its inception. Even though the publica-
tion met with great publi c acceptance of its conten t and 
f o rmat , c irculati o n was slow in developing . As indicated 
earlier, serious talk of suspension began during the fifth 
and sixth months of it s existence . Finally, it wa s de-
cided that, because of financial consideration s and competi-
tion fr om three new FM booklets in New York , Guide publica-
tion would be suspended in December, 1961. 
It would be easy f or c riti cs to say, "I told y ou s o, " 
but it should be remembered that starting an u ndertaking as 
ambitious as the WRVR New York Fine Arts Gu i de was not an 
easy decis "on to make . Some people may say that WRVR has 
suffered a setback in being forced to discontinue a service 
which began with the station. This might b e true. However , 
the Guide served as the very impo r tan t means of communicat-
ing to several thousands of people that WRVR was o n the air. 
It a lso served a publi c r elat i ons funct i o n when copies were 
distribute d each month to members of the F e deral Communica-
tions Commission and to broadcasters in New York and through-
out the country. 
Oppos ition to WRVR has been small when compa r e d with 
the support and encouragement which has been received. 
Many of the critics are people whose religious conviction s 
f orce them to ask the question , "What business does a chur ch 
have in o perat ing a r a dio station? " In all lik elihood, this 
study cannot provide a satisfactory answer other than what 
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has b e en said in the discussion s of the po licies a nd philos -
o p h i es of the Church and the station. 
I t oes seem safe to say that if all broadcast sta-
t i o ns were founde d upon a philosophy which wa s given as much 
thought and consideration as that of WRVR , the l eve l o f 
broadcasting in this country could be lifted significan tly . 
Thi s is not to say that WRVR ' s philosop hy is the on ly on e 
o r that other stations should be patterned after it . How-
ever, The Riversid e Church has established a sound base upon 
·which to build the station's programming and operational 
pol icies . 
As n ent i oned in Chapter X, no decision has been 
r eached on the matter o f long-range financial support for 
WRVR . Several alternatives were presented , but it is the 
author's o p inion that the council approach would be the o ne 
which woul best represent the cultura l and Fine Arts program-
ming empha~iis . In this way , the Chur ch would become the cen-
ter of another worthwhile endeavor of the Morningside Heights 
institutio ns, and WRVR would be a n example of the philosophy 
that communi ty activity should revolve around the Church . 
It seems unrealistic to continue to operate with funds 
which are supplied in their e n t irety from the Church . Each 
year , it i s necessary for Riverside to canvass every member 
and frien d in an effort to raise o perating revenue . Many 
supporters would not feel that over $ 100 , 000 should be s pent 
o n radio when other church activities are in need o f increas-
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ing support . The same arguments can be presented with regard 
to the station's direct solicitation of support from indi-
viduals. rnhey might feel that WRVR is in competition with 
the Church as a whole . One legitimate source o f funds , how-
ever, is that of the philanthropic f oundation or inst itutio n . 
I t i s possible that Riverside Radi o could decide to be-
come commercial a nd still retain its present format. Ho·weve r , 
the author feels that many l isteners would misunderstand the 
necessity f o r a church to operate a commercial venture . 
Sale of t ime to sponsors might have adverse effects, not 
only upon WRVR , but upon The Riverside Church as well . 
Although the l ong-range future of VlRVR is in doubt, 
the station has been fortunate in being provided elaborate 
physical facilities and a trial period as long as two years . 
The indication that the Church is willing to extend part ial 
support thr ough the end of a five -year period i s proof of 
the concern which exists in wanting to do an ef f ect ive job 
of broadcasting . Time is needed in the establishment of a 
new broadcast facility, and Riverside is willing to tak e the 
time necessary for a proper evaluat i on . It is a personal 
opinion that the station and its listeners are fortunate 
in having this kind of realistic approach to lRVR 's develop -
ment . Many organizations would have expected much more in 
much less time. 
By the same token, a continuing need exists for the 
Church t o find the basis upon which it can evaluate the 
station's operation at the conclusion of the experimental 
period . It appeared to the author, while he was a member 
of the WRVR staff, that no such criteria had been estab-
lished other than the very general principles outlined in 
the Statement of Pol icy whi ch was written a full year 
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before the start of actual broadcasting. The management and 
staff of W. VR were called upon to apply their professional 
experience and ability i n d eveloping the station within a 
concept which they thought represented Riverside . However, 
at no time were they sure that this course was one which 
might be a pproved after two --or five --years o n the air. 
A 11 Wait and see" type evaluation does not seem to be fair 
to the Church o r to the station staff. 
This study has discussed , in detail , every phase of 
WRVR 's d evelopment from the inception of the idea through 
the first six months of operation . Under many circumstances, 
this would be a premature attempt to document the operat i o n 
of a radio station because its effectiveness cannot be 
measured so early . In this case, the results are not as 
important as the obj ectives. WRVR has the o pportunity o f 
assuming a significant place o n the nat i o nal edu cational 
broadcasting scene. If it succeed s, it will then be worthy 
of research on the effect iveness of its o peration . 
Every attempt has been made to avoid discussi o n of 
the i ndividual p e rsonali ties on the Church and station 
staffs, because such a di scussion would contribute nothing 
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to the study . However, one final comment is necessary . 
WRVR could not have enjoyed its successful entry into broad -
casting without the sincere dedication of every individual 
to his task . It will be more of the same kind of effort 
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1. This is a proceeding involving the mutually exclusive 
applications of The Riverside Church in the City of New York (Riverside) . 
and Huntington-Montauk Broadcasting Co., Inc. (Huntington), for new Class B 
FM broadcast stations to operate on the frequency 106.7 megacycles (Channel 294:) 
from the Borough of 1>Ianhattan, New York City, and the Totm of Huntington, _ 
Long Island, New York, respectively. The Initial Decision of Hearing 
Examiner Hillard F. French, released July 2, 1959 (FCC 59D-67), proposes a 
grant of the Riverside application and a denial of the Huntington application. 
Riverside filed a statement in support of the Initial Decision. Exceptions 
to the Initial Decision and briefs in support thereof were filed by Huntington 
and by the Commission's Broadcast Bureau. Huntington would reverse the 
Examiner in its own favor.· The Bureau is in accord _with the Examiner's 
ultimate conclusion but would make certain corrections and certain additions 
to the Initial Decision. Oral -argument was held before the Commission, 
~ ~. on March 17, 1960. The Commission 1 s rulingf? on the exceptions to . 
. the .Initial Decision are contained in the appendix ~ttached hereto. 
2. ·· The Initial Decision sets forth the background and history of' 
the proceeding, and this information need not be repeated here. The findings 
of fact in· the Initial Decision have been considered in light of the . 
exceptions filed, and with the modifications, . additions and deletions noted 
in the appendix, - they are hereby adopted, The Commission has also reviewed 
the Examiner's conclusions and although in accord with his ultimate conclusion, 
feels that it is necessary to modify the conclusions so as to relate more 
fully certain facts to the allocation problem involved herein. These modified 
/cL/tJ 7 -I 
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conclusions are set forth below. 163 
Conclusions 
l, As established by the Examiner•s prelimfnary statement, each 
of the applicants herein has previously been determined to be legally, 
financially, technically, and otherwise qualified to construct and operate 
the facilities proposed. Remaining is a determination of which of the 
applications should be granted in light of the evidence adduced pursuant to 
the issues specified. 
Section 307(b) 
2. The initial question for determination under _the issues set 
forth in the Commission's order of des_ignation is whether Section J07(b) 
of the Communications Act of 19)4, as amended, is applicable to this 
proceeding. An answer to this question depends on whether or not the Town 
of Huntington 1_/ for which the applicant Huntington seeks a construction 
permit is a separate community independent of New York City. 
J. The Town of Huntington is located in Suffolk County on Long 
Island and is approximately JO miles east of mid-town New York City. Suffolk 
County is the easternmost county on Long Island and is separated from 
New York City by Nassau County. The Town of Huntington is one of twelve 
towns located in Nassau and Suffolk Counties on Long Island and is primarily 
a built-up area composed of twelve incorporated villages and unincorporated 
minor civil divisions within a 49-square mile area with a 1950 population 
of 47,506, which increased to 98,909 in 1957 (special u.s. Census). 
Huntington, alt hough unincorp6rated, is the site of the government of the 
Town of Huntington. It had a 1950 population of 9,)24 which increased to 
1),407 in 1957 and has·its own educational, social, civic and religious 
organizations. The only direct public transportation between the Town of 
Huntington and New York City is provided by the Long Island Railr.oad. The 
1:/ Huntington points out in its exceptions that the political unit in which 
its station would be located is the "Town of Huntington". "Town" as that 
word is used in New England, New York and Wisconsin connotes a minor civil 
division of a county and is not necessarily a densely populated center like 
a "town" in other States. During the course of the proceeding, confusion 
on the part of witnesses, which was carried over into the proposed findings 
of fact and conclusions of law, resulted in the record reflecting that it 
was the "Village of Huntington" which would be the political unit where the 
proposed station would be located. Inasmuch as no change .will result in 
_the determination herein, in light of the statements made in Huntington's 
_exceptions 1,2,1),4) and 44 (and in the brief in support thereof) it will be 
. assumed that Huntington seeks a new FM broadcast station for the "Town of 
Huntington". -In view of our disposition of the case on other grounds, and 
since no question was raised in the hearing issues relative to service to 
_ the ~own of Huntington, it is unnecessar.y to consider here any problems 
that such service might raise under the FM allocation rules • . -
• • 
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only other means of travel between the two is by private automobile -vrhich 
requires at least one and one-half hours driving tim~.. An additional 
consideration bearing upon the separateness of the two communities is the 
fact that by virtue of a 27-mile separation in proposed transmitter sites 
and the difference in power and antenna heights between the Huntington and 
Riverside proposals, substantial .areas and popuiations would be seryed under 
one proposal but not under the other. 
4. The considerations just mentioned establish convincingly that 
the Town of Huntington is an .independent community. ·Therefore, the require-
ments of Section J07(b) g_/ of the Act, as implemented by the Commission's 
Rule~, are applicable to this .proceeding and w~ll be deterininative herein. 
With respect to this section, . the Commission's first concern is to det,ermine 
which community has the greater need for the proposed service. · 
5 . New York City now has 12 commercial and 4 non-coF~merCial FM 
broadcast stations. (An additional commercial FH station may be established 
·when the proceeding involving three mutually exclusive applications for 
Channel 298, 107.5 megacycles, is concluded.) .New York City also has 17 
standard broadcast stations, 6 commercial television stations, and ohe 
non-commercial television station, which is now under construction • . In 
contrast, there are no FM broadcast stations .of any class authorized to 
either Huntington or to the Town of Huntington, .and there is only one daytime 
standard broadcast station; WGSM, which is licensed to the Huntington 
applicant ·at Huntington. 
6 • The · figures concerning the availab.ili ty of other FN broadcast . 
services, which provide a 1 mv/m or greater signal and .a 50 uv/m or greater 
signal to the areas and populations withi~ · the interference-free 1 mv/m 
and 50 uv/m contours of .the applicants' proposed stations are as follows: · 
Applicant i mvLm I . 50 uv/m 
I I 
Hin. I :tvlax. Min. Max. 
I . I . ,. . .f 
Riverside 2 I ·. 
.. , 26 6 I 42 
· Huntington 2 I 22 4 41 
. I . 
I I . 
D .Section 307(b) provides in pertinent part as follows: 
. ': '. -~' 
; ·.· 
"In considering application$ for .licenses ••• the Commission 
~hall make suchdistribution of licenses, frequencies, hours of 
operation, arid of. power among th~ several States and communi ties 
as to . provide a fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of 
. radio service· to ~ach of the. same... . . . .. . 
; 
:·· · 
· . ' 
' 





In addition, 31 FM broadcast stations provide a 1 mv/m or greater signal to 
all of New York City and 11 such stations (2 of which are located on Long 
Island, one 13 miles away at Babylon and one 22 miles away at Patchogue, 
and the remainder in New York City) provide a 1 mv/m or greater signal to 
Huntington. It is clear from the foregoing · that there is a multiplicity of 
FM services available to the populations within the proposed service areas 
under either proposal and, therefore, that little basis exists for choosing 
between the applicants in terms of relative need for FM reception service. 
However, it is equally clear that Huntington has a greater need than Riverside 
for a local outlet for self-expression and if a choice between the applicants 
were to be made on the basis of this relative need .for a local transmission 
facility, it seems clear that Huntington would stand in a strong position. 
However, important and desirable as it is for every community to have a 
transmission facility, it must be remembered that this consideration is not 
an absolute. 
?. I n view· of the nature of the facility applied for by the 
applicants, consideration must be given to Section 3.204 of the Commission's 
Rules in applying the mandate of Section 307(b) to this proceeding. A Class B 
FM station is defined as one which is "designed to render service primarily 
to a metropolitan district or principal city and the surrounding rural area, 
or to rural areas removed from large centers of population." The rule states, 
further, that Class B assignments will be made in a manner to insure, insofar 
as possible, a maximum of service to all listeners, whether urban or rural. 
To appreciate the fact that in the allocation scheme for the FN broadcast 
service Class B stations are designed to provide wide population and area 
coverage, note may be taken of the provision for Class A ~1 stations (Section 
3.203 of the Rul es) which have a lower permissible maximum power and vlhich 
are designed to render service primarily to a community or to a town other 
than the principal city of an area, and the surrounding rural area. It is 
against this background that we must determine which of the subject proposals 
for an authorization to construct a Class B FM station is more in keeping 
with the purposes of Section 307(b) of the Act and with the principles of 
efficient allocation in the ~I broadcast service which, as expressed in the 
Commission's Rules and including Sections 3.203 and 3.204 thereof, .implement 
said Section 307(b). . · .. 
8. Huntington and the Town of Huntington w·ere included within the 
New York-Northeastern New Jersey Metropolitan District as defined by the 1940 
u. s. Census. They also were included within the New York-Northeastern 
New Jersey Standard Metropolitan Area as defined by the 1950 U. s. Census, 
although not included within the New York-Northeastern New Jersey Urbanized 
Area, as defined by the same census. There is heavy commuting from all of 
Long Island to New York City, broad coverage of the Nassau-Suffolk ' County 
portion of Long Island by New York City newspapers and service to the Long 
Islan.d area by Ne1-1 York department stores. These <facts · establish. . that the 
To:Wri o..f'-· if.untington, in addition to being an independent community, is located 
· : wf:t.hirLilje New York Metropolitan District of 'Which New York is the "principal 
' city" : Within the meaning of Section ,3.204 of the Commission's Rules. In this 
cir.cumstance we must consider below , the need of the ToWn of Huntington 
for a local transmission facility in the light of the use which the Huntington 
applicant proposes to make of the Class B FM facil~ty for which it has applied. 
I t:J/- ~ 
-.5-
~ - ·' . . Coverage 
' · 
·.·. : ~· : .. :.: 9~ . . rn .. the follm-ring table a~· set' forth · the ·figures J bas.ed 
\'i 95o tr~ "'S. Cepsus, ·. cioncerntng 'the _ are.~s 'and popula~ions which -would 
· receive service unq.er t,he : :River~ ide a!'ld. Huntington proposals: · 
. . . .· .· , : : ,•...,• ' . :_ , .·,: '·: i .. .. ' ' \ . ·. ' 
·. I I . 







1 (Sq~rMr) . .' · ; Population (Sg. Mi .)1 . · ' 
, , ' I . I . .. , . I 
. c : Riversid~ .· .: ;~: : r: ~: : :z:; .p.'ls : : · ·<-~: ~ · ~~~~5o:*~2:.' . : .. ·~ , .. _ '7,_7~5:/. - ;· .~ : .. · }J,682;390 
.:·.·. Ii\Ultiz:gton · .. :::.: .... = ~· ,'.. .:-12.54 ·. ·'>•::. .. ; : .. ?2s ·· ssi:-r ·.-:. 5 949 :. · ·• · 5,161,24:3' .. . 
' · .... ' ' r ·· . . ' .: . . ·' . " :( .· ·: ' . ·, · ... ·· . :rL- ·· . . ... ~: J 
. , •.: . I , :.:t.:·· ·· i .. ... . .. I ·: ·., .. I 
.. Thus, River.side wo-~ld>serve · o.ver 8, 70.0, 000 more person~ within 'its 1 rnv/rn · 
, contour than would Huntington, . and over 8,500 ,' 000 more persons _ th~ 
:.,. .. ·-. ,Huntington within the~r· respective .50 . uv/m .. contours • .. Orf .. the basis ·of ·area, 
. Riverside would . provide ·a 1 mv/rn. o~ greater · ~igmil. .to' over 800 square miles· 
. mo~e than would be seryed-by the"Htin'tington p;rpP,o.sal, .and<to· ·about . 1 1 77~ : 
square miles more .than. Euilti,p.gtp~·. wi~in :the 5buv/rn contours.:··· · · .. . 
. •· 
· .... . ':io. . 'I'h~ Ii~tington ·1 m~/m coi-1i~UZ: would provide service ·to·· 
. approximately 40% of the · area ·vr1 thirJ.. ~he 'l. mv/m Riverside: cont:our, and its· · 
.50 uv/rn contour would provide service ··to .. approximately 60% .o.f" .. the ~land area 
·within the Riversid(3 .. 50 uv/m contour'! ~ ,:'Riv~rside's l mv/m cq~~our ' v{ould . 
provide service to approximatelY 50% of the .total area wi.thin the Huntington 
.. 1 mv/m contour and to :SO% of the :lancl. area ~m long Isl?Jl4. lfithin the ·same 
. co11tour.= Its 50 _uv/m contour : would provide -service tQ tP~~oximately' 70% . 
.. · of t-he total land_,area :within ·Htin'tingtpnt.s 50..llly/m cont~\.\1". aJ.).d. tq ' ?O}b ()f : · · 
. ~h~ land area on Long. I~land witl),in U.1.mtington's 50 uv/m cC>rJ.t'otir~ : Rivers'id~'s 
proposed l mv/m contour: .~~cnild :enconip,aS:s all ·of Hu:ntingtqn . and _a portfon of . 
t4eJ~own of .. Hlll1:~in~9n • .. . A substantial . part .o:C New Yqrk . City~ ,the principal· 
city, however,- would be outside .:Of tlie . Huntington 1 mv/m .conto.ur. · · . · 
. ' "" -,. ~. - . ~ ": , _.: . __ :_ ... ... .. . .. - : '..:.. -~·- ., ... _- · ;~ .- -. 
. ·. ; __ ; . ~ . : . .... _. -~ ... . . Programming 
·' . 1 . . . · , • 
. - . ... . . ~ - . ._, 
. •.·•· . :._ - ~ -~- , . 
, . ,_ . . 
11~ Sin~e · we .-.hav~ ' determin~d that Section Jo?(b) is·'app],icable to 
this -proceeding, a . comparison of .. the applicants' proposed prbgr~ng . :in ~ .. .. 
the .usual sense , ,isc,!lot . appropriate . ~· and Huntington 1 s exceptions ·to · the .: · .' · · 
Initial Decision's , CO!J.S~9-eration ~hereof. are well..:.t?ken. Hm.;evel;", a~ no,ted . 
above, _we ar~ h~re concerned, with that pprtion or -section J.2b4'which states 
that .Class. B. FM, chann~ls .' are: "~esig~E)d to provide service . prim~ilY to :.' . • • • 
a principal city and the surrou.r':\ding ~ rural · area . •• ~ •• " · Therefore, it is . 
\:.;necessary to . dete:znin~ ~ whe~her. the applican;ts l'~.opose . to ~ use ~he .facility. . 
. S(J~ght. for _ are~::-vnde · CO.VE.7~age _, J llld;_. ~o . this . l~ted exte~t,: the· ,:applicant~ :~ . 
programming obJE!tctives .rnust . neces~~:Lly be .- cops;~.dered. : . ~ · . .. · , : : . · 
I : , ~ ' • ' • ' ' • • ~; • ·., • ~· , · ,I ~'j ,· ' ' • • ~ . . ~ 
:"' ' -·-· IJ:~tingto.~. :.pz.opC;,ses .. . t~"' i-~~t~ic~: .it~ .. p~og_ramrniz:lg. sp as ·. to ' 
primarily of the population within the Nassau-Suff'olk County 




Under such a restrictive program philosophy, Huntington would provide a 
1 mv/m signal to 885,770 persons and a 50 uv/m signal to 928,447 persons, 
based upon the 1950 census figures. On the basis of the April 1, 1957 
Special Census , the population of Nassau and Suffolk Counties that would 
receive a 50 uv/m or greater .signal from t,he proposed operation would ·be 
_1,666,679 persons. In contrast, Riverside .proposes to program for the 
entire populati on within its service· area-, .. and · i ·t ·does not appear .. that it 
proposes to limit its programming to meet th~ . nee~s of ~y part~cular area 
·- or segment thereof. ... · · .. · ' · · 
! ... . ,~·:·_.: 
~ .' . 
1). It is our conclusion that Hunt ington's proposal '1-TOUld r esult 
in a far less effective or efficient use of. the frequency involved than 
would Riverside's proposal. Fronithe standpoint of' technical coverage as 
well as of. programmifl:g, Huntington's proposal represents a manifest effort 
to utilize a frequency eXpressly designed for broad· coverage of a principal 
city and its surrounding area for a purely ~ocalized operation. J_/ It is 
·- clear that such a proposal · is more in accord· with ·a ·Class-A FM facility which 
Section ).20J(a) .defines as one de~l:gned. "to render service primarily to a 
community .or to a city or town other . than' the principal · city of 'an 'area and. 
the surrounding rural . area." . This is not to suggest, as Huntington· contends, 
that the availability of' an alterna,tive fre·quency (channel) : is being considered 
in this proceeding • . In a Memorandum Opinion. and Order, released June 13, 
1958 (FCC 58-559), we refused Riverside's request to enlarge :the issues to 
show the avaifability of an alternative frequency (channel) 'and stated that 
Commission policy against such enlargement of. the issues is now well 
established. Dorsey Eugene Newman, et al;, 11 RR 977 (1955). Huntington is 
entitled to have its application considered as filed, and this has been done. 
However, th,is does not preclude Commiss:l.on' consideration of its express ' 
policy . gove'rning the allocation of ·both :Class A and Class B FN stations, 
and .I!untington's' restrictive programming proposal would be ·more appropriate 
to the use of a Class . A FM facility which .is 'designed t6 provide more limited 
service to · smaller coillliluni ties · and surrounding rural areas. In addition, 
> Huntington Is proposal to serve primarily ~he needs of Nassau and . Suffolk coun-
ties .conflicts not only with the Class B F11 allocation principles, but also 
with Commission policy which enjoins broadcast licensees to serve the needs 
of the listeni ng public within the entire service areas ' of _: their stations. 
PetersburgTelevision Cor-e., 10 RR 567 (1954). .,. · ' · 
14. The Commission must .therefore· weigh Huntington 1 s need for a 
. local transmi~sion facility against the .use which it proposes to make of the 
facility for which · it· has applied • . I.r' its need for a. ~ first locai FM outlet 
for self-expressio~ were .to be used as a basis for · preferring Huntington, 
its inefficient use of a Class B FM channel would have to be ignored in an 
. instance where the Commission is presented ,with ·a ciear choice between an 
applicant which .proposes to use the .frequericy. as it is designed to be .used 
"and'one which does riot propose to do so. MOreover, -we ' are in accord with 
~ . . . . . . ' . '; ' . . 
·. :Lf Huntington contends t~at in proposing to s~rv~ the .= Nassau-Suffolk County · 
. portion of its · service area' (th~s port-ion being approximately-102. miles long 
from east to west and· averaging 15 to · 20 miles in width)~ it. is proposing·. 
area-wide rather than localiz~d .se~ce. However, as noted herein,· 
Hl,Ultingto.~~~ proposal wo~d'. ignore-. a., portion·: ot .its~ - proposed serv.tce area •. 
· ··' · • ... · • • · ~ ' " • · · · • • ; ' ·, ..• • ;- ·• 1 ._, ·. ' ~: : : ~ .· 1.,: t r .. 1. \ ,.l...J. ''. ·,;·l :.1' · • " . . • l , /d · :;:· ..:_~ ·e,·· ... ·;:,-•. ,,:: "<"-'i' ! .-,. .; ::~: :<.:~ ; ,~ · .· ; .~ .• ' ~; :.:.:;~~ ~ . , : :;:. ,; n ··: ;~ ·:: () ~' ·.~ ·· •:.~ . '; ., ' - ; . . , ,· . 
) 
. ' ' 
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the Bureau's position that the result of such a choice \-rould be to place an 
emphasis unwarranted by the facts herein, upon the statutory requirement that 
radio facilities be distributed equitably among communities at the expense 
of the additional express statutory admonition which enjoins that such 
facilities also be distributed efficiently. He cannot agree with Huntington 
that Huntington has a need for an FM facility which must be satisfied at 
all cost irrespective of the nature of the facility sought and of questions 
concerning the ef fective or efficient use of broadcast frequencies. Rather, 
it is the Commission's view that Huntington's proposed use of the Class B 
FM facility must weigh so strongly against it that it cannot be concluded 
that Huntington would serve the public interest, convenience and necessity 
as well as would Riverside, and,therefore, that Huntington's proposal for a 
first local FM t r ansmission facility must give way to the objectives of the 
Commission's Rules governing the allocation of Class B FM stations and to 
, ,..... ' 
• v • 
the efficient use of such channels in accord with the mandate of Section J07(b) 
of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended. 
Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED, This 20th day of July1 1960, That the application of The Riverside Church in the City of New York for a 
new Class B FM broadcast station to operate on the frequency 106.7 
megacycles (Channel 294) from New York City, New York, IS GRANTED; and 
IT IS FURTHER O~RED, That the application of Huntington-¥~ntauk 
Broadcasting Co~, Inc., for a new Class B FN broadcast station to operate 
on the frequency lo6.7 megacycles (Channel 294) from the Town of Huntington, 
Long Island,. Ne'\ol York, IS DENIED. 
' 
·'" 
Released: July: :a5, ·1960 
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS CO~.ISSION 
S\GNEO BY ABO~r()_ 
Nl.MLEO B~,J. fJ . 
. ]JL 2~ 195 . 
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7xcerpts from Federal . Con~unications Commissio n 
Rules a nd Regulations, Vol. III , Part 3 , Subpart B , 
June, 1959 , pp . 113-114 
Section 3 . 203 Class A Stations 
(a) A Class A station is a station which o perates o n a 
Class A channel and is designed to render service primarily 
to a community or to a city o r town other than the principal 
c i ty of an area, and the surroundi ng rural area. The 
coverage of a Class A station shall be not more than the 
e quivalent of 1 kilowatt effective radiated power and 
antenna height of 250 feet above average terrain, as 
determined by methods perescribed in the Technica l Standards 
of thi s subpart . ( For the purpose of determining equivalent 
coverage, the 1 mv/m contour should be used.) A Class A 
station will not be licensed with more than 1 kilowatt 
effective radiated power. The power rating o f the trans-
mitter used for a Class A station shall be not less than 
250 watts nor more than 1 kilowatt. The signal intensity 
requirements of (section) 3 . 311 shall determine the minimum 
coverage of a Class A station. Class A stations will normally 
be protected to the 1 mv/m contour; however, assignments will 
be made in a manner to insure, insofar as possible , a max-
imum of service to all listeners, whether urban or rural, 
gi v:ing consideration to the minimum signal capable of 
providing service. 
(b) . . . These channels are available for assignment 
(1) in cities which are not the central cities of a 
metro politan district, and (2) in central cities of 
metropolitan districts which have fewer than six Class B 
stations. 
Section 3 . 204 Class B Stations 
(a) A Class B station is a station which operates o n a 
Class B channel and is designed to render service primarily 
to a metropblitan district or principal city and the 
surrounding rural area, or to rural areas removed from 
large centers of population. The service area of a Class 
B stat i on will not be protected beyond the 1 mv/m contour ; 
however, Class B assignments will be made in a manner to 
insure , insofar as possible, a maximum of service to all 
listeners, whether urban or rural, giving consideratio n to 
the minimum signal capable of providing service. Standard 
power ratings of transmitters used for Class B stations 
shall be 1 kw or greater. The signal intensity requirements 
of (section) 3 .311 shall determine the minimum coverage of a 
Class B station. In the following subparagraphs antenna 
height above average terrain and effective radiated power 
are to be determined by the methods prescribed in the 
Technical Standards of this subpart. 
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(1) The coverage of a Class B station in Area I [includ-
ing New Yorl~J shall be not more than the equivalent o f 20 
kilowatts effective radiated power and antenna height of 500 
feet above average terrain. (For the purpose of determining 
equivalent coverage, the 1 mv/m contour should be used .) 
A Class B station in Area I will not be licensed with an 
effective radiated power greater than 20 kilowatts .... 
APPENDI X C 
FLOOR PLAN OF WRVR 
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COMPLETE TEXT OF STATEMENT OF POLI CY 
AND RELATED MEMORANDUM 
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wrvr NEW YORK FINE ARTS GUIDE RIVERSIDE RADIO 
For further information: HAROLD W. ROETH 
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490 RIVERSIDE DRIVE 
Rl 9-5400 NEW YORK 
5, September, 1961 
To: Messrs. Cram, Farmer, Fuller, Dr. McCracken 
cc: Messrs. Fitch, Gilkey, Harmon 
From: Jack D. Summerfield 
Subject: POLICY STATEMENT FOR VifRVR 
In excavations for his Masters thesis on VVRVR, Rod Rightmire recently 
came across a document approved by the Joint Committee as 
"A STATEMENT OF POLICY FOR THE PM-RADIO STATION, with special 
comments concerning programming". 
You will note in the Minutes of the Joint Committee, meeting of 
February 8, 1960, that this document was sent to the Committee by Dr. 
McCracken, received and amended by the Committee, "to be used at the 
discretion of the chairmen of the two boards". 
This is the statement some of us had forgotten or never knew existed, 
but one which we would find invaluable in guiding the staff operation of 
Vv'RVR. Fortunately, the policies we have pursued under supervision of the 
PM Committee are in substantial accord with this statement. The only 
serious deviations from it have been w.~th regard to the program percentages 
(noted in the last few pages) which were prepared without regard to the 
FCC's particular mode of classification and which Jim Greeley judiciously 
eliminated from the testimony presented in support of our application. 
VIe have taken the liberty of reproducing this statement of policy, 
incorporating the Joint Committee ammendments of February 8, 196 0, for our 
own current use in operating and evaluating VITRVR. 
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The Riverside_ Church January. 1960 
A STATEMENT OF POLICY FOR THE PM-RADIO STATION. with special comments 
concerning programming. 
Any statement concerning policy for the FM-radio station which The 
Riverside Church may in the near future be operating must necessarily begin 
with the commitments which the responsible officials of the Church, upon the 
advice of legal counsel, have made in sworn testimony in applying to the FCC 
for a license to construct and operate an FM-radio station. The station must 
operate: 
a) "In the public interest. convenience and necessity;" 
b) For the New York Metropolitan area to which the assigned 
channel is geographically allocated; 
c) In cooperation with other Morningside Heights institutions; 
d) For a minimum of 35 hours per week (as set forth in the appli-
cation). and up to 70 hours per week within a rea·sonab~y shOrt 
period of time as the Church's attorney and witnesses stated 
the Church was ready and willing to do; 
e) Under the auspices of a Special Committee responsible to 
the joint Committee during the experimental and initial period; 
f) "\!Vith a Director experienced in radio broadcasting; 
g) And with appropriations "from the income of the Church" of 
"sufficient funds to assure operation of an appropriate program 
which will be worthy of the Church: " 
Riverside's FM-radio station will be the "Voice on the Air" of The 
Riverside Church in the City of New York. Its programs must reflect the basic 
philosophy and objectives of the Church: liberal and dynamic in its approach 
to religion; inter-racial in its fellowship; international in its outlook; inter-
denominational in its inclusive fellowship; and intercultural in its concern. 
Since the FM-radio station must be "in the public interest, " it must demon-
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2. 
strate both the deeply held Christian commitment of the Church and the respect 
which the Church feels for religious convictions other than its own. In a 
real sense the FM-radio station must be inter-faith. Protestant Services of 
-worship, lecutres upon Pr,otestant theology, and special events should 
present without apology or equivocation the Protestant Christian point of view. 
Jewish worship services, lectures and broadcast events from Jewish sources 
will be sought with the object of reflecting the noble traditions of that faith. 
Participation by Roman Catholics will also be sought. The broadcasting of 
programs which are in the truest and best sense, "inter-faith" should be 
included in the program schedule. 
The station's objective should not necessarily be to attract a maximum 
listening audience, but to interest those listeners interested in all the 
divergent activities carried on within the Church and the Morningside Heights 
community. Programming for "special interest audiences" should have 
priority over more "popular" programs which might attract larger audience 
ratings but would possess less intellectual, cultural, moral and spiritual 
content. In undertaking to operate an FM-radio station, The Riverside Church 
seeks no "popularity II award. It rather proposes to enlist the interest of 
individuals, families, and organized groups eager to develop the many-sided 
"arts of living" into that "Viay of Life 11 of which Jesus of Nazareth is the 
supreme exemplar. 
A unique aspect of the Protestant Church is the activity of numerous 
organized groups. The programs of such gr01..p s with The Riverside Church 
should become features of the FM-radio station's repertoire. By the same 
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token, similar programs from comparable groups in other churches and in other 
communities which meet the standards of the FM-radio station should be 
broadcast. Programs of the Women's Society, the Business and Professional 
Vvomen's Club, the Men's Class, the Riverside Guild, programs for foreign 
students, programs in Spanish, the Ministries of Music, programs from the 
Church School, the ·weekday Nursery-Kindergarten School, the Riverside 
Orchestra are illustrative. 
Since the F M-radio station's activities will reflect the total life of the 
Church and be an i ntegral part of it, drawing sustenance from the Church and 
contributing strength and vitality to it, the station in its operation must 
represent the whole Church. Its management must be responsible to the whole 
Church and be responsive to both the corporate and spiritual bodies within the 
Church to which the license was granted. 
Following the experimental and initial period when control of the F M-radio 
necessarily must be vested in the Special Committee responsible to the Joint 
Committee of the Boards of Deacons and Trustees, the direction of the station 
should pass to a Committee responsible to the Board of Deacons and containing 
representative members from the Board of Trustees and the membership of the 
Church at large. On this Committee there should be individuals whose 
experience and ability qualify them to have responsibility for the direction of 
the FM-radio station in accordance with policies established by the Church 
in such a way as to be applicable to the station's operation. Serving on the 
Committee should be at least one member from the Co.rr.mittee on Literature 
and Mass Media in order that coordination of all the Church's communication, 
whether by printed or spoken word, may be achieved. The Director of the 
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FM-radio station shall be responsible to the Church through this Committs.:3 vf 
the Board of Deacons. The Executive Minister shall serve as the Liaison 
Minister to the Committee. To the extent that competent members of the 
Church may also be related to other institutions on Morningside Heights, it 
may be desirable to appoint them members of the Committee, but since it is 
the Church that is licensed to operate the station, it must be clearly under-
stood that their obligation is to the Church from membership in which their 
appointment stems. 
In addition, it may be wise to establish a cooperating Committee under 
the Church 1 S Radio Committee made up of persons from neighboring institutions. 
These individuals may be able to render an important service in extending the 
range and quality of the FM-radio station 1 S program, and to help make certain 
that the station 1 s programs are "in the public interest" and not sectarian nor 
divisive. 
The programming of the FM-radio station will flow from four principal 
sources: 1) The Riverside Church and its activities; 2) The cooperating 
institutions on Morningside Heights; 3) Educational radio stations and organi-
zations producing radio programs outside the New York Metropolitan area; and 
4) Specialized sources which will supply programs serving the special needs 
of those in the listening area. These four principal sources, and the types 
of programs which they have already indicated a willingness to provide for 
broadcasting over the Church 1 S FM-radio station are described in somewhat 
fuller detail below. 
It is obvious that programming as much as 70 or more hours a week will 
add to the scope of the Church staffs 1 present responsibilities. However, with 
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FM-radio station staff as outlined below, such additional responsibilities can 
be kept within reasonable limits and enable the Church Staff to fulfill their 
primary responsibilities in the other areas of the Church's life. The work 
of producing special ·programs for the FM-radio station will be the responsi-
bility of the Station Staff, In the final analysis, with the number of out-
standing, ready-made programs available, the FM-radio station initially will 
use carefully selected programs which are available rather than try to produce 
new programs in great numbers. 
Programs produced at the Church would not necessarily be special pro-
grams produced exclusively for the FM-radio station, but would more frequently 
be broadcasts of regular activities: Sermons, prayers, music from the Service 
of Vvorship; the Ministries of Music; the Spanish Vvorship Services; the pro-
grams of the Church's many, varied organizations. 
The Church is fortunate in being surrounded by educational and theo-
logical institutions which are capable of cooperating and which have already 
expressed in writing an intention to cooperate with the Church in making 
available programs for broadcast. 
' 
1) Union Theological Seminary will produce two hours of programming 
a week. 
2) Juilliard School of Music will allow the church to tape and broad-
cast special programs held at the school. Also, students will be 
available to the church for programs it will produce. 
3} Barnard College for Vfomen will produce one hour of programming 
a week. They have made available to the church tapes of special 
programs by guests at the school in every department: literature, 
drama, music, ancient and modern languages and the like. On 
occasion it will be possible to broadcast tapes of actual class-
room sessions. 
4) Jewish Theological Seminary is at the present t ime taping 
lectures of the Institute of Religious Studies for use on 
1uvers1ae's raa10 station. In aaaitlon, tney wlll prugrdm 
one hour a week for the station and make available to the 
church their tape library. 
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5) International House will assume responsibility for one-half 
hour of programming a week plus making available any special 
programs they might produce. 
6) Columbia University is interested in developing radio news 
reporting and news analysis. Additional programs will be 
possible but will have to be worked out after the station is 
on the air. 
7) St. Luke' s Hospital and Teachers College have also expressed 
a willingness to work with the radio staff in producing programs 
from their institutions. 
In addition to programs produced by the Church and Morningside Heights 
institutions, there are other sources of programming. Radio Station -w GBH-FM 
in Boston has made available to the Church many of its programs. These will 
be provided to the Church free of cost. The six listed are illustrative: 
1) "Our Ameri can Music" - one hour weekly. 
2) "Father O 'Connor's Jazz Anthology" - one hour weekly. 
3) "Our Changing Earth" - one hour weekly. 
4) "The Constitution and Human Rights" - one-half hour weekly. 
5) "Music of the Baroque Period" - one hour weekly. 
6) "Contemporary Poetry of Foreign Lands" - fifteen minutes weekly. 
In addition, ·wGBH is willing to supply the below listed series to the 
Church on an "exchange tape" basis. This means that the Church supplies 
blank tape. Permission has already been granted by the various foundations 
which, with WGBH, produced such programs: 
1) "The Creative Mind" - 12 essays with Lyman Bryson. 
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2) "Century of Science" - produced under a grant from the 
Educational Television and Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
3) "The Interpretative Mind" - 12 essays similar to "The Creative 
Mind". 
Programs will also be available from the National Association of 
Educational Broadcasters, Yale Audio-Visual Department and the Educational 
Television and Radio Center. 
Finally, as a source of programming, there are specialized sources 
which will supply programs serving the special needs of those in the listening 
area. Such programming includes Spanish programs produced by the Depart-
ment of Education of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. 
1) "Alegria s Infantiles" - a children's program. 
2) "Teyo Gracia" - a program of Puerto Rican country life. 
3) "Cuento de Hoy" - radio adaptations of literary works. 
4) "Radioteatro" - radio adaptations of theatrical works. 
5) "Retablo del Solar" - program of Puerto Rican life. 
6) "Efemerides Musicales" - day by day musical events program. 
7) "Clases de Ingles" - English lessons. 
8) "Historia de la Musica" - History of music lessons. 
Taped programs of high quality are also available to the Church from 
the Canadian Broadcasting Company. the Britis~ Broadcasting Company and 
Radio Francaise. 
The application before the Federal Communications Commission calls 
for the following percentage breakdown in live and recorded programs. 
rded programs on tape or disc, 65%. Live programs either remote or from 
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the studio. 35%. The following per:centages indicate the type of programming 









The day to day operation of the FM-radio station will be under the super-
vision of the Program Director. In administrative relationships. the Director 
of the FM-radio station will be responsible to the Executive Minister in the 
area of program. and to the Coordinator and Business Manager as far as 
budget and facilities are concerned. In addition to the Director there will be 
a full time announcer and a secretary responsible for Traffic. There should 
also be two or more program assistants ("interns") who would take care of 
the tape library, announce and perform other duties which may be assigned to 
them. These persons could be students from Union Theological Seminary or 
Columbia University for whom a grant-in-aid program could be worked out 
whereby they would receive credit for work done at the FM-radio station in 
their Seminary or University courses. Similar arrangements are standard in 
other non-commercial stations such as WGBH. The only other personnel essen-
tial for the successful operation of · an FM-radio station of the scope of the 
Church's would be one full-time and one part-time licensed engineer. The key 
person in the operation is the Program Director. This individual must have 
authority to accept or reject all programs within the scope of general policies 
previously established by the Radio Committee. the Board of Deacons and the 
Church. It follows that such an individual would be not only professionally 
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qualified but also possess those qualities of the Spirit and that Christian in-
sight which are essential for work at The Riverside Church. 
APPENDIX ' 
SAMPL • S OF WRVR FORMS AND LOGS 
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RIVERSIDE RADIO WRVR - CONTROL ROOM LOG 
490 RIVERSIDE DR IVE NEW YORK 27 NEW YORK DAY DATE PAGE NUMBER 186 
L OC A L T IME T YPE IN COMMENTS TYP E * TIME I DE NT IFI- MEC HA NIC A L INITI A LS TECHN IC IAN MUST SIGN IN INK ON AN D O FF DUTY. NAME OF PROGRAM OR ANNOUNCEMENT C AT ION RECORD SO PROGRAM PROGRAM S H OW N AME AND POLITICA L AFFILIAT IO N I N CASE 












For PROGRAMS Only: 
Code 1 Item from EACH Column 
LS -local Studio 
LR - local Remote 
W- Wire Service 
R- Recorded 
N- Network 
For SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS Only: 
Code 1 Item from This Section 
sol -Courtesy announcement which acknowledges pre-emption of time 
so2 - Promotion announcement lor program 
so3 - Temperature or weather 
NCSA- Free announcement donated to civic organization or cause 




ORGANIZATIONAL SERVICE SUFFIX CODE-
for Use with ALL Items Coded NCSA 
Time on behalf of, 
(a) Charitable organizations 
(b) Government agencies 
(c) Civic, religious, fraternal or social service groups 






CONTENT: Use ONLY with PROGRAM Items 
E - Entertainment (drama, comedy, variety) 
D - Documentary 
C - Children's 
M- Music 
N- News 
P - Panel discussion 
R - Religious 
POL -Political 
F- Form, agriculture 
S- Sports 
W- Weather and market 
T- Talk, interview 
Q- Quiz, audience participation 






METHOD: Use for ALL Entries 
1-live 
r - Phonograph Record 
et- Electrical Transcription or Tope 
WRVR TRANSMITTER OPERATING LOG 187 
>cation - 490 Riverside Drive, New York 
·ansmitter - Gates Type FMIOA, Serial 67711 
ate'------------
,arrier on Carrier off ______ _ 
rogram on Program off _____ _ 
Frequency 106.7 MC 
Hours _____ _ 
Hours _____ _ 
icensed Technician on duty From, ______ To _____ _ 
__________________ From, ______ To _____ _ 
___________________ From, ______ To _____ _ 
POWER AMP TR. LINE FREQ. TR. RM. 
EP IP RF WATTS DEY. TEMP. 
CARRIER INTERRUPTION, IRREGULARITIES, CAUSE AND DURATION 
* SHOW STARTING TIME, EVEN HOUR AND HALF HOUR INTERVALS AND CLOSING TIME. 
Rl VJ:<.,RSIDE Ri.DIO 
-r JV, .·r ... l V]f. '\ ,,~ !:; .'1 
j" I I/ ) f!H 
·- r ' · . J \ . 
CONTI NUITY 
Te: pe : __ of_ 
Dis c Nos . I 
I I . 
Page_l_of~ 
Day: Date : Time:From to 
-------- ------------- ----- -----
SERIES : 
----------------------------------------St:b-Ti t le / Number: 
----------------------------------
Recordert Duration : Plus Copy( ) Package 
SOURCE : Tape ( ) Disc ( ) NET ( ) Live ( ) Remote 
ENGR : Rewind Tape ( )Record "Off- Air "( ) Feed NET 
Put Engineer 's Copy in Tape Box ( ) 
) 
) 
Tape Time and Cues in Box( ) Producer : Appr oved : 
- -
Page __ 0f~ 
--·- -- ----------- ------ ------ - - -- -- -· .. ---- - ·--- --~ ----- - -- -- - .. -- --- ····- -- - -- -- .... -·- --
;oNTIHUI 'l'Y Day : Date: Time:From t~ 
-------- -------------- ~-- ----l 
Disc Nr~s. l SERIES: ______________________________________ __ 
Tape _ _ l _ 
Size 7 
--





RIVERSIDE RADIO ... WRVR -CONTINUITY 
SAnJRDAY DATE: _______ TIME: 6:00 p. tn . 
EMINENT FIGUr{ES OF ASIA 
Progrcm Number: 62-19 
------------------------------
Durotion: 14;03 14:30 Producer: NAEWCED 
PLAY TAPE CUT # 
--
CUE (S) AND TIME IN BOX 
This is Riverside Rodio, WRVR o o • 106 "7 FM, 
In the City of Nuw York~ 





Source __________________________________________ __ 
Series Name ______________________________________ __ 
Number of Program, __ _ 
Comments 
Reel Size ____________ _ 
Date i Air 













Series Name ______ . ________ _ 





































































RIVERSIDE RADIO WRVR 193 
LISTENER CALL REPORT 
PERSON 
RECEIVING CALLS ________ _ 
DATE NAME ADDRESS PHONE COMMENTS 
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RIVERSIDE RADIO Vl RVR - RELEASE AUTHORIZATION 
I~ , hereby authorize Radio 
Station VvRVR~ Riverside Radio, 490 Riverside Drive, New York City 
27, New York; to record and broadcast my comments on 
Date: Place: in con-
-------------- ------------------------~ junction with 
Occasion=------------------------------------------------J 
in a present ation entitled: 
·~. 
I rea-lize that this release does not commit the station in any way 
to broadcast the material recorded. I further cons ant to the distri -
bution of the recorded material to any radio staUon designated by 
WRVR~ Rivers ide Radio, for non-commercial broadcast. 
I also consent to photographs being taken of me and/or the use of 
my photograph being used by VvRVR, Riverside Radio, or its desig-
nated stations for publicity purposes of the recorded material 
stated above . I realize that these photographs , as well as the 
recorded program, will be the sole property of iNRVR~ Riverside 
Radio, but will not be used in any manner e:t{cept as specified 
above without furt her permj_s sion. ' 
SIGNATURE _______________________ __ 
ADDRESS 
-------------------------------
DATE ______________________ _ 
TITLE: 
EDUCATIONAL RADIO NETWORK PROGRAM CONTROL COFY 
(other than i0CafPrograms) 
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·-----------------KEY: N ET () 
WGBH ( ) 
DAY: DATE: 1962 
------------ --------------
ORIGINATI NG STATI ON: 
TIM E START: TIME END: 
---------- -------------------
CLO SE CUE: "This is the Educativnal Radio Network". 
. . ~ ... 
--------~-------~------------------------
AN 1'\J CR: (LOCAL Bi;EAK) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - -
ENGR: RETuRN TO t'JE TVVO Ri< : WCBH ( ) 
NETWO~!< I<EY ( ) 
TAI<E LOCA!_ PROGRAM ( ) 
APPENDIX F 
lVIAP OF PROPOS.uD EDUCATIONAL RADIO NETWORK 
1 9 6 
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JUNE 20, 1961 
? 
JANSKY AND BAILEY ~ru.. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. ANn•'""' 
KEY 
INTERSTATE CONTROL GROUP 
e SOUTHERN CONTROL GROUP 
e NEW ENGLAND CONTROL GROUP 
e CANADIAN (CBC) CONTROL GROUP 
e PENNSYLVANIA CONTROL GROUP 
e NEW YORK CONTROL GROUP 
Q SATELLITE STATIONS 
INTERSTATE RELAY ROUTE 
-
RELAY ROUTES 
AND AL TERNAT~ ROUTES 
FIG. I 
PROPOSE INTERCONNECTION ROUTES FOR 
CATIONAL RADIO NETWORK 
NATIONAL ~ ....... ___.-TIONAL TELEVISION AND RADIO CENTER 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 
